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ABSTRACT
This report presents data for wind tunnel test (IA33) of a 0,004-
scale orbiter, external tank, and solid rocket motor integrated vehicle
model	 (74-OTS) in the MSFC Trisonic Wind Tunnel.
E.
The primary test objective was to obtain data on the static stability
characteristics in both pitch and yaw of the Shuttle Vehicle 5 over a Mach
number range of 0.6 through 4.96. 	 The effect on vehicle aerodynamic char-
acteristics of tank and SRB nose shape, SRS nozzle shroud flare angle, and
3.:
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7The purposes of this test were: (1) to determine the static stability
characteristics of the Shuttle Vehicle 5 configuration; (2) to determine
the effect on the Vehicle 5 aerodynamic characteristics of ET and SRB nose
shape, SRB nozzle shrodd flare angle, orbiter to tank fairing, and sting
location; (3) to provide flow visualization using thin film oil paint; and
(4) to determine rudder, body flap, and inboard and outboard elevon hinge
moments.
The mated vehicle model was mounted in three different ways: (1) the
orbiter mounted on the balance with the SRB's attached to the tank and
the tank in turn attached to the orbiter; (2) the tank mounted on the bal-
ance (with the sting protruding through the tank base) with the SRB's and
orbiter attached to the tank, and (3) with the tank mounted on the balance
and the balance in turn supported by a forked sting entering the nozzle of
r into	 S	 cross'di	 forwa d	 the R	 ineach SRB, extending fo w d 	 B's then
	 g over to the tank
to provide a balance socket.
Data were obtained for Mach numbers from 0.6 through 4.96 at angles-
of-attack and -sideslip from -10 to 10 degrees.
The Rockwell designation for this model is 74-OTS and the NASA Series
number is IA33. The MSFC test number is TWT-594 A/B.
This report consists of 3 volumes arranged in the following manner:
VOLUME 1 - Plotted Data Figures 4-12
VOLUME 2 - Plotted Data Figures 13-26





Symb^o1 Sy mbol Definition
Ab base area, in2
Abe tank base area, in.2
Abf body flap area, in.2
Abf orbiter/tank fairing base area, in.2
Abo orbiter base area, in.2
Abs SRB base area, in.2
bref BREF reference span, 1n.2
c.g. center of gravity
CAB E CABE tank base axial force coefficient
CAB E CABF orbiter/tank fairing axial force coefficient















forebody pitching moment coefficient
total base axial force coefficient
normal force coefficient due to rudder deflection
pitching moment coefficient due to rudder
deflection
forebody axial force due to rudder deflection
side force coefficient due to rudder deflection
yawing moment coefficient due to rudder deflection
rolling moment coefficient due to rudder deflection
ormal forceoefficient due to elevon deflectionn	 G i
pitching moment coefficient due to elevon
deflection
forebody axial force coefficient due to elevon
deflection	 i:.r
_a
CYDE	 side force coefficient due to elevon deflection
CYNDE	 yawing moment coefficient due to elevon deflection
CBLDE	 rolling moment coefficient due to elevon
deflection
CheO




CHEI	 inboard elevon hinge moment coefficient '.i
Chbf	CHBF	 body flap hinge moment coefficient













CN CN normal	 force coefficient
CNBF CNBF body flap upper surface normal force coefficient,
adjusted to freestream static pressure
CNBO CNBO orbiter base normal force coefficient
CN U CNU uncorrected normal force coefficient
CPBBF CPBBF body flap upper surface pressure coefficient
CPB E CPBS tank base pressure coefficient
LPBF CPBF
j
orbiter/tank fairing base pressure coefficient
CPBO CPBO orbiter base pressure coefficient
CPBS CPBS SRB base pressure coefficient
Cy CY side force coefficient (body or stability
axis system)
Qref LREF reference length, in.
M MACE! Mach number
MRP MRP moment reference point
XMRP moment reference point on x-axis
YMRP moment reference point on y-axis
ZMRP moment reference point on z-axis
P'=
froestream static p.ressure., psi
Pbbf
body flap upper surface pressure, psi
TO
,I






Pb tank base pressure, psi
Pb
f
orbiter/tank fairing base pressure, psi
f%
Pbo orbiter base pressure, psi
r
P
bs SRB base pressure, psi
^e
Pt total pressure, psi
i
ff
	 ., q Q(PSI) -dynamic pressure, psi
RN/L RN/L Reynolds numbdr per unit length; million/ft.
Sref SREF reference area, in.2
Sbfref body flap reference area, in.2
Seref elevon reference area, in.2
Srref rudder reference area, in.2
:r T temperature, °I e
r,
ALPHA angle-of-attack, angle between the projection
s of the wind Xw-axis on the body X. Z-plane ;and f
a the body X-axis; deg.
BETA sideslip angle, angl e between the wind.Xw-axis
and the projection of this axis on the body X,
f Z-plane;.deg.
a control surface deflecti on angle; de g 	 pos i tive.
ij
- defl ections are; t:
Sa AILRON aileron
	
left aileron trailing edge down
E






._r.......n -^e.........	 —	 ^e^
-. -	 •_	 ---..












SBF BOFLAP body flap	 -	 trailing edge down
6SB SPUBRK speed brake
d r RUDDER rudder	 -	 trailing edge left
Adr DRUDDR rudder deflection increment
a6e DELEVN elevator deflection increment






e elevator or el evon
:. r rudder
SB speed brake
eL & eR elevon left and right
t total conditions'
w wind




The model geometry (0.004-scale) is shown in figure 2a. The model
was constructed entirely of stainless steel.
i
As described in the introduction, the model was mounted on the sting/
balance combination in three different ways; (1) the orbiter mounted on
the balance with the SRB`s attached to the tank and the tank in turn
attached to the orbiter (see figure 2a); (2) the tank mounted on the bal-
ance (with the sting protruding through the tank base) with the SRB's and
orbiter attached to the tank (see figure 2b); and (3) with the tank mounted
on the balance and the balance in turn supported by a forked sting enter-.
ing the nozzle of each SRB, extending forward into the SRB's then cross-
ing over to the tank to provide a balance socket (see figure 2c).
The model had positionable elevons and rudders which could be de-
flected (by installing a control surface set to the desired angle) to the
following angles.
SeL & SeR ( deg) _ -5; - 0, 1-0-,— 1-s— ----	 _	 —
Sr (deg) - 0, -15, -20 for S Sg = 0
The 0 0 rudder and the body flap were instrumented to provide hinge
moments. The SeL = 00 elevon was split and the inboard and outboard
sections were both instrumented to provide hinge moments.
The model was fabricated in conformance with the lines drawings. as
listed below.
Orbiter











B62 fuselage - per VL70-000200B, 202C., & 203
C12 canopy - per VL70--000202C
E26. elevon - per VL70-000202B
F10 body flap - per VL70-000200B
W127 wing -	 per UL70-000200B
M14 OMS pods - per VL70-008457
1429
---pMS no'zz' le - per VL70-008457
V8 vertical - per VL70-000146A
R5 rudder -	 per VL70-000146A
_ Tank.
AT16 attach structure, front ORB/ET -
per SK--H-4011
AT25 strengthened attach structure, left
	 l
rear ORB/ET - per VL78-000062E
	 i
AT26.. strengthened attach structure, right
rear ORB/ET - per VL78-0000628
AT24 attach structure, front ORB/ET (ET
alone)	 - per SK--H-4011
FL5 LOX feed Iine ET/ORB - per VL78-000062A
FL6 LH2 pressure line ET/ORB
	 - per
VL78-000062A




FR6 umbilical door fairing support
per VL78--000062A
PT12 tank lightning rod - per VL78-000062A
PT13 LOX recirculation line - per VL78-000062A
PT14 LOX pressure line - per VL78-000062A
PT20 LOX pressure line and electrical conduit - l
per VL78-000062A
ij
' PT21 tank base extension
T20 tank - per VL78-000041Ci
T27 tank with 1208 in.  radius ogi ve nose- ---,	 --
-^^X -press^re"line,`and electrical conduit
' p SRB
Yj
{ PS7 attach rings and rear structural ring -
r per VL77-00006.6
PS8 electrical tunnel
PS9 tie down structure - per VL77-000066
F
S14 20° aft skirt
S15 28° nose shape la
FtS18 SRS baseline - per VL70-000066
The following abbreviations were used to describe the model con- 3figurations tested;
z TIPI Tank + protuberances 1"
SiP2 SRB's + protuberances
01 Orbiter {,







S3	 SRB 29° nose shape
F2	 Orbiter/tank fairing
S2	 SRB 20 0 aft skirt
El	 Tank base extension
s
Details of the model components are given in table III. The various	
j
i1!! INSTRUMENTATION {`
Balance number 239 was used throughout the test regardless of whether
the balance was installed in the orbiter or in the tanks
	 the model-bal-
ance combination for the balance in the orbiter tests. was mounted to the
tunnel pitch sector using the:MSFC. 5 degree offset sting with a straight
extension.	 During the portion of the test for which the balance was in
the tank and supported by the forked sting, the forked sting was mounted ?	 ^
ik in the sector using the MSFC S-2 straight extension. 	 When the balance.was
in'the tank supported by a straight sting, the straight sting was mounted
F'j
directly into the sector.
f- Pressure transducers were used to measure.base pressures. 	 Depending
upon the model configuration as many as five base pressures were recorded.
The configuration and associated base pressure measurement requirements
are given below:
i' Balance in Orbiter	 (see figure 2j)
t ^	 a
1)	 Orbiter base pressure
Pbo
 = 1, 2, 3, 5 (all manifolded together)




3)	 Tank base pressure
Pbe = 6, 7, 8 (all manifolded together) f
' 4)	 SRB base pressure
0
Phs = 9, 10 (manifolded.together)




Same as listed above 3
4
{ 5)	 Fairing base pressure
i}













The Marshall Space Flight Center 14" x 14" Trisonic Wind runnel is an
intermittent blowdown tunnel which operates by high pressure air flowing
F; from storage to either vacuum or atmospheric conditions.
	 A Mach number
range from .2 to 5.55 is covered by using two interchangeable test sections.
I The transonic section permits testing at Mach 0.20 through 2.50 dnd the
supersonic section permits testing at Mach 2.74 through 5.85. 	 mach numbers
between .2 and .9 are obtained by using a controllable diffuser. 	 The range
from .95 to 1.3 is achieved through the use of plenum suction and perfor-
m` aced walls.	 Mach numbers of 1.44, 1.93 and 2.50 are produced by inter-
changeable sets of fixed contour nozzle blocks.
	 Above Mach 2.50 a set of
fixed contour nozzle blocks are tilted and translated automatically to
produce any desired Mach number in .25 increments.
I Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately
-40°F dew point and 500 psi.
	 The compressor is a three-stage reciprocating
unit driven by a 1500 hp motor.
Tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo-actuated gate
valve.	 The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the still-
;' ing chamber and heat exchanger where the air temperature can be controlled
from ambient to approximately 180°F. 	 The air then passes through the test
f ' section which contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
t
' Downstream of the test section is a hydraulically controlled pitch
j	 a
t ` sector that provides a -total angle of attack range of 20 0 (tIOO) .
	
Sting














For the oil flow portion of the test, the model was prepared by
filling the cracks and openings with polyester resin putty, finishing
with thin coats of white lacquer for color, and sealing with a thin coat
of clear lacquer to protect the color coat from contamination by the
artist's oil pigment used for flow visualization.
The model was dual sting mounted on two MSFC 0.5 i:n. dummy balances,
one installed in the external tank and the other in the orbiter. Stings
were such that the orbiter and tank assembly could be separated easily
for preparation, photography and clean up.
Black and white photographs of the flow pattern on the top, side
and bottom of the orbiter and of the top of the tank assembly were taken.
The oil flows were obtained in accord with the thin film technique
with artist's oil pigments as described in the SRO Rockwell Internal Letter
from P. Hawthorne to R. Crowder, dated 28 October 1973.
Shadowgraphs of--the -model upright—and mlled- let' 90' were made.
These photos were taken during the force runs whenever possible and are
available on request from the Aerodynamics Group, Shuttle Aero Sciences,
Space Division, Rockwell International.
5
DATA REDUCTION
All model forces and moments (measured by the balance 239) were
resolved in the body axis system and presented in the form of nondimen-
sional coefficients. Data were corrected for weight tares and sting de-
flections. Data were also adjusted to be representative of a model with
freestream static pressure acting on the orbiter base, orbiter body flap
upper surface, External Tank base, and Solid Rocket Booster base. Orbiter,
ET and SRB base pressures were recorded using tubes attached to the model
sting with tube openings located near the base region. Comparison of.base
pressures sensed by these tubes with base pressures measured during other
tests using pressure orifices located in the model skin .
 indicated the
tubes were not sensing an accurate base pressure. This error was due to
the tube locations not being close enough to the model base, therefore.
measuring pressures in a region with appreciable flow velocities. Orbiter
and ET base pressures were corrected for this (tube - tap) effect using
the data presented in figure 2m, which was derived from a comparison of
IA33 base pressures with base pressures from test IA53. Orbiter body flap
upper surface pressures were determined using test IA81 data in addition
to IA33 data, as shown on the curve in figure 2n. Coefficients were non-
dimensionalized as shown below.
INTEGRATED VEHICLE (TSO)




,normal force coefficient uncorrected for base
g5ref	 pressure forces.
CN =	 CNU - CNBO - CNBF , normal force coefficient corrected for
orbiter base pressure acting on the
orbiter base and body flap.
CAT =	 FA	 total axial
gSref
force coefficient.








pitching moment coefficient uncorrected






CLM	 = CLMU + CNBO ref + CNBP Tr2 ef - CABO Zlref'
pitching moment coefficient corrected for
orbiter base pressure acting on the orbiter










CNB O -CPBO IA33
AbORB tan i b , normal force component coefficient
S ref	 of orbiter base drag.
CNBF = -CPBbf
Sbfref ,




SbORB axial force component coefficient




tank base axial force coefficient.
CABS
Abs
= -CPBS	 ,	 SRB
S ref




















ACPBE is from figure 2m
CPBbf = Cp	 as obtained from the curve on figure 2n for all
bf	 datasets except A1CO05, A1CO06, AlCO23 and AICO24
CPBbf = CPBOIA33 for datasets A1C005, A1C006, AlCO23 and AICO24
INTEGRATED VEHICLE PLUS ORBITER/ET FAIRING (TSO + F)
(Balance in the Orbiter)
All coefficients were computed as indicated above except for the
following:
CAF = CAT - CABO - CABS - CAB E -- CABF, forebody axial force coefficient
CLM = CLMU + CNBO 
Qref + CNgF Lref - CABF Qref - CABO
Zl
 Qref
pitching moment coefficient corrected for base pressure acting
on the orbiter base, body flap, and orbiter/ET fairing
A
CABE = -CPB F Sbf	 fairing base axial force coefficient
ref
Where:	 CPBF = Pbf - P.
g	
fairing base pressure coefficient
SECOND STAGE VEHICLE (TO)
(Balance in the external tank)
All coefficients were computed as indicated above except for the
following:
CAF = CAT - CAB0 - CABE , forebody axial force coefficient
iDATA REDUCTION (Continued)
`	 EXTERNAL TANK ALONE (T)
CN = EN	 normal force coefficient
gSref





Q,	 pitching moment coefficientg ref ref	 I
Hinge Moment Coefficients 	 i
Rudder
HMr
Ch r	 gsrref cr
Where:Chr = rudder hinge moment coefficient
HMr = rudder Binge moment
E
f	 Srref - rudder reference arear




There C^	 outboard elevon hinge moment coefficient
ea
}
HMeo = outboard eIevon hinge moment
S	 = elevon reference area
eref













r; Where:Chei	 = inboard eievon hinge moment coefficient
4







bf q bfref Cbf
t;
Where:	 Chbf	 = body flap hinge moment coefficient




body flap reference area
r;
cbf	 = body flap reference length
£€
^y Model reference dimensions used in the data reduction are:
-
PARAMETER FULL. SCALE MODE. SCALE
4 Reference Areas
Sref (wing) 2690.00 ft. 6.198 in.2
Sr 101.15
	
ft. 2 0.233 in.2
ref
r
} S 210.00 ft. 2 0. 484 in.?
1 eref
{ Sbfref









ref	 bred 1290..0., in. :5.160 :n.
Pbf(distance from GG to body flap)	 1365.0 in. 5.46 in.
cr 73.2 in. 0.293 in. 9
c 90.7	 in. 0.363 in.
cbf 81.0 in. 0.324 in.
Moment Reference Point 1199.8 in. 4.799 in.
from ET base on ET
Base Areas
Orbiter (Abo ) 314.10 ft. 2 0.724 in.'
Orbiter (Abams) 122.57 ft. 2 0.282 in.2
A 436.7	 ft. 2 1.006 in.'
bORB
Tank ( Abe ) 597.6	 ft. 1.377 in..2




S 1	and $,3 (baseline) 402.1 ft. 0.926 in2`




i b : 14.759, average orbiter base slant angle. E
Xl	 _ 5.052 in,, axial moment arm for orbiter base drag.
p
X2 `	 = 5.346 in., axial moment arm for body flap.
Z}	 - 1.344 in., vertical moment arm for orbiter base drag, it1






























Accuracy based on 1.0.5%

























0.6 5.0 x 10 6 4.35 100 2.2
0.8 6.0 6.45 1:00 22
0.9 6.2 7.36 100 22
Q.95 6.4 7.74 100 22,
1.0 6.5 8.14 100 22
1.10 6.6 9.29 100 22
1.2 6. 7 10.68 100 22
1.25 6.7 11.48 100 22











4.95 4.8 3.07 140 90
',:... ......
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Usk- Farm 253 .2 (Ftev. May 1973)
i
TABU II. (Continued)








MACH NUMBERS { OR ALTERNATE E
s }
^ • + C] 0`9 1• I` J~ Jf ^ d^ t9 1.9 ^^3^ ^^y+^J
o Ti P, s, As	 d A a o o 2 ^f a W2 s aw b2. Ago !©
0;01 o ti o d
DEPENDENT^VgARIpABL^
L
z'^ s z S
.
.A t
D72 A► .5.3 ! 2 0i Fa ^ 0 0 © ^n ^ ^ A 3 r^
oaz o d a o z 187 s
40 3 --r) j^j 	 I S [ D O 6 S1 !Sy SS P.
{Q,21 -S 13 6 0 6
- 9 !^^ A93 m
0.25' 7 1 Pf s2	 a^ 19 0 0 o 2 37 .41 &o lip -93 S. a
0.2 4
-	 - 0 3 '5 0 6 ^s° G^ 6z ^ G z
og 7 rf: A! s ► ^: o$ R o 0 c
a ^ 0 6
0,27 R o 6 10 q8 AY7 Z 816 z/9 61
N
030 D Q 0 J o S^ Sz 1 .251 2s3 a3b
C 31 /9 0 0 1.5.
Q 0 ^ 0 ! ^
o -T- 0 ry "J Sr © 1 O
/ Pe.-. fv^ (D !a
03-Y 20 o 6 7,q 17Z 70 ¢ r e
03* 3 A o 0 2




















R U N4 S
m
MACH NUMBERS I OR ALTERNATE INDEPENDENT VAROAFILL
-S[)
 
C rc. ToT !T 0 9,. 4 e o
- ..
.p6l;;;-,?9 / If 4Y
72- Z 1,6R 1A ILL 22 ^
03g i	 S,/ /^z mOo 1.99 i if 7
A c.
0 C SA o 07 Lzo.4 —466
IV G f R 0 .211 90 /16
m
M
95(-X.,Li.5	 Poas- dl 8 .233 Z 3 Li 236 3S
z
In




I	 I	 I	 A	 A	 I	 I	 A	 A	 I	 1	 1	 1	 1	 a	 1.	 1	 1	 A	 I	 - L-	 I	 I	 I	 I	 -	 A-3










T E 5 T	 fit 	 33	 DATA SET `RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY 	 JDATE
DATA SET
IOENTlFlER CONFI_' =aTiO^
SCHD. PARAliETERS / VALUE NO.OF
RUNS
'EACH NUMBERS I OR ALTERNATE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE I
/!
C] Y" !(^. U^ d. 1 ^. J ^d r^..^A ^r / /241 2. fa l U.5~
gic a I`i A I o - / 3 ^i' /B z37 x3
laz o a -- 7 /6 16, /3 /y .2ya 2
/as 7 r 	S► 	 l a D - -- 9 t3q
01
a A 7 8 7 G 3" 19' .139
/D / Alo o o /.z 4 / 121V / 3 16-7 .04 
D$ o d 7 /2 / O // !/p 3 . 16 6 /116 rn
f0 /^	 r /`7	 i d a D 1 /O 13a 1z 91 1.28 /26 1,2 7 a /.?Z a /a /
0 0 R © 0 //.5 117 /z //t /i5^ a o3 //.6 z
09 3 S o o 1S9l r6' /$7 /S2 /5 6` 1-,ell 136 16o 161
0 0 /S's H 1"13 ///z o /39




















o o a ^^ yo i ?o 6 .2 5
/i o a 6 y





p	 COEFFICENTS	 IDVAR ( I)	 IOVAR (2)	 NDV
Of 0 R	 &A ' -'/o f p fCj	 " Q,	 a^ Q
...f -^	 oT	 p 
_
5CHEOULE6	 _ - ^ rD	 0 /g
MSFC-Forth 963-7 (Rev, May 1973)
TEST P	7"
	 .Z- 3 3








MACH NUMBERS ( OR ALTERNATE MOEPENQENT VARIABLE: 1
At Q Y ^ a, Q^ Q. 1r	 O
@ a 8 fq,y3
Tq^^ -e
.^^1
0 ^S^ .2Q 2^
^ Zx A s P	 ^ o 9 ^^ 9:5' ^^+ ^^ q ^ ^a ^ 87 7'8 9^
LL D Q ^ ^/ ^O ^Z ^'^ SS /DA
...3 /J ( G /S/ /s ^ /s't! /S3 /37 /^
lZv dS /sue y: 9 l 7 /*18 1,3B /6- m
l L.1r / ! / ! 5	 /. Or	 fi^^i/ 17 5"8 S c mfr /G c ffs7 t5y61 J 7+
tn
L 0 {^ Y G,^ ^ n G 3 76 a
31
`z




f ir A o /0 ^' I .?YS y av^ zy 9 .Zbl
N
130 a /o s' z a sl s, aa^ as
131 o /5
t	 l 3 0 o GG 67 6r 7,5 177
13 Q p 1- .201 G 73 7 Z 70 7-! /78
^^^ P	 P	 r o 0 s s'"
l3f^ cJ & 0
1	 7	 13	 19	 25	 31	 37	 43	 49	 55	 61	 67	 75 76
COEFFICENTS	 IOVAR (1)	 iOVAR (2)	 NOV












NO'	 MACH NUMBERS I OR ALTERNATE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
[¢ r
OF
RUNS 0. /O zS r, VG .	 !f •oS
Rld	 o 71 /B t371.2 3
0 0 Q- 17	 16 /5' /3 2 y
.?,06 77 /0, A o o 17 / 12 3 167 10
n r; o a o /^ I i.2 o /B 1/9 13 ,V /G G 47
.2a 7 i f; Sra O o /o	 130 /.29 1269 /-2e. 41 7 /o /.32- /09 lo 131
p7o^ D 4 /0	 /i ^5' J/fir' 113 / 7 //.Z / 13-S /o !0 3 li z
.20 d °	 45,31 145-8 /57 /S'Y /S /-W 136 /Go Al l c
2/ c I a ( d ^} /^1s' 1h'	 • ! 3'3 /3^f /^1. !^ /3 /fib' /G "'
























.^ 9	 3 h'o J// 30 :?G as
2 ►^ a a c	 HT ^/G ky 's q e2^
1	 7	 13	 19	 25	 31	 37	 43	 49	 55	 61	 67	 75 76
I 
R 
1 1	 1	 1	 A	
I	 0
S	 ,,,,	 /	 hh	 p COEFFICENTS	 IDVAR (1)	 IDVAR (2)	 NEW




hISFC- Form 263-2 (Rev. MaY 1473)
TABLE II. (Continued)









MACH NUMBERS ( OR ALTERNATE. INDEPENDENT VARIABLE- 1
C3 1 Cr IJ. ^t^i 9 f. 1a ^^ ZSr 1^•^(o f'E F:o aJ^/rll9 .
Ric aig 7,-P s^ P^ c o o ^' q.%3 .2	 r a1 24,0 .26
2^ d `! a
3 7,-, ,4,	 or, S-1 9 /571 /s z.. I s Y S3 /37 le,'a•
?.2 L41 I
/6-D
I P/12 P/7 /99 13R n,
r^ Z	 I J D J / t^.7 iCI lrD^ JCJ Q^°' ©
A
C7 -f






^rf A /0 5^ .2 11 ,211 6 a .26 1
M




Zc'73y 7,1 77- O 71V /
.2 36' 0 6 Q f 8
1	 7	 13	 19	 25	 31	 37	 43	 49	 55	 61	 67	 7576
CLI EFFICENTS	 IOVAR 111	 IDVAP ill	 ND'v
ot OR
SCHEDULES




TEST	 DATA SET'RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY 	 DATE
CATA SET
IDENTIFIER u
CON S ''' *ATIC •4
SCNG. P APAVF7ERS/';ALUE NO'
CF
RUNS
MACH NW45ERS [ OR ALTERNATE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE ]
^ ^ !` -^^_
d	 © m
ff
r_ !. (^ i+r L;:^ 3	 e •re, ! 1•P4; 9!
1C .? G / /^.' 1 ?o G $ !to /73 /7 IV " 174
.0 P, s^ ra -s ^' ^o r	 9 fjP 7 /^s ^^
J^/o A O o! O o' o
p 1D 5^ o a2o7 .2fl^` ^6
^^' og .21 0 g i ?- Alf /bra
.trs
	




1	 7	 13	 19	 25	 31	 37	 43	 49	 55	 61	 67	 75 76
COEFFICENTS	 1DVAR 111	 1DVAR 121	 NDV
cm OR
SCHEDULES










TI Pkm	 ^ 'F I E R .^
C:0N ;F! ,:*_'	 J C',O
=-




	 OR ALTERNATE INOEPENDENT VAR!ABLI
P_
. -'/-
L , EW ZAIA^ Y%-1—/, /I 99
z^A .237
z;	 0,	 A o o 2, /?.3 133 /;7 106
306 a 9 0 c, 1121 /-0 IA9 g o;
Sr. 'd /-7 8 3'-' 6 7 13.2 /,.:;g /07
m
En





o C) 6 /4.2 Aelo
In
14 78
0 6 V 7 a? z a 4q 16V
-Ci e a 3 31 2 2 -7 30 1.6?11
c, z
S? / 7 : 1 A 0 0
lo
0
_51^9 'e7'5 4^2 .26 Vr
0
"s, 0 J/-,/, -041 *s,
1	 7	 13	 19	 25	 31	 37	 43	 49	 55	 61	 67	 7576
1.4
	 L	 I	 J-1	 I	 I	 A	 I	 I	 tit	 lil	 ILL - 1	 11 4	 1	 L
COEFFICENTS
	
IDVAR (1)	 IDVAR (2)	 NLIV
a OR
SC HEDUL F-S	 4
MSFC v Form.263-2 (Rev. MaY 1973 ).^^
 Df% -F ' 1 1 4 f Fr-O (f. ` t- ',
TEST =
	 sFC iw759 CT	 3	 DATA SET-RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY 	 DATE
DATA SET
IDENTIFIER CONFIGURATION
SCHQ. P ARAMETERSIVAL.UE NO.OF
RUNS




r ^ S ^ f O O 0 .7 t g 2 .2 /. a2&
-?
11




1	 1{ ;25-s' /
Zfo
pd.S ! ^[OS
32-11 S3 0 1 ^L/ 93 O f 97 961
3-.7, O B 1 611 9/ 90 z ?9 88 /Qo
? 77 S' Q !s" ► 16-2- l,5	il/t;,3 / 3 7 /e, z
3 -S 6 /sb / /,,/8 138 16 3
P S	 P^ S s'8 5'9 I ^^ //0 77 19 3 0 z
aG o V ^s y G ^- 3 7r^ o Z. z
bt 32 B P 5, f o - s
m
3.2 o ? 4 _2 ,V 1
/0 ;ZS! 2 S3 2Wb as
A G i^'
A 313 L-1 © E
,^33 0 ^3 iS o 6 4^ 7s /77
33^ o - 6 73 7Z. 70 71 7 i l7
33^ i rQ S f^ O 0 S 6 g,
3 3^ p 0 /
1	 7	 13	 18	 25	 31	 37	 43	 49	 55	 61	 67	 75 76

















SGHL}. o ARA M E 7 ER5?'s/AL{JE Nfl•
RUNS
VACH NUMBERS I OR ALTERNATE INDEPENDENT' VARIABLE I
a
rs
S  r q Q, 6 a, g Q, g !` /Q /, 2- /Y6 / Fe ^•Y9 y g6 m
^^ YJ 17.1, /7/ 0
n6 16 p/ !I7. u177 7^r ^^^
-33s 1. la,
 Si A.. r O - ^' ^" /9 9 / 7 197








5 410 -A O /a S^ . a/ boa z v q ..2aZ 1,98
O B 1a S ^a^ as bs .c G /9/
31f A O 14' 22 V /8 ° -Im
3 O J Sr o g .? o -2 2 Z /po
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MSFC-Farm 263-2 (Hm May 1973)
i
z^
TEST :	 .a	 LA33	 DATA SET , 'RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY	 DATE
DATA SET
F DENTI FIER CON= _^-="iC`;
SCHD. PARAMETERS/VALUE NO.OF
auras





o / /. ^.. Y. c/.
C	 al '',	 IAi 3 / z 7 ;2 3
Hax a -° /G /s' 13 /4/ /7 otivo
X0.3 1^	 S. /^^ a - 9 /rte / !2 n2a 239 .7-1
yo a - .. 8 7 6 /9 23 .2z
QS ^.1152 0, 0 0 ? /,22 /23 1.2a /2y 13 3 167 16
a6 Q 7 /.z/ /acs /ice //g /3y 1166 /o.S
IVa .	 S^ ^^ c) 0 6 /3o 1,79 l .^ /z6 127 fo g' /3-7. /o, /a7 /3!
^a$ p 6 G G //.5 //1/ 113 //7 //Z /// /3sr o 103 I/fo z
/l09 s o o 1459 /.s'8 16-7 /SS' /.^46 /-Y/ /36 /60 /G/
z
3
a -T [3 0 a /4S /y 1,e13/3 /y6 /yx !Vo /3 Ieo.,° /e,q rn 
-0 -^^ o y9 ^ s' 7- ^ 8 /
N
y -r 1 /8 o Ile
'^v LV
gryy
uC J Y /W'-'3  f /
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/ o -.zo O f 6-6 s"i 5' Sq ? 9 8 a
5- is -xo o 6 ; 1^ 3 as 1 4e 3 /8
--5 G 9 _g a6 az 2a 86 179
</iT o 9a r^ r y bI^ pis 30 .z s
^/i^ v $ 0 29
1	 7	 13	 19	 25	 31	 37	 43	 49	 55	 61	 67	 75 76
C^BF
{	 /	 c	 COEFFICE£NT5	 10VAR (1)	 IDVAR (2)	 NDVClOR 13
	
c<	 ^`f	 % D IO^O 3 4dZ' :+Z








CON F' _ ,:^A T I^';
-^.._-^..^....^._











.ZIT-r A .s, 10 	 gs, A D ^Z g ql gG z 2
"JA o G g sz gsr ,^ e2Sj 2e.
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x/.23 ,/Ot 1e. Q f/ l 15-z Zs q I 4;" 3 /j7 /G Z
-+
mY-2y i.Y: I48 13,9 1 /eo 3
'has r R SL pz Or, A l o I to //o 77 9? 92-
Z/z 19 GZ, ^3 76 a s z
!/2 /0, S, I	 r C^ - S 3
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m
4129 C/7 2 I/ y .24-1
In
y30 o /o s^`^ 2	 ! 2 53 .2 20L I R
r • Y 3r' ^ S
u3- C3 /S
r^ 33 D fS D ( G 6 G^3 75 177
^f 3s, ^^ $31"z a © Z fw
y3G O ^ O ! ^
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^i
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MACH NUMBERS ( OR ALTERNATE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 1
//Qs6 pp01 ^y
_7s"
RidUzz ou- J-- 7 / 70 148 !^ 17 17 17 - 17
y /^	 ^' v4' e ao / 6 ! 9^ A?
/9- I/ ! 6 193 l
A o /® S' .Zol cZol a W ao3 !$
W 0 8 1 /01 -s 1 ?be I zd ea 1 91
IS S alG .11sue Z/3 21q lag, m
3 d /s S^ .7a 9 -1/D .2 z all ZAP a 





1	 7	 13	 19	 25	 31	 37	 43	 49	 S5	 61	 67	 7576
COEFFICIENTS	 IDVAR ( 1)	 IOV.AR t2]	 NOV
Cl OR—
SCHEDULES
TEST z?33 7^Gr1T s	 DATA =	 dcQ^r '^ -r`^''`  7DATA SET RUN .NUJABE€t GOLLAVON SUMMARY
DATA SET








MACH NV BERS t OR ALTERNATE 1NDEPENDENT VARIABLE ?
^n
.6. 6 d 2 !(^0 7 Z.
C p S	 I 1g .$ .. J2: 3 3 3 35 -34 - I^ 1^ 211
J q
3 - 12 z f 20 2-t f 2,t ! 13 1Z














1	 7	 13	 19	 25	 31	 43	 49	 55	 61	 67	 75 76(37
Q
COEFFICE NTS	 IDVAR ( 1)	 IDVAR (2)	 NDV
Gt OR	
^..
SCHEQ)JeZSSI .	 :..	 a..

TABLE III:





vL7o-o0oAoc, -0002o2c, 000205A, -^000200s, -000203A
 •
DRAWING NUMBER'
DIMENSIONS :	 FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
J
Length ( IMF,;.,d Sta. X4=233) , In. '' 1,. 5 .lb. a
Length	 ( OML: Fwd Sta X0=235), In.	 12019
Max Width(@ xn _' 1528 -3)1. I.n • ` 2';	 Q j.,25
Max. Depth {@ Xu - 1464)., in.
i
2 .-40. Q 1..000
r	 Fineness Rat io
Area	 - Ft:















	 ^1^..^^ 40^;^^ olexons,
Data ar_	 for teside, i




DIMENSIONS FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
2
Area	 - Ft 210.0 0.00 2
Span (equivalent), in
.q 1.397
Inb'd egu iNal. e.nt chord., In. U_	 _nnL
"i72.6
a
Outb'd equivalent chord , In.. 5 .0. 21
a
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord. 0.20
At Ourb `d egLtiv. chard 0.4004 0







Area . Moment { Product of area 3.k  0.000




U	 |	 `	 |.'	 '	 `^1
	
' `




G 1tERAL DESCI IPTIOI ►1 ;onfiEurttti 	 L	 armMC^-B),i .s imilar t-n..,F.
11A	 wing Wr•
(	 = 940 to X,= 3-040) •
 elevens lit line relocate d
DWG. NO.
	 U70-0001, 140 c '.	 -(X)0'--Mir7ST NO
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCA4.E MODEL SCALE
TO"'AL DATA
'.'Area IT.: eo.)	 Ft?-




, . f`ib . r16 ---3.747Aspect Ratio 2.2fi^ 2,	 J';
Rate of Taper 1" 7..._Taper Ratio 0.200 0. L01)
Dihedral Angfie, degrees 1.590-
Incidence Angle, degreel 0 . 500 n._,,-,
Aerodynamic Twist , degrees ,.310,30 00')





0.25 Element Line s F ,........ -3 .






Tipp CT to) B.,P,
MAC
.!U4-  P1 ...^,. o-	 .......
Fus. Sta. of .25.-MAC




B.L. of .25 MAC n 	 : ^;
EXPOSED DATA
Are tT eo)	 Ft2 7: x.,7	 . QQ6.._.7,	 .





AL.	 Root :BP108.	 Op p	 :	 PAGV ^ ?TAR:
Tip 1.00 ,b .17.8*,1.
MAC 3LP 81 1.571








TABLE III. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)






MODEL COMPONENT : ^.
	
oMS _PQA_
GENERAL DESCRIPTION - - PrejjMi , -v ItL verd n- of _short OMS pod..--
First. .used on 0.015. scale Model 36-0 For test No. 0P83).
MODEL SCALF: 0.0 4o
DRAWING NUMBER
DIMENSIONS :(For 1 of 2 sides).	 FULL SCALE
	 MODEL SCALE
Length(oms Fwd Sta Xo=1311),In. 
Max Width (@ Xo - 1511), In.	 ',35,.  „,..._	 .__n, 5424
Max Depth	 (@ X 1511), In.	 .&	 0.2944










Gimbal Point to Exit Plane









j	 Gimbal Point (Station) - In,



























MODEL COMPONENT:	 VERTICAL - V 8
GENERAL DESCRIPnON :	 Conriaration L40^„	 j2xbitPr:	 +Oil
: (identical to configuration
	 W64B ire a A. tai]),
fail C EL SCALE:
	 o.00	
,>. --•--.
DRAWING NUMBER.'	 U70-4901.CO 0014 -,
DIMENSIONS: FULL RCAT.E MODEL ;SOCK Ls.
TOTAL DATA




Span (Theo) - In. ---.-- i,2EI











r, 0.25• Elemen 4 Line L 1 4Z . 7 ?0 -
Chords: E
Root (Theo) P 268.500
-43
Tip ( Theo) `+iP 108,. 4z0 o
``Mks. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P.. of ..25 MAC 635 2r 201,154?'..
B.L. of . 25L MAC n.on R
Airfoil Section
Leading Wed ,e ^nr1e _ Deg, 10.000 10.000
T ra ling Wedge An^,3.e - Deg.
.
Leading Edge Radius . . o,18r
Void Area 13.12 a.G0021
Blanketed Area Q.00 Q•OQ0^ -
- 53
TABLE Ill.	 MODEL. DIMENDIONAL DATA (Continued)
MODEL COMPONENT: 	 R.--^
CiEhE#tAl DESCRIRI•ION:4
	 PL'r. ft?n .1	 orb_ ter m,de r fidentiral
to conLISU _t ion 140A,/A rudder)..
1
MODEL SCALE: .0.:.0040 1







in. 207: 04. 0.$0
Inb'd equivalent chord , In. 91.585 o..-966





At Inb'd equiv. chord o.400 o.400
#
At Outb'd l equiv. chord 0.!0 0 1+00
Sweep Rack AngTes., degrees
-	 Leading Edge 34.83_ 3Y
 Edge 5 6 ^^
Hingeline 3 83 S?=.
Area Momen t 	 Product of Area and c},Ft .
	(am !22




'	 MODEL DIMS3:0+{!Y! DATA -
°x
MODEL COMPDNEW:
	 ATTACH STRUCTURE - ATi6
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:	 Forward orbiter/ET attach structure (2 member structure
KODEL SCALE:	 0.0040	 K0U[. IgAWTNG: SS-AO0117
DRAWING No.: 	 vL78-000062% sK-H-4oll
DDaNS ONS=
	 l	 H t	 Y=, SCALE MD= SCF.L
#1	 xo	 394.38 1.578
To	 0.00 0.00










70	 Lei ML. LWR ML a
XT	 3.131.00 4.524
YT	 — 46.8 . -	 0.187
ZT	 561.298 2.245






MODEL DIM SIORAL DATA
MOB COMPONENT:
	 ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT25
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 	 Strengthened attach structure, left rear orbiter to ET -
members.
MODEL SCALE,	 0,0040
DRAWING NO.:	 VL78-O000628, VL78-000063
DII NSIDNSs FULLS SCALE MODEL SCALE
Member No. 1 (Aft): 7G 1317.00 5.268
Yo -
 
96.5o -	 0.386 i
ZO 267.50 1.070
2058.00 8.232
XT .. 96.50 . 0,386
?.T 515.50 2.062
Diameter, In. 11.50 0.046
Kember No 	 2 (Forward); Xo 131740 8.268
TO - 06.50 - 0.385
f Zo 26740 i.o70 'x
XT 1872.00 7.48$
YT -.125-88 - 04503
ZrP 504.50 2.018
Diameter, In. 15.50 0.062
t_
5




.	 MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT26





















Diameter, In. 11.50 0.06 gk




.T 129.68 0`• 5Q3
ZT 50+050 2.018
Diameter, In.. 1,5-:50._ 0.062
r. 57
7j
DDIENSIONS: rULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
l
Member #1 XO 346.00 1.38
-
` TO 0.00. 0.00



















MODEL COMPONW: 	 PEEDLINE FL5
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 	 LOX feedline simulated betveen ET and Orbiter.
MODEL SCALE:	 0.0040 MODEL DRAWING: 	 SS-;AOOl17
DRAWING NO.:	 vL78-o=62B
DDMSIOlts F= SCALE MODEL SALE






YT 	 70.00 0.280 A,
XT	 2071-50 8.266
YT	 70-00 0.280 J
Diameter, In. 18.80 0.188




MODEL COMPONENT:	 PRESSURE LINE - FL6
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:	 Max. cross-sectional area simulating LE2 pressurw
Line and electrical conduit box between ET and Orbiter.
MODEL SCALE:	 0.0040 {
DRAWING No.:	 n78-000062B MODEL DRAWING:	 SS-AO0117 E..,
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL .3-Cr LF
Leading edge at: XT	 I127.1 4.5.08
YT	 110,3 o.44i













	 REAR ATTACH STRUCTURE FAIRING - FR6
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
	
Rear Er/Orbi.ter attach structure cross-member or
beam fairing used in conjunction xith AT122 AT131 FLI and FL2 . {
DEL SCALE:	 0.0040
DRAWING N0, ;	 vL784)o0062B 11ODEL DRAWING:	 SS-AO1256
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MOD.'	 Sc 4I
Leading edge centerline at	 XT	 2036.67 8.147
YT	 0.00 0.00
j ZT	 3.83.00 0.732









MODEL COMPONMT: ET PROTUBERANCE - PTk3
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Maximum cross-sectional area simulating LAX recirculation
line and electrical conduit box on planform view of External Tank, T20-
jMODEL SCALE: 0 moo	 MODEL DRAWING: SS-400117
DRAWING NO.: vL78-000062$
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCAM MOD'iL uCt.L
Leading edge at: XT	 _	 1208.3 4.833




YT	 - 95 .0 - 0.380
Trailing edge at: XT	 2060.5 8.2+2
YT	 95.0 0.380
XT	 2o6o . 5 8.2+2
TT	 - 93 .0 - 0.380





{	 MODEL COMPONENT: ET PROTUBERANCE - PTI4







Trailing edge at:	 XT 2060.5
TT ,87.0






f	 TABLE III. (Continued)
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
MODEL C01,1PO tENT: NOSE COPE LINES PT20
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Maximum crosz-sectional area simulating the LOX




DIMENSIONS:	 FULL SqA U	 MODEL ,SCALF









YT 	 336.5	 1.346
Centerline of lines located radially at 0 33045 +.
s{
TABLE III. (Continued)








Cylindrical base extension on external taWc, T20.
XODM SCALE:	 0.00+0





Length, In. 428.25 3.713
=8
Diameter, In 330.20 1.321
Area m-Pt2
llax. Cross-sectional, 59+.679 2.379
Buse 594.679 2.379










' MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
MODEL "OMPONENT : , EXZERNAL ;'AMC	 TEA





DRAWING NUMBER: _.=400131. V1. 8-QnQ
DIMENSIONS :	 FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length, in. ( Nose @ Xo=328 . 92)	 __ __ . 1 844-45 -7 .3198 .
Max Width Dia,, In. Q xo:=975.675	 2---- 1-333
Max Depth ; Tn. 3-..333
Fineness Ratio	 5..65713 5.6571
Area - pt2




Salk {^7a n . on4^
j
V? of tank centerline (Z), IL.	 400.000 0.006







Bose .(on 330.2 da.)




• 	 TABLE III. (Continued).
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
MODEL COMPONENT :	 EXTERNAL TANK - To:;..
_
GENERAL DE SCRIPTION : , External tank , T2(j_with ,1248, In. radius o^^ve
r
	
NO= scur- n.nnhn	 MODEL DRAVING.: IM C R800.58





	 In. (@ Xo=32$.92) 	 i9k
_	
1






Fineness Ratio	 w . P.Q?."_
Area .. Ft2













MODEL CO, NE'NT: SRB PROTUBERANCE - PS7
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: SRB/FU attach ring: two attach rings and one stractura:.
ring.
I
MODEL SCALE:.	 0.0040 9
DRAWING NO.:	 VL77-000066
DDONSIONS (DATA FAR 1 OF 2): FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE. A





















	 ELECTRICAL TUNNEL - PS8







Yb DIMENSIONS:	 FULL SCALE MODEL SCPJ v
Length, In.	 1341.5 .5.366
L Width ; Via.	 6.0 0.02 F7
j Height, 1h. 3 .0 0.012
y' Leading edge angle (Deg.)	 18 18
TARLE Ill. (Continued)
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
MODEL COMPONENT: 	 Tie-DOWN =UCTURE - PS-9 f





DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCI-LE
Number of tie-down lugs $ 4
Length, In. 64.00 0.256
Width, In. 13.00 0.052
Max. Height (at T. E.) 8.334 -0.033





BOOSTER, SOLID ROCKET MOTOR -	 S14
GEHiAL DESCRIPTION:	 SRB with 200 aft skirt
MODEL SCALE:	 0.004 MODEL DRAWING: LMSC R80055, R&X 56
DRAW= NO.:	 VL77-000066
DDWSTONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCr.LE
g
s
Length ( includes nozzle .), In. 1789.40 7.1.58
^
YTank diameter, In. iV.00 0.584
Att.skirt diameter, In. 213.70 0.855
Skirt flare angle 200 200
k..
Fineness ratio: 12.256 12.256
Area - pt
Max. Cross-sectional (tank) 116.261 0.0019
Max. crass sectional (skirt) 249.079 0.0040
1
WL of BSRM centerline (7,T) 400.00 %.600
k FS of BSRM nose (XT) 743.00 2.972











MODEL COMPONENT:	 BOOSTER, SOLID ROCKET MOTOR - 815 3
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:	 SRB Frith 289 nose
' 3
Mom sCALB:
	 0.004	 MODEL DRAWING: LMSC R8005% 880056
IN voc; NO.: nr-o=66i x
3 DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCAM
Length ' (i.ncludes nozzle), In. 1846.40 7.386
Tank diameter, In. 146 .00 0.584 A3
Aft skirt diameter, in. 192.00 0.768
Hose planform angle 289 289
'z
Nose side view angle 140 140
Fineness ratio 12.647 32.647
3
Area - Ft2
Max. dross-sectional ( tank) 116.261 0.0064
Max. cross-sectional ( skirt) 201.062 0.0032
f	
M of ' BSRM centerline ( 7t) 400.00 1.600
FS of BM nose ()(T) 743.00 2.:972






Length (Includes nozzle) ,  In.
Max Width (Thnk dia.). In.







WP of BSRM centerline (zT) in.









Figure 1. Axis Systems
°osit;ve directions of fo, c^.- cc,




^' ~	 2, For clarity, origins of hind on src6re











































a. General Arrangement of Launch Vehicle Model 	 L—
(Balance In Orbiter)











b. General Arrangement of Launch Vehicle Model
(Balance in Tank, Straight Sting)
Figure 2. - Continued.
V^
O
General .arrangement of Launch Vehicle Model
(Balance in Tank, Forked Sting)




Tank (T 2 0) Protuberances - Side View










(AT 18 when attached to orbiter)
9, Tank (T20) Protuberances - Top View



















f. Tank Long Qgive Nose (T 27 ) and Base Extension (PT21)







g. Orbiter/Tank Fairing, FR9




1 S 8	 i- S T
(,JJ
h. SR6 (S 18 ) Protuberances














i. SRR Alternate Nose Shape (S 15 ) and Aft Skirt Flare (S14)







Manifold tubes as follows:
p 1, 2, 3, 5b0
p	 4
b bf










j. Definition of Base Pressure Tube
Locations, Balance in Orbiter





9 --- -- -




Manifold tubes as follows:




















 Body Flap Pressure Coefficients






a. Photograph of Configuration TjP1S1P201





b. Photograph of Tunnel Installation of Launch Vehicle
Model (Balance In Orbiter)






c.  Photograph of Tunnel Installation of Launch Vehicle
Model (Balance In Tank)
Figure 3. - Continued.
0^
o^
Photograph of 'Funnel Installation of Launch Vehicle
Model (Balance In Tank, Forked Sting)
Figure 3. - Continued.
UD
C"
e. Photograph of Configuration TIPI












Volume 2 -- Figures 13-26
REFERENCE. INFW MAT[ON
SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREfi 1250.0000 1N.
BREF 12°0.00M IN.
xMkP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT












KTA SET SYMBOL CONFtWRATIM DESCR I PTION RUDDER
AICDOB3 Q MSFC 534CEA33l 7413TS ( T1PISIP21311 ORB STING
	
.000
All-033, MSFC 59VIA331 74U' TS (TIPISfP2013 CURB STING	 — 15.GM













SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. [DEGREES
FIG 13 LATERAUDIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS--FIRST STAGEP ALPHA w 0 DEG



























1	 DATA SET SYMBOL COWI6URATION DESCRIPTION 	 RUDDER
(AIC008)M5FC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201)
	 ORB STING	 ,000(AICO33)	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	 -15.000




SREF 2699.0000 SO. FT
L.REF 1290 .OQQ0 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.07010 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 Iii. YT
ZMRP 400.00DO IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
= 16	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 13 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGES ALPHA = 0 DEG




CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMAT ION
IAIC0061 MSFC 5941IA331 740TS [TIPISIP2011 ORD STING .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
CAICO333	 u MSFC 59411A331 74OTS [TIPISIP2011 ORB STING	 -15.000 LREF 1290.0000 IN.





YMRP .0000 1N. YT



























— 16	 --12	 —8	 —4	 6	 4	 8
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
12 16
FIG 13 LATERALIDIRECTIQNAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE ► ALPHA = 0 DEG
CC)MACH =	 .90 PAGE 747
FRATA SET SYM M CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RUDDER
1AI00003
	
N15FC 59411A331 740TS ITIPISIP201)
	 ORB STING	 .000[AICO333	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE	 -15.000
[AICO341	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE	 --20.000
REFERENCE IWCRMATICN	 ---
SREF 2690.0000 S0. FT
LREF 12SO.0000 IN.
BREF 1790.Ci000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RUDDER
IAIC00BI	 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS ITIPISIP2013	 ORB STING	 .000(A1CO333	 MSFC 594[IA33) 740TS ITIPISIP20I1
	 ORB STING -I5.000(AICO343 9 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS ITIPISIP2013 	 ORB STING -20.000 REFERENCE INFORMATIONSREF 2690.0000 SO. FTLREF 1290=00 IN,6REF 1290-DOM IN.976
IN. YTYMRP .0
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
-I
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
FIG 13 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGEF ALPHA = 0 DEG













DATA SET SYMBQL COW IGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 RUDDER
I11ICI)DB7	 MSFC 534(IA331 740TS (TIPISIP201)
	
0% STING	 .0030
IAICO331	 MSFC 594(IA331 740TS (TIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING —15.000
IAICO341 9 MSFC 5941IA33) 740TS ITIPISIP2011	 ORB STING —20.000
REFERENCE IWORMATION
SREF 2690 .OMD 50. FT
LREF 1290.00300 1N.
BREF 12910.00M IN.
XN<RP 978.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT




















—16	 —12	 —8	 —4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES






SRE:F 2ES0,0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0D00 IN,_
BREF 1290 .0000 IN
YM^ S B .O0000 1N. YT
ZMRP 4M.000D 1N. r
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SYPSM Ct3l+1F'l"A' ION DESCRIPTION
	
RLCDER
IAIC0081 g M5FIC 5941IA33) 740TS ITIPISIP20I)
	 ORB ST Its	 .000
tA1CO331	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	 -15.000




























-16	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 13 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE. ALPHA = D DEG





SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT	 _.
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN
XMRP 976.0M0 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT






















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI8URATION DESCRIPTION
	 RUDDER
1AIC0138]	 IIATA NOT AVAILABLE
	 .000
(AICO33)	 MSFC 594IIA331 740TS (TIPISIP201)	 ORB STING —15.000
IAICO341	 DATA WT AVAILABLE	
-213.000
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 RUDDER
( A1C0081W-Q	 FC 594 ( i.A331 740TS ( TIPISIP"l3	 Ws STIM	 .wo( AICO33) GL^! DATA NOT AVAILABLE 	 -15.000
(AICO341	 MSFC 594(IA331 740TS (T1P1SIP2011 	 ORB STING --20.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.13000 IN.
XMRP 976 .0000 IN. KT
YWP ,00013 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
FIG 13 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = II DEG


















RATA SET SYMBOL CONF)CLl.RATICM DESCRIPTION
	 RUDDER






SREF	 2S90,0M `^0 S©. F7
LREF	 12°0.0050 IN.
BREF	 I2°O.U0CIO IN.
Xh1RR	 976_CC00	 IN. XT
14MRP	 .000) IN. `!T




--IG	 -12	 -8	 -4	 D	 4	 $ 	 12	 16
SIDESL:P ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES























RATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATI CV DESCRIPTION	 WOOER REFERENCE INFIRMT10N
( Wool" MSFC 594111133} 740TS ITIPISIP2011
	
MSTING
	 .ODD SREF 2690.0O00 SO. FT(A1CO33) MSFC 534EIA33) 740TS.ITIPISIP201 . 1	 M STING	 -15.000 I.REF 12°0.0= IN.
[A1CO34) MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS ITIFISLP2013	 ORB STING -^20.000 BREF 12911.0000 IN.
XMRP 57G.000CI IN. XT
YI RP .I)0DO IN. YT


















	 -8	 -4	 Q	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 13 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 0 DEG



















DATA SET SY"X L CONF 1 GURAT I ON DESCRIPTION RUDDER
iA1C4081	 Q MSFC 5941111331 740TS 1TIPISIP2013 C:Z0 STING	 .000
(A1CO333	 u MSFC 594{[A331 740TS ITIPISIP2011 ORS STING	 -15.000
fAICO341	 O MSFC 5541[A333 740TS ITIPISIP2013 ORB STING	 -20.0[!0
REFERENCE IWORMATION
SREF 2690.00000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
SREF 12SO X000 IN.
YNRP 975.0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 4017.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0140
a
-16	 -12	 --8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLEm SETA. DEGREES
FIG 13 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGES ALPHA = 0 DEG




























DATA SET SYMBOL COWIG RNTIRN DESCRIPTION 	 RLWER
(AIC008) Q MSFC 5S4IIA33) 740TS (T1PI5IP201) 	 ORB STING	 .0D0
I AIC{f33 ] U DATA NOT AVAILA13L.E 	 —15.000
I AICO34 } Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE 	 209.0110
REFE=REWX Its ORK&TIL'N
SREF 26'30.0= S0, FT
LRE;F 12910.17306 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.576.0= IN%f^
: YT












SREF 2690.0000 59. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .01140
DATA SET SYMBOL MWIGLIRATION DESCRIPTION RUDDER
(Al="I MSFC 5941IA33) 740TS (T1P1SIP201) ORB STING	 .000
IAICO33I MSFC 594{IA331 740TS ITIPISIP2011 ORB STING-15.000






















Trr^^r	 n...	 r .r*r 1. iri r [S rr	 tL^iir
_i _^
-16
	 -12	 -8	 -4
	
4	 8	 12	 16
01UMZ)Llr AINULLs MLIAP LJMUM=Z)







DATA SET SYMBOL CONF I GLIRAT I ON DESCRIPTION	 RUMER REFERENCE I NFORMAT I M
(AIC00B) MSFC 594EIA331 74OTS ETIP.ISIP2011
	 -ORB STING	 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO. FTEAICO331 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	
-15.000 LREF 1290.0000 IN_(AICO341 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	 -20.000 BREF 3290.0000 IN,
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT	 i
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE: .0040
i	 .7
E	 SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 13 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS--FIRST STAGES ALPHA W Q DEG
(D)MACH =	 I.C5	 PAGE	 759
DATA SET SYME30L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 RLCMR
1AIC00111 g MSFC 5'3 1 11A:131 740TS tTIPISIP2011
	 ORB STING
	 .000
IAICO331 	 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS (TIPISIP201 1 	ORB STING -15.=
[AICO341	 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS ETIPISIP2013
	 ORB STING -20.000
7f^
REFERENCE lh=CRMATION
SRE1= 2690.0000 SO_ FT
LREF 1290.00M IN.
BREF 12°0.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT




















-16	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 13 LATERAL/01RECTIQNAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS--FIRST STAGED ALPHA = 0 DEC
CE)MACH	 1.10	 PAGE	 760
1-^_i
i i-i
DATA SET SYMBOL CONI= IGLRATION DESCRIPTION 	 RUDDER
16100083 Q MSFC 5941IA7133 740TS ETIPISIP2011
	
ORB STING	 .000
1AICO333 CL:J MSFC 5S41IA333 740TS ITIPISIP2013	 ORB STING --I5.D00
(AICO34)
	
MSFC 594LIA333 740TS 1TIPISIP2013	 ORB STING -20.DOD
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 • 2890.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1250.0000 IN.
SREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT





	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
FIG 13 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGES ALPHA = 0 DEG
(F)MACH
	 1.25	 PAGE	 761
REFERENCE M ORMATIM
SREF 2630.rx--00 50. FT
LREF 12_00.UODD IN.
BREF 129C1.CCC0 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .OQDD IN. YT




DATA SET SYMBOL COW I SURATION DESCRIPT ION	 RUDDER
(AI0008I
	
MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPISIP2011




(AICO34)	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE	 -20.000




DATA SET SYMBQL CONFICILRATION DESCRIPTIQN RUDDER
i
REFERENCE IWO"TION
MCDOS 1 BATA NOT AVAILABLE .400 SREF 2690.0440 SO. FT
IAICO331
	 u MSPC 594CIA333 74DTS (TIPISIP201) ORB STING	 -15.004 LREF 1290.0000 IN.
i ATCO34 i
	 S} DATA NOT AVAILABLE -20.000 BRE;F 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 1N. XT
YMRP ....0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.00W IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
r
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
FIG 13 LATERALIDIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGEY ALPHA = 0 DEG





















	 -i2	 -S	 --4	 Q	 4 l^	 I^
1-_-^
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 RUDDER
iAI0008I Q MSFC 5941IA332 740TS ITIPISIP201)
	 ORB STING	 .000
I AICC33 1 LO! DATA NOT AVAILABLE	 -15.05)0
IAICO341	 MSFC 5941IA331 740TS (TIPISIP2011	 OR13 STING -20.000
REFERENCE I I+x ORMAT I M
SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF I2°0.00W IN.
BREF 121-D'D.0700 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN'. XT
YMRP .00130 IN. YT
ZMRP 403.0= IN. 2T
SCALE .0040
FIG 13 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = Q DEG
t1)MACH =	 1.97	 PAGE	 7F4
S9G 39Vd
	
66' Z = HOVWCP)
930 0 = VHd1V '30V1S .1S813--SS3N3A1.193333 8300% 3VN91103d10/1V8311Vl Ei 013












' N I	WW' WZ I	4389QOO' OZ--	3'18V-1 I VAV ION VIVO(I ACM I V )
' Nl	COM `CEZi
	
4381Mol Si--	3-9V`1 1 VAV ION VIVO(ECO3 t V )
Izi Ts	OOOCI'a55Z
	X3215000`
	SIIIS wo	E tGUIStdlll SI®$4 (EEVI MPBS 3351x1(8003tV )
try')IIVi W-441 33N3213_1321Nglldl2MBO N9J1VW3I-M3IMA5 I3S VIV©.
REFEREWCE Itl:;:C fr'ATI0N
SRI:F 269G.E'_J0 SO. FT
L.REF 1290. ca)o IN.BRE 12°0.0000 IN.XMRP 576.0ZID0 IN. XTYMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400=03 IN. ZT
SCALE .0240
f
DATA SET SYM OL COt+>1= ICkRATION DESCRIPTION	 RLUDER
( A1C008 ) Q MSF'C 59a[ IA33] 740TS (TIP1S1P2013 	 ORB STING .000
LAICO333 Lj IBC 594(M33) 740TE ITIPISIP2013
	 CURB STING --15.000[A1CO34)	 MSFC 594CIA333 740TS (TIPISIP201.)







-16	 -I2	 -8	 -4	 ©	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 13 LATERAUDIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = D DEG


















SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 13 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = D DEG
(A)MACH =	 .60	 PAGE	 767
DATA SET SYMBOL C[9NF= IWRAT I(7N DESCRIPTION RUDDER
IAICr I MSFC 594CIA333 740TS (TIPISIP2011 ORB STING	 .000
IAtCO33} MSFC 594(tA33} 740TS (T1P1SIP201) ORB STING	 -15.000
CAICO34) MSFC 594(IA33} 740TS (TIPtSIP201) ORB STING	 --20.0030
REFERENCE INFORMATION!
SREF 2694.[7000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.00DO IN.
B?EF 1290.0000 IN.





SrZEF 2590.DDW SO. FT
LREF i25-3.CC0_--17 IN.
BREF 1293- XI E3{] IN.
XMRP 975.000 IN. %T
YMrRP .QM:) IN_ YT
ZI'1RP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 13 LATERAUD I RECT I ONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE,  ALPHA = 0 DIEG
M MACH =	 .80
	 PAGE 7G8
DATA SET SYMBOL CONE I GURAT 1 E7N DESCRIPTION 	 RU X ER
( AIM I
	 MSFC 5941 IA333 740TS ETIPISIP201 1 	 ORS ST INS
	 .01313
EAICO331	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	 -15.004


















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCR1PT10N RUDDER REFERENCE I1,FORMATION
IAlC0081 MSFC 594CIA333 740TS ITIPISIP2C111' ORE STINT,	 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
E	 (AICO33)	 Lj
MSFC 594[1A33) 740TS [TIPISIP21311 ORB 'STING	 -15.0W LREF 1290.0= IN.
t A1CO34)	 GGG. MSFC 594( IA33) 740TS (T1P1SIP2011 ORES STING	 -20,000 ®REF 1290.000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMW .0000 1N. YT














SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
FIG 13 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGED ALPHA = D DEG



















OATA . SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION 	 RUOAER
(AICDQB3
	 MSF'C 594 [ IA331 740TS ETIPISIP2013	 ORB STING	 .000
IAICO331	 DATA NOT AVAI LABLE	
-15.000




SREF 26?0.00£1A So l FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
13REF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. X7
YMRP .11000 IN. YT
7MRP 4130.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .01340
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES





DATA SET SYM OL CC'1N,=IGURATION E3E'SCRIPTION	 RUDDER
CAICCOB3 
Q 
MSFC 53411A333 740TS ( TIP1SIP201)	 ORB STING	 .000
1A1CO331	 MSFC 594011/337 740TS CTIPISIP2011	 ORB STING -15.000
I AIM34 3	 MSFC: 524L IA333 1 740TS ITIPISEP201 l	 ORB STING 20.000
REFERENCE lWDWT10N




YMRP 976.000}0 IN.  YT




















SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 13 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 0 DEG
(E)MACH =	 1.10	 PAGE	 771
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RUDDER
(AIC008)	 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS ITIPISIP201)	 ORB STING	 .000
IAICO33) u MSFC 594IIA331 740TS (TIPISIP20I3	 ORB STING -15.000
IA.ICO34) C? MSFC 594(1A33) 740TS [T1PIS[P2GtJ 	 CRB STING 20.000
REFERENCE Its ORMATICIN
SRE"F 2690.00M SQ. FT
LREF	 I290.0000 IN.	 *`-
BREF	 1290.0000 IN.
VARP	 97S.BOOO IN. x7
YmRP	 .GWO IN. YT

























-16	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLER BETA, DEGREES
FIG 13 LATERAUDIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 0 DEG
r r u . r .	 . ."1T	 t1 A r+r^	 r].'S r1
DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGURATION DESCRIPTION RLDOER REFF.RENLE INFORMATION
(AICQOBI	 Q MSFC 594(IA331 740TS (TIPISIP201 ) ORB STING	 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT(A1CO33 7	 u DATA NOT AVAILABLE
-- 15.000 LREF 1290.0000 IN.(AICO34)	 C7 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
-20.000 BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 (N. YT


















SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 13 LATERALIDIRECTIQNAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 0 DEG
[G)MACH	 1.47	 PAGE	 773





	 MSFC S94iIA33] 740TS.[T1PISIP20I] 	 ORS STIM -15.000
















REFEF ENCET 1WMIATI ON
SREF 2690.0107 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.00W 114: XT
YMRP ,0000 IN. YT









SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES	 -	 --	 --
FIG 13 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGEY ALPHA = MEG
CH)MAC;H T	 1.94	 PAGE	 774
REFERENCE INFOR"ATII)N




Y 0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. 2T
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION	 RLUDER
IA'C00 ' ^ MSFC 594IIA33) 740TS ITIPISIP201I
	 ORB STING	 .000
IAICO333
	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 	 — 15.000
IAICO341
	
MSFC 594IIA331 740TS ETIPISIP201 3
	ORB STING —20.000
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
	 T
FIG 13 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS--FIRST STAGES ALPHA = 0 DEG



















SREF 2690.[1L3D SO. FT
LREF 1290 .0000 IN.
BREF I250.00DO IN.
XMRP 976.17000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 4110.0000 1N. ZT
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SYM OL COW IGURATION DESCRI PTION 	 RUDDER
IAIC00" 7	 MSFC 594[IA331 740TS ITIPISIP2011	 ORES STING	 .000
IAICO337	 OhTA ' N13T AVAILABLE	 15.000
I A 10034 7	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE	 20.000
-16	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
FIG 13 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE. ALPHA = O DEG






DATA SET SYMBOL. C13WIGLIRATION DESCRIPTION
	 RUDDER
IAIC008) Q MSFC 594LIA331 740TS (TIPISIP20I1
	 ORB STING	 .0010(AICO33) L	 K --MSFC 594IIA331 740TS ITIPI5IP2,01)	 ORB STINUi(AICO34)	 MSFC 594(IA331 TROTS ITIPISIP201)
	 ORB STING -20.000
REFERENCE INFORFIATION
SREF 2650.0000 SQ. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN
6REF I250.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN_ YT




















SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 13 LATERAUDIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE} ALPHA = D DEG
(K)MACH =	 4.96	 PAGE 777
REFERENCE IWCRMATICN
SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.00fl0 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.00010 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION 	 CRUDDR
(CICO34) 
Q 
MSFC 594(IA33) 740T5 ITIPISIP2011
	 ORB STING -20.000(CICO33}	 MSFC 594(16331 740T5 (T1P1SIP2013 	 ORB STING -15.000
CATA SET. SYl OCL Ci3W I GURAT I ON DESCRIPTION 	 CIRLODR
CCICO343 Q NSFC 5941IA33) 740TS ITIPTSIP2011
	








YMRP 976.0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
MACH NUMBER
FIG 13 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGEv ALPHA = 0 DEG
(P)BETA = -8.00
	 PAGE 779
OATH SET SYMBOL COW IGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ORU0LR
(CICO34)
U
 MSFC 591EM333 740TS ITIPISIP2011
	 038 STING -20.000
(CICO333 
	


























SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1280.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 3N. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
— 1 	 Q	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
MACH NUMBER




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIM
	 DRL DR
ICICO341 Q MSFC 594CIA331 74OTS ITIPISIP2011 	 WS STING 2 .DOO
ICICO331 U MSFC 594IIA331 74OTS ETIPISIP2O11
	 ORB STING -15.000
REFERENCE INFORMTION
SREF 2650.MM SQ. FT
LREF 1290.O000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
kMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .00M IN. YT
2Mf2P 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE 10040
MACH NUMBER
FIG 13 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGES ALPHA = 0 DEG


































DATA SET SYMBOL. CC'1W l"AT I ON DESCR I PT ION 	 DRUDOR
(CICO34I Q MSFC 554[EA333 740T5 ITIPISIP2311
	 Me STING" -20.000
IC1CO331 u MSt:C 594EIA331 743TS (TIPISIP2I311 	 ORB STING -15.000
REFERENCE tWCRMAiION
SREi= 26913.00(30 SQ. FT
LREF 12E'O.00W IN.
SREF M0.0= IN
XmRP 576.00W I N: XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP $00.00010 ill.	 ZT
SCALE .0040
MACH NUMBER
FIG 13 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS—FIRST STAGES ALPHA = to DEG




SREF 2690.000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.00CO IN.
-BREF 1290.0700 IN.
XMAP 976.0700 IN. XT
YMRP .0700 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0700 1N. ZT
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLR&TION DESCRIPTION	 DZJD0R
[C1CO341 . 	MSFC 594(IA331 74UTS (TIPISIP201)
	 MSTING -20.000(C1CO331 .
	MSFC 594CIA331 740TS [TIP15IP201)
	 ORE STING -15.000
r
pIACH NUMBER
FIG 13 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER-EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGEP ALPHA = 0 DEG
CF3BETA =	 .00	 PAGE	 783
BATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIC3 0ESCRIPTION 	 DRLMR
[[100343. Q MSFC 5941IA331 740TS (TIPISIP2013 	 CRS STING -20.000
ICICO333 [] MSFC 534{IA33) 740TS GTIP1S1P2013
	 ORB STING -15.000
RZEFER€WE I WDRMAT I1 N
SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.00!70 IN.
BREF 1290.00013 IN.
XmRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN, YT
ZMRP 400.00,00 IN. yT
SCALE .0040
-1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
MACH NUMBER
FIG 13 LATERAUDIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 0 DEG
(G)BETA =	 2.00	 PAGE	 784
DATA SET SYMMX. CWFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION 	 ORUOM
ICICO343 Q MSFC 5S41 W33) 740T5 (TIPI51P2313	 ORB STING -20.000
ICICO333 L!! M5FC 594CIA33) 740TS ITIPISIP2013 	 ORB STING -15.000
RFYMT CE I WCWT ION
SREF 2G90.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.COD0 IN.$REF 1290.000 IN.
WRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .00M IN. YT

























FIG 13 LATERAL/01RECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS--FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 0 DEG
CH)BETA =	 4.00	 PAGE	 765
REFERENCE 11•57EPMATICN
SREF 2190.0000 SO. FT
LREF 12910.0OX IN.
BREF 1230.0=0 IN,
YI RP 976.0CL'0 IN.  YT
ZMRP 4130.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONE= IGL1RAT ION DESCRIPTION	 DRLC)GR
4ClCO3 1 1 Q MSFC 5941IA33I 740TS (TIPISIP201)
	 ORS STING -20.000
1CICO331 JJ MSFC 594(1A333 740TS (TIPISIP201)
	 ORB STING -15.000
-1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
MACH NUMBER


































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIWRATI .ON DESCRIPTION	 DRUDDR
ICICO341. 8 MSFC 594116331 740TS ITIP151P2013	 ORB STING -20.000
(C1CO333	 MSFC 594EIA333 740TS ITIPISIP2013 	 ORB STING -15.000
REFERENCE I WORMAT I ON
SREF 2690.1100. SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP S76.00)0 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
-1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 G	 7
MACH NUMBER
FIG 13 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE ALPHA = D DEG




































DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESMIPTION 	 ORUWR
IC1CO34.1 Q MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIP1S1P2011 	 ORB STING -20.009(CICO331 U MSFC 594IIA33) 740TS (T1PISIP20II 	 ORB STING -15.000
REFEREWE INFLRMATION
SREF 2690.00CA SO. FT
LREF 1293.07130 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.00{10 IN. XT
YMRP .0D00 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
MACH NUMBER
FIG 13 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = Q DEG


























COWtGU 2ATION DESCRIPTION .	DRLWR	 REFERENCE I WORMAT ICN
ICICO34I	 Q	 MSFC 534EIA33) 740TS [TIPiSIP2011 	 ORB STING	 --20.000	 SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
ICICO333	 U	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPISIP2011	 ORB STING	 -15.000	 LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF - 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. Zf
SCALE .0040
MACH NUMBER
_	 FIG 13 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 0 DEG




SREF 2690.0000 $17. FT
LREF 1290.00W IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XHRP 976.00DA IN. XT
YMRP .00(70 IN. YT






































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCR 1 PT I ON
	 DRUDDR
ICICO34JMSFC 594CIA331 74(3TS.ITIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING -20.000(CICO331 S MSFC 594CIA333 740TS ITIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING -15.000
MACH NUMBER
































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ORUOOR
ECICO343 Q MSFC 5S4(IA33I 740TS ( TIPISIP2011
	
{FRB STING -20.000
ECICO331 q MSFC 5S4H A33) 740TS ( TIPISIP2013
	 ORB STING - 15.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2690,0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .O000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE _0040
MACH NUMBER




SREwF 2690.0000 50. FT
LRE:F 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
IN. ZTZM P 400.0000
SCALE .4040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION	 DRUWR
ECICO343MSFC 534CIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201)
	 ORS STING -20.0W(CICO331 8 MSFC 59411A331 740TS ITIPISIP2013 	 ORB STING -15.000
MACH NUMBER





























SREF 2690.000D SO. FT
LREF 1290.00OO IN.
GREF 1290,0000 IN.
XmRp 975.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .130i&3
RATA SET SYM90L CONE IGLRATION DESCRIPTION	 DRWOR
1CICR341 Q MSFC 594EIA333 740TS (TIPISIP2011	 M9 STING -20.000
(CICO33] LI t4SFC 5S41[A33I 740TS CTIPISIP201)	 0RB STING -15.000
MACH NUMBER































SREF 2690.00000 SO- FT
LREF 1290.10DD IN.
BREF 12SO.0000 1N.
XM4P 976.DUDO IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0090




MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPIM P2013	 ORS.STING —20.0013
(CICO331	 MSFC 594(IA333 740TS (TIP(S1P2013 	 ORB STING —15.000
MACH NUMBER
FIG 13 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGEt ALPHA = 0 DEG























DATA SET SYMBOL MWIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 DRLCC R
(CICO34]MSFC 594(IA331 740TS (TIPISIP2011
	 ORB STING -20.DDD
(CICO331 U MSFC 594(IA331 740TS (TIPISIP201)	 ORB STING --15.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2690.0000 50. FT
LREF 1290.0000 1N.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XTYMRP .0000 IN. YT






























FIG 13 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGEt ALPHA = 0 DEG



























DATA SET SYMSM CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ORLOOR
CCICO34) 0 MSFC 594(IA331 740TS (TIPISIP201)
	
C'RB ST M -20.000
(CICO33)	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISIP2011	 C3R3 STING -15.000
REFERENCE IfV0r'fA' T0N
SREF 2690.0CJ00 Sit. FT
LREF 1290.00100 IN.
EREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 97G.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .00100 IN. YT
ZMFP 4DO.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
MACH NUMBER
F IG 13 LATERAUD I RECT I OVAL RUDDER EFL=
 ECT I VENESS—FIRST" STAGE o ALPHA = 0 DEG
CH)BETA =
	 4.0..0	 PAGE	 796
REFERENCE INFDAIIATION
SREF 2693.0DW SO. FT
LREF 1290.0WO IN.
MF I290.OWD IN.
XMRP WS.000D 1N. XT
YMRP .0I3oc IN. YT




DATi% SET SYMBO L. COWISLRATION MSCRIPTION	 DRUDOR
ECICO341 Q MSFC 594(IA331 740TS ITIPISIP2011	 ORB STING -20.000































FIG 10 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 0 DEG
CI}BETA =	 6.00	 PAGE	 797
REFERENCE IR°=0Rh1AT IOIN
SREF 26-.'0.0000 S©. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
SrZEF 1290.4000 IN.
WIRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YM4P .0000 IN. YT
ZKRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
MACH NUMBER
FIG 13 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS--FIRST STAGE, ALPHA W 0 DEG
M BETA = 8.00	 PAGE 798
DATA SET SYMBOL COWIGURATIO pt DESCRIPTION	 CRU13DR

















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONt: ID-RATION OESCRIPTIM; 	 DRUDDR
[CICO33) U KSFC 94IIA333 7407 (TIPISIP2011	 0 8 STING -I5.pD
REFERENCE IWCRMAT10N
SREF 26S0.00M SO. FT
LREF I290.OWO IN.
EREF1290.0000 IN.
xmw 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 4130.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
-1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
MACH NUMBER
FIG 13 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE. ALPHA = 0 DEG
























DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 0RUX R
ECICO341 8 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS [TIPIS1P201) 	 ORS STING -20.MD[CICO331	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS ITIPISIP201) .	ORB STING -IS.000 REFERENCE INFGRMATMSREF 2G90.0000 SO. FTLREI: 1290.0000 IN.BREF 1250.004[? IN.6.0000
YKRP [ !N. YT
ZMRP 400.0= IN. ZT
SCALE .[3040
MACH NUMBER
FIG 13 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE ALPHA a DEG



























oATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION+! 	DRUDDR
tCI00341 0 MSFC 5941IA331 740TS ITIP1S.IP2011
	 ORS STING -20.00
tC1CO331 q MSFC 5941IA331 740TS (TIPISIP201)	 ORB STING -15.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2690.000 Sa. FT
LREF 1290.00f10 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 576.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
MACH NUMBER
FIG 13 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 0 DEG
(B)BETA - -8.00	 PAGE	 801
REFERENCE I h' M-%T 10N
SREF 2690.0000 S0. FT
LR£1= 1290.0WO IN.
13REF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.13000 IN. XT
YMRP .17000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
0hTA SET SYh760L C1^ 1 SAT I ON OESCRIPT i CN	 DRUOOR
[C1CO341 S f1SFC 594{IA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201)	 ORS STING -20.000[CICO331 [J MSFC 594tIA331 740TS [ TIPISIP201 3 	DRB STING -15.000
MACH NUMBER




























DATA SET SYM OL CONFIWRRAT1ON DESCRIPTION	 DRUDDR
ICICO341 8 MSFC 5941IA331 7413T5 [TIPISIP2011	 ORB STING -20.000CCICO331	 MSFC 594[IA331 740TS (TIPISIP201)	 ORB STINGS -15.000
REFERE:h>vE I WD"iMAT ICN'
SREF 2590.0000 SO. FT
LRFY 12910.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 978.0000 IN. XT
YMRP ,0000 IN. YT




























FIG 13 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = D DEG
(D)BETA = -4.00	 PAGE	 803
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2690.0000 S©. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
SREF 1260.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.000[) IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
IDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATI ON DESCRIPTION
	 0R000R
ECICO341 C:) MSFC 594CIA331 740TS {TIPISIP2131)
	 ORB STING -20.000(CICO331 U MSFC 594IIA331 740TS ETIPISIP2011
	 ORB STING --15,000
MACH NUMBER

































DATA SET SYt,3I_	 CONFICMATION DESCPIKIM	 DRLCOR	 REFERENCE INFORMATION	 C
(CICO34)t-,3FC 554 ( IA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201)	 CLS STING 	-20.000	 ScREF 2690 .01^M 50. FT(CICO33)	 q 	 MSfC 59:[IA33) 70TS ( TIPISIP201)	 ORB STIM	 -15.03	 LREF 12317.0000 IN.
EREF 1290.0000 IN.
X14RP 976.0000 IN. XT
wap .0000 IN. YT
































































-1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
MACH NUMBER































DATA SET SYM OL CONFICOMATION DESCRIPTION 	 DRUDDR(CICO34)MSFC 594	 --X!EIA33] 740TS ITIPISIP201)	 ORB STING	 .0(70(CICO33) 8 MSFC 594:(IA33) 7413TS CTIPIS1P201) 	 ORB STING -15.00
REFERENCE M CM3iATION
SREF 2890.0000 Sly . FT
LREF I290.0000 IN.
EREF 12913.0000 IN.XMRP 576.000D IN. XT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN.  ZT
SCAB .004C
MACH NUMBER	 -
FIG 13 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS--FIRST STAGES ALPHA = D DEG
CG)BETA =	 2.00	 PAGE 806
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ORUODR
ICICO34I q MSFC 59MA331 740TS ITIPISIP2011
	 CRB STING -20.000
ECIE033I q MSFC 594(IA331 740TS {TIPISIP213I)	 ORB STING -15.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2690.0000 SCI. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT




























y^!^ 0.000 nr fat a nrr. ntl. nn rrft rrn tier rur ttrl rrrr ritx rail rtrf ^ru trn rru rer• rtrr i.nr rnr Ffn^rtrri
MACH NUMBER
FIG 13 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 0 DEG
(H)BETA =	 4.00	 PAGE	 807
DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION 13ESCRIPTION 	 DRLJOOR
I CICO34	 Q MSFC 594[IA331 740TS ITIPISIP2011	 OF28 STING -20.000
IC1CO331 Lj MSFC 594(IA331 740TS CTIPISIP2011




































FIG.13 LATERAL/01RECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 0 DEG
(I . )BETA =	 6.00	 PAGE	 808
REFERENCE I Nr ORKAT IONt
SREF 2690.0000 SO. FTr-
LREF 12SO.0000 IN.
BREF 125OMM IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SYMeOL	 CONFIURATION DESCRIPTION 	 DRLCOR h'EI=ERENCE INFORMATIM
(CICO34)
	
Q i1SFC 594IIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP2011 	 ORB STING	 -20.00() SW;' 2690.000(1 SO. FT(C1C(133)	 IU MSFC 594(IA33] 740TS (TIPISIP201)	 ORB STING	 -15.0x70 LRE4= 1290.0000 IN.BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.(}000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT






























E±Ltf-.0006 wi 'p'l. LLU J.Lu
7
-1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4
MACH NUMBER
5 6
FIG 13 LATERALIDIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA M 0 DEG
(J)BETA =	 8.00 PAGE 809
RLFERUZE Ih.ORMTIM
SREF 2690.000 SO. F:7r
LREF 129:3.000CP IN.
BREF I293.CtDM IN.
XMRP 976.000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 4W.DWO IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
RATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIM
	 DRGDOR
[CECO343MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS [TIPIStP201) 	 ORB STING -20.000
1CICO33) q MSF"C 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISIP2013	 ORB STING -15.000
MACH NUMBER



































DATA SET SYMBOL COW 1 WRAT I ON .OESCR I PTI (N 	 RUDDER
lAlCM91 gMSFC 5941IA33) 740TS (TIPISIPZQI)
	 MSTING
	 .000
CAIC012)	 Mc C 594(IA331 740TS (TIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING —15.000(AICO151	 MSFC 590cl 0013) 740TS ITIPISIP2011	 ORB STING —20.WO
REFERENCE I NTr'U' RMAT I ON




YMRP S78.0ow IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0080 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
—16	 —12	 —8	 —4	 D	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 14 LATERAL /DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS--FIRST STAGEv ALPHA = 5 DEG

























REFERENCE IN OFMi TtON
SREF 269O.0000 50	 FT
LREF 1250.0O00 IN.
SREF 1290.0= IN.
XMRP 975.00110 IN. %T
YM1tirp ..0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.00017 1N_ 2T
SCALEs.0040
DATA SET SYMBOL lCONF 1GURATIM DESCRIPTION iM.MER






















SIDESLIP ANGLE BETA, DEGREES.
FIG 14 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE ALPHA 5 DEG
(B)MACH =	 .80	 PAGE	 812
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLATION DESCRIPTION 	 RLKMR
I A I COOS I p MSFC 5941 11,33 ) 740TS ( T I P I S I P201 ) 	 ORB STING	 X00(A1C012I 
	
MSFC 5944 IA33) 740TS ITIPISIP20l)	 ORB STING —15.000
IAlCOI51
	
MSFC 594IIA33I 740TS ITIPISIP2011	 ORB STING —20.000
REFERENCE I WORKAT I(W




ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .QO40
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES

























REFEIW,NCE It gCO MIATJON
SREF 2B90.OD00 SW. FT
LREF 1.290.0000 I(3.
EREF 1290.00DD IN
XMRP 976.0.100 IN. XT
YhfRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 RUDDER
(A1C009) Q MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPISIP2011
	 ORB STING	 .000(A(C012) U MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS ITIPISIP20II
	
ORB STING -15.000(AIC015) o MSFC 594IIA331 740TS (TIPISIP201)




















SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 14 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGED ALPHA = 5 DEG
(D)MACH  =	 1.10	 PAGE	 814
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI ON 	 RLUDER
(AI00091Q MSFC 594(TA331 740TS fT1PCSIP201 3
	 ORB STING	 .0m
fAIC0121 1C^7 MSFC 594f1A331 740TS ITIPISIP2011
	 ORS STING --15.000(A1C015).	 MSFC 594IIA333 740TS ITIPLSIP2011
	 ORB STING -20.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2690.0000 SQ_ FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
$REF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0009 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 TN. YT
ZMRP 400,0000 1N. ZT
SCALE .0040
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA DEGREES
FIG 14 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS--FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 5 'DEG
























DATA SET SYVBM CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 RUOOER
(AIC009)MSFC 594[IA33) 740TS ITIPISIP201)
	
ORB STING	 .000
(AIC0121 S DATA NOT AVAILABLE	 I5.000
IAIC015) v DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	 -20.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 260-0.00M SO. FT
LREF 1290.00130 IN.
SREF 1250.00O0 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 )N. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
SCALE 400.0000 IN. Zr
-16	 -12	 -8	 -4	 D	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES

























SREF 2690.0000 S©. FTLREF 1290.0000 IN.BREF 1290.0000 IN.XMRP 976.0000 IN. XTYMRP .0000 IN. YTZMRP 400.0000 (N. ZTSCALE .00e0
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
FIG 14 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 5 DEC
(G)MACH =	 1.96	 PAGE
	 817
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLIRATION DESCRIPTION	 RUQDER(AIC009) g MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201)
	 ORB STING	 .000(AIC012)	 MSFC 594IIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING -15.000IAIC015)	 M5F'C 5941IA333 740TS (TIPISIP201)














DATA SET SYMBOL COWEGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 RLODER
[AIC009] g MSFC 594FIA337 740TS (TIPISIP201)	 ORB STING	 .000(AIC012)
	
DATA NOT AVAILABLE	 -15.000
IAICD151
	
DATA NOT AVAILABLE	 -20.000
REFERENCE IWi' iATION




MRP 78.0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 4GO.00DO IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
-16	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES



















DATA SET SYMBOL C{'fW I GLIRAT 117N DESCRIPTION
	 RUUER
(AIC00911{5FC 5941I A331 740TS (TIPISIP201)
	 QRB STING	 .000
I AIC012J .	 hiSFC 594[ IR331 74E^TS [TIP151P2Q1 }
	 [708 STING —15.000(A}C015I
	
MSFC 594CIA331 740TS CTIPISW201) 	 ORB STING —20.000
REFERENCE IWC^c fATICN
SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1250.[}000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT



















SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 14 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGED ALPHA = 5 DEG
(I)MACH =	 4.96	 PAGE	 819
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGIJRATLON DESCRIPTION
	 RUDDER
1AI00093 0 MSFC 59811A333 7413TS (TiPISIP201)
	 ORB STING	 .000(AICO12) Lj MSFC 59411A331 740TS 1TIPI51P2013
	
ORB STING -15.000
1A1C0151 Q MSFC 5941IA333 740TS [T1P1S1P2013	 ORS STING --20.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2G90.00M 513. FT
LREF 1290.DMD IN.
BREF !2°0.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.00DD IN. XT
YMRP .0000 1N. YT





























--16	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 14 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 5 DEG
CA)MACH =	 .60	 PAGE
	
820
DATA SET SYMBOL CO4FIGIIRATION DESMIPTIC14	 p	 RUOOER
IAIC009]	 MSFC 594IIA331 740TS (TIPISIP201)
	 ORB STING	 .000









SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
SREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT	 —
YMRP .0000 IN. YT


























-16	 -12	 --8	 -4	 D	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 RUDDER





(AIC0121	 MSFC 594[1A331 740TS (TIPISIP201)
	
ORB STING -15.900(AIC015) 9 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS ITIPISIP2013 	 ORB STING -20.0M
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2G90.0000 SCI. FT
LREF 12913.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.00D0 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
400 .0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0 40
- lb	 -11	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES




















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDDER REFERENCE IWCWATICN
(AIC009)	 Q MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201) ORB STING	 .000 SREF 2690.00W SQ. FT
IAIC0121	 U MSFC 594(1&33) 740TS (TIPISIP201) ORB STINS	 -15.000 LREF 1290.E IN.(AIC015)
	 Q MSFC 59411A331 740TS (TIPISIP201) ORB STING
	 --20.000 BREF 1290.01 IN.
XMRP 976.D0OG IN. XTYMRP .0000 IN. YTZMRP 400.x= IN. ZTSCALE .0040
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
FIG 14 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 5 OEG
(D)MACH =	 1.10	 PAGE
	
823
DATA SET SYM90L C{W 1 GU2AT I ON DESCRIPTION
	 RLMER
IAICM91 g MSFC 59411A33) 74015 {TIP1SIP201)
	
Me STihG	 .000
(AIC012) 	 MSFC 594((A33) 740TS (TIP1SIP201)
	 ORS STING -15.000




SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1299.0000	 IN.
BR€F	 1290.0000	 IN.

































-lb	 - 1 z	 -b	 -4	 U	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 14 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = S DEG
(E)MACH =	 1.25	 PAGE	 824
DATA SET SYViWL- CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI53M RUDDER REFERENCE INFCi MTION
CAI00091 MSFC 59411A33) 74015 ITIPISIP2011 ORB STINGS	 .DW SRFP 2690 .0000 SO. FT
d A1CO12) ^ DATA NOT AVAILA13LE -15.000 LIZ, . 1290.00M IN.
€AIC0151 DATA NOT AVA1LAGLE -20.OM SRE^ 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 975.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0600 IN. Y7






























-4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
FIG 14 LATERAL/OIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE ALPHA = 5 DEG
(F)MACH
	 1.46	 PAGE	 825
REFERENCE IWL;WTION
SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1294).0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 1N.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 RUDDER





MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201)	 ORR STING —15.000

















--16	 --12	 —8	 —4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANG4_Eo BETA, DEGREES


























DATA SET SYMBOL COW 16L1RAT I ON DESCR I PT I11,A	 RISER
[AIC0091 Q MSFC 594CIA331 740TS ITIPISIP201) 	 W8 STING	 .am
[ A1C01Z 3 IC,.^1 DATA NL3T AVAILABLE
	 -15.OM
[AIC0151	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 	 -20.000
IIEFERENCE INFMMATli'N
SREF 2690.[3000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0OOD 1N.
9REF 1290.00[]0 IN.
XMRP 976.U= IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0W0 IN. ZT
SCALE .00411
FIG 14 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE- ALPHA = 5 DEG
(H)MACH =	 2.99
	 PAGE	 827
13ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIC-LRAT1ON OESCRIPTIENV
	
RUDDER
IAIC009IMSFC 594CIA333 740TS ITIPISIP2013
	 ORB STING	 .000
(Alcol21
	
MSFC 594IIA333 740TS ITIPI5IP2013
	 ORB STING -15.000
(A1C0151	 MSFC 594EIA333 740TS CTIPISIP2011
	 ORB STING -20.000
REFERENCE I WC' RMAT I BPI
SREF 2690.00M So. FT
I.REF 1251.0003 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN
XMRP 976.0000 IN : . XT
YMRP 00013 IN	 YT























-16	 -12	 --8	 --4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 I R
FIG 14 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = S DEG
(13MAEH =	 4.96	 PAGE	 828
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF I GLRAT I (9N RESCR 1 PT I ON RL DDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
(AIC3091 MSFC 594(IA331 740TS (TIPIStP251) emSTINTS	 .000 SR£F 2690.0000 SO. FT(AICOI2l Q MSFC 594(IA331 74OTS (TtPtSIP201) ORB STING	 -15.000 LRI_F 1294].0000 IN.(AiCO15) MSFC 594(IA331 741375 (TIPIS1P201) ORS STINS	 -20.000 BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XTYMRP .0000 IN. YT


















SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
FIG 14 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 5 DEG
(A)MACH -	 .50	 PAGE
	
829
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 RUDDER
IAIC009)MSF
AT
C 594H A33) 7'40TS (TIPISIP201) 	 OOMSTING	 Mo
I AIC012 ). 	BA NOT AVAILABLE	 - 15.000
{ A I Ca) 5 )	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE	 --20.000
REFERENCE tlti GRMATION
SREF 269D.0000 50. FT
LREF	 12SO.Dr00 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000 IN
XMRP	 976.0WO IN:  XT
YMRP	 .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400,0000 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES.
FIG 14 LATERAL/DIRECTIDNAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 5 DEG


















DATA SET SYVBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	
F WDER
IAIC0091 Q MSF'C 594[IA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201)
	
ORBSTING	 .000
€ A1C0121 U MSF'C 594€ IA331 7413TS ITIPISIP201)
	
ORB STINS -15.000
€AIC0151 Q MSFC 594(IA331 740TS ITIPISIP201)
	 ORB STING -20.000
REFERENCE IWO"TIM
SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRF' .0000 IN. YT




















—16	 —12	 —8	 —4	 i.	 4	 q	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
FIG 14 LATERAL /DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS—FIRST STAGE 's ALPHA = 5 DEG
CC)MACH =	 .91	 PAGE	 831
OhTA SET SYMBOL COW IGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RUDDER(AIC0091IMSFC 594CIA331 740TS (TIPISIP201)	 ORB STING	 .000(AIC012)	 MSFC 594(IA333 740TS (TIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING —15.000(AIC015) 9 MSFC.594(IA331 74OT5 (TIPISIP201)	 ORB STING —20.000
REFERENCE: ) t%9 M, IAT WN
SREF 2690.00M Std. FT
LREF 1293.0000 IN.
BREF I250.CCOU IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
SIDESLIP ANGLE ► BETA, DEGREES
FIG 14 LATERAL/DIRECTIDNAL RUDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 5 DEG
















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION D.SCRIPTLGN 	 RLUDER
( A 10009) g MSFC 594(IA331 740TS (T1PtSIP2011^ 	 M STING	 .000
(A1C012) 
	
MSFC 594(IA33.1 7413TS (TIPISIP2011 	 M STINU -15.000
(AIC0151	 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS (T1PISIP201) 	 ORB STING 20.050
REFERENCE IM 05MATION
5REF 2690.00 SO. FT
L.REF 1290.0= IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
VIRP 976.000!1 IN. %T
Ymp .0000 IN. YT




















r-16	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 14 LATERAUDIRECTIDNAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGED ALPHA = 5 DEC
CUMACH =	 1.25	 PAGE 833
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFirjuRATioN DESCRIPTION
	 RMIDER
IAIC003) Q MSF 'C 9941IA331 740TS [T1P1SIP20 1I	 ORB STIW3	 .000
I AICQ12 ) ^Ljj DATA NOT AVAILABLE	 -15.000(Air-015)
.
	DATA NOT AVAILABLE	 -20.000
REFERENCE t	 OFU-1ATION
SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1293.0000 IN.
BREF 1290 .U000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE X040
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
FIG 14 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 5 DEG



















SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRp 00013 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .004(]
DATA SET SYlSl3LL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICLN RUDDER
(AIC009) Q MSFC 594CIA331 740TS (TIPISIPM) ORB STING	 .000






















-16	 -12	 -6	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES




SREF 2620.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290 .0000 IN.
BREF 1290.D000 IN.	 ^- --^
XMRp
YMRP 976.0000 IN. YT


















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 RUMER
(AIC009)	 MSFC 59411A33) 74OT5 (TIPIS1P201)
	
ORB STING	 ,000
IA1E017IDATA NOT AVAILABLE	 -15.000
IAIC0151	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 	 --20_000
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. [DEGREES
FIG 14 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS- FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 5 DEG
(H)MACH =.	 2.99	 PACF	 929
REFERENCE 1 WORMAT l ON
SREF 2651.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 1N.BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.090 IN. XTYMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.090 IN. ZTSCALE .0040
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES




DATA SET SYM,BCL COWIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	
RUDDER
IAIC991	 M5FC 594111133) 740TS {TIPIS1P201)	 I3RB STING	 .000



















	 Cf31VFIGURAT1ON DESCRIPTION D UDDR REFEREM-E IN CM4ATf0N
ECIC012)Q
(CICO151	 8 MSFC 594[IA33) 740TS [TIP151P20 13RB STING -15.OL10 SREF 2o9D.C^II00 SQ. FTM5FC 594IIA33) 740TS ITIPISIP201 1 ORB STING -20 .000 LREF 1290.CDD3 IN.
BREF 12SO.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.00M IN. XT
YVRP .0000 IN. YT




























-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
MACS{ NUMBER
FIG	 14 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 5 DEG
(A)BETA = -10.00 PAGE	 838
kt_^.
DATA SET SYMBOL CONE1"ATION DESCRIPTION 	 DRUDDR
(CIC.012) Q MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS ITIPISIP201)	 ORB STING —IS.ODO
ICIC015) L! 11.SFC 594CIA33) 740fS (TIPISIP201)	 ORB STING —20.000
REFERENCE IWCRMAT10N
SREF 2690.00.70 SO. FT
LREF I290.000D IN.
13REF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT





























FIG 14 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS—FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 5 DEG
(B)BETA = —8.00	 PAGE
	 839
13ATA SET SYMEUL	 CM'IGLRATION DESCRIPTION
ICIC0121	 MSFC 594EIA33) 740TS ETIPISIP2011






































YMRP	 .0000	 I.N. YT




DATA SET SYMBOL .	CMFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 I3Ri	 t	 REFERENCE INF©RHATION
(CIC0121 M5FC 594CIA331 740TS (TIPIS1P201)	 STINFa	 -15,0€30	 SREFDRB 2690.00'00 SQ. FT
(CIC015) 8	 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS CTIPISIP20I) 	 ORB STING	 -20,000	 LRE=F 1290.0000 IN.BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 376.D000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT




























FIG 14 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE ► ALPHA = 5 DEG




















DATA SET SYM^ CONFIGURATION OESCRiI aT1ON	 DRUDOR
ICICO121 Q MSFC 594(1~333 740TS CTIPISIP2011
	 ORB STING —15.000
[CIC015) u MSFC 594(!~331 740TS I TIPISIP201)	 ORB STING -20.01)0
REFERENCE IWZRMATION
5REF 2650.0000 SGI. FT
LREF 1290.0030 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XHRP 975.0040 IN. XT
YtIRF .0000 IN.. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 Iii. ZT
SCALE 10040
MACH DUMBER
FID 14 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 5 DEG
(E)BETA = -2.00	 PAGE	 842
DATA SET SYMBOL 	 CIWIGMATION DESCRIPTION	 DIUDDR	 REFERENCE IWORKATION





SREF 2690.0000 Std. FT
IC1C015)
	 S	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201)	 ORB STING	 -20.000	 LREF 12917.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.DOOO IN.
XMRP 976.0 000 IN_ XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.00DD IN. ZT
SCALE .0040






























FIG 14 LATERAUDIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS -FIRST STAGE ALPHA = 5 DEG
(F)BETA	 =	 .00 PAGE
	 843
REFERENCE IN ['x-,1ATION
Sl2EF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290_00W IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0WO IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF I GJRAT ION DESCRIPTION
	 DRE100R
[CIC0121M5FC 55d[IA33} 74075 ET1P15IP2013
	
ORB STING -15,DD0[CIC0151 © MSFC 5S4[IA331 740TS ETIPISIP20I1 	 ORB STING -20,000
MACH NUMBER





























DATA SET SYMBEL	 CONE= IGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ORUODR	 REFERENCE IWORMATIONk
ICtC0121	 Q	 M5FC 594H A331 740TS IT1P1S1P2013	 ORB STING	 -15.000	 SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
I . C1C©151	 U	 MSFC 594E(A331 74OTS (T1PISIP201) 	 ORB STING	 -20.000	 LREF 1290.0009 114.
XMRP 1976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 1N. ZT
SCALE .0040
-1	 D	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
MACH NUMBER
FIG 14 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGEF ALPHA = 5 DEG
(H)BETA =	 4.00	 PAGE
	 845
13ATA SET SYNIEKYL	 CONF i C-URAT I ON 13=SCR I PT i L' N 	 DRUM	 REFERENCE I N CRMTICN
iC1CU121	 Q	 MSFC SS41IA333 740TS [TIPIS1P2011	 ORB STING	 —I5.000	 SREF	 2590.1000	 Std. FT	 ~
ICIC0153	 8	 MSFC 594IIA333 740TS CTIPISIP2013 	 CRB STING	 —20.000	 LREF	 1290.0040	 IN.
BREF	 1290.000	 IN.
XMRP	 576.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT

































-1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
MACH NUMBER
FIG 14 LATERAL./DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST aTAGEw ALPHA = 5 DEG


























DATA SET SYMBOL	 COWl"ATION DESCRIPTION	 DRUDDR REFEREWE ITd OFMTION
(CIC012)
	 Q	 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS (TIP1SIP201)	 ORB STING-15.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
I CICO15I	 LII	 MSC 594t [11331 740TS (TIPISIP2131) 	 ORB STING	 20.000 LREF 1290.0000 IN.BREF 1290.0D00 IN_
XMRP 976 MC9 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZVIRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
—1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
MACH NUMBER
FIG 14 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS--FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 5 DEC
CJ]BETA =	 8.00	 PAGE	 847
DATA SET SYMIOL COW 16LRAT I ON DESCRI PT I M 	 ORLom
(CICOI2)MSFC 594CIA331 74QTS CTIPIS1P2011
	
em STM* -15.000
(CIC015) U MSFC 594C(A33} 740TS ITIPISIP2011 	 C1R8 STIN5 -20.000
REFERENCE MI CRMATICEN
SREF 2690:00017 SO, FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.01013 IN.
XMRP 976.0001] IN. XT
YMRP MOO IN. YT
ZMRA 400.001}0 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
MACH NUMBER
FIG 14 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 5 DEG































ZMRP 400.0000 IN. YT
SCALE .0040
QATh SET SYMBOL CONF I GURAT I&I DESCRI PT I CN 	 DRI DOR
( C1C012 ) S MSFC 594[ IA331 740T5 (TIPI51P2011	 GARB STI0.G -15.0100( C1C015 )	 MSFC 594f IA33) 740T5 [TWI91P2011 	 ORB STING -7" 0043
MACH NUMBER























DATA SET SYMEOL MWI£11RATION DESMIPTION
	 DRUODR
(CIC0121 8 MSFC 594IIA331 740TSLTIPISIP201)
	 ORB STING -15.000




SREF 2690.0000 Sid. FT
LREF 1290.0DDO IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.00M IN. XT
YMRP .oDm IN. YT




































FIG 14 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 5 DEG
iOATA SET St'VSGL CCi^1"MI
 'ATIUq MSCRIPTICN	 O	 rd
tCIC0121 Q P;SrC 59MA331 740TS (TIPISI°2-01)
	
MS STIVS -15.000








YKIRP 97&.COO IN. YT
ZmRp 40D:0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040





























SREF 26SO.MOO M FT
LiiEF 1.260.0000 IN.
663EF 1290.0000 IN.	 -)(tlRP 976.0CQC IN. XT
VMRP .0000 IN. YT
"MRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SYt-Qn CONF IGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 Rttp(3R
t CICal29594{ IA33	 01 740TS ITIPIS1P2013	 e STING	 +.00€1


























.IJ lII11111J1]S 11J.1]I IIJ1 1.111 11 1111 Lill 1111 lft ]]1f	 11
MACH NUMBER
FIG 14 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGED ALPHA = 5 DEG
C D ) BETA = --4.00	 PAGE
	
852
DATA SET SYVZOL CC,'Q ' I GJ,RAT i (^v C-SCP I PT I UN	 DIRLOOR	 REFERENCE INFORMAT ION
ICIC0121
	
MSC 5541IA331 740TS ITIPISIP2013
	
GRa STINT'S - 15.000	 SREF	 2690.0000, SO. FT
MIMS)	 MSFC 5940 IA331 74()TS (TIPIS1P201) 	 ORB STINIG -20.000	 LREF	 1290.0000 IN.
BREF	 1200.0000 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000 IN. ZT
-.. I	 n-
DATA SET SYMSCI..
	 COW I GURATI GN DESCRIP TION
	ORLEM
i
REFERENCE I WMMAT ION
ICICO123	 MSF'C 594[IA333 740TS (T1P1SIP231)
	 CRD ST114G15.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT(CIC015)	 8	 MSFC 594(1A33) 74OTS (TIPISIP201) 	 CR9 STING	 -20.000 LREF 125.0000 IN.
SrREF 129047000 IN.
XMRP 975.00100 IN. XT
YMRP .0+x]0 IN. YT


























FIG 14:LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 5 DEG
( F )BETA =	 .00	 PAGE	 854
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION C"=SCRIPT IC'1
	 ERL=pi
(CEC0l2) .	MSFC 53A331 74	 E:OTS ITIPISIP2UI)	 ERE: STING -15.CZ3
tCIC0151 8	 4EE MSFC 594CIA33) 7413TS (TIPISIP20l)
	 nQ STING -20.000
REFERENCE IWCRMATION
SREF 2690.0000 S0. FT
LREF 1290.000 IN.
SRE=F= 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT



















-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6	 7MACH NUMBER
FIG 14 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE ALPHA = 5 DEG




SREF 2SO-0.0CUO SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
13REF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0[300 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL,	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 DFLI"
CCICO121	 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS CTIPISIP2011


























FIG 14 LATERAUDIRECTIQNAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA 5 DEG
(H)BETA =	 4.00	 PAGE	 856
DATA SET SYMBOL	 COW IRRATI(!N OSSCRIPTION DRUMR REFEREWE INFL'1WT1ON
ICICO12:3	
Q
MSFC 594(IA33) 7413TS IiIPISIP2013 WB STING
	 —15.000 SREF 2690.0000 S0. FT(CICOI5) MSFC 594(3A33) 740TS (TIPISIP2013 CURB ST ING 	 —20.000 LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.17000 1N. XT
Yi iRP .0000. IN. YT

























-1	 0	 1 2	 3	 4
MACH NUMBER
5 s 7
FIG 14 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS--FIRST STAGEt ALPHA = 5 DEG
(I)BETA -	 6.00 PACE 857
DATA SET SYMBOL	 Ci3b1 FURATION DESCRIPTION	 DRLIDOR	 REFERENCE iNFC11MATIOiN
[ CIC012)	 MSFC 594[ IA33) 740TS [TIPISIP201)	 ORB STING	 —15.000	 5REF	 2690.L'	 SO. FT
tCIC015)	 MSFC 594(EA33) 740TS LTIPISIP201)	 ORB STING	 —20.000	 LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.	 -_..-
BREF	 12SO.CCOO	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .DCE70	 IN. YT




























FIG 14 LATERAUDIRECTIDNAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGED ALPHA 5 DEG
CJ)BETA	 8.00	 PAGE	 858
DATA SET SYMSM	 CONF'IGMATION DESCRIPTlem DIZWDR REFERENCE INFORMATION
ECIC0121	
.0 t4SFC 594EIA333 740TS (TIPISIP2011 ORS STING	 -15.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
ICIC0151	 €,,,^ MSFC 59V IA331 740TS {TIPISIP2011 OR@ STING	 -20.000 LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0D00 IN.
XMRP 975.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT




























I slit 7—1	 0	 1 2	 3	 4
MACH NUMBER
5 6
FIG 14 LATERALIDIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS--FIRST STAGE ALPHA - 5 DEG
CK)BETA -	 10.00 PAGE 859
s
DATA SET SYMSM	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 I31zUDDR REFEREWC II,7E;l HAT ION
[ CICOi27 8
	MSFC 594E IA331 740TS ETIPISIP2013
	 CRB STING	 -15.W0 SREF	 2S9J.OGO'0 Std. FT
EC1=0l51
	 Q	 11SFC 594EIA331 74 0TS tTIPISIP201I	 M STING	 -20.00 LREF	 1290.0060 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP	 978.0000 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000 IN. YT	 `^ v


































CONFIGURATION OE5CRIPTICJ BRLCOR REFEREI;CE INFORMTION
(C1C012)
Q
NSFC 594(IA33) 740TS iTIP1S1P2011 ORB ST1K3	 15. OW SREF 2690.0000 SO, FT
i CIC015 7 Lj MSFC 594E iA331 7413TS (T1PISIP2[91) ORB STING
	
-220.M3 LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.DDD0 1N.
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .DODO IN. YT-




























7-1	 0	 1 2	 3	 4
MACH NUMBER
5
FIG 14 LATERALIDIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 5 DEG












CONS-` I GIJRAT I ON DESCR 1 PT IL'x+l MOOR REFERENCE IWCFMAT ICN
CCIC012 I MSFC 5S4CIA331 240TS €TIPI Omm STING	 -15.000 SRE=F _ 2590.0000 SO. FT
I CIC0151	 U MSFC 594E IA331 740TS ITIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING	 --20.000 LIEF 1290.0000 IN.BREF 1230.0000
w_ ^
IN.
XKRp SM.00W IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT

























fill t "elUfflill 11
-1 0
11




FIG 14 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVEJESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA - 5 DEG
(C)BETA =	 -6.00 RAGE 862
..	 ^d
EIATA SE T SYMCL	 COWI&RATION DESCRIPTI^I 	 DR=R
1 CICUI2I
	

































FIG 14 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGED ALPHA = S DEG
(0)BETA = --4.00	 PAGE	 863
REFERENCE IWWHATION
SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290 .0000 III.
BREF 1250.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0D00 IN. XT
YMRP .00:10 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
REFERENCE IteORMATION
SREF 26SO.00OO SO. FT
LREF I290.ODDU IN.
13REF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.000[) IN. XT
YMRP .0wo Ill. YT
2MRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SYMSV— CONF I GL RAT ION DESCRIPTION	 DRUDDR
IC10E]I2)	 MSFC 594C IA331 7 40TS CTIPISIP201)	 ORB STING --15.000
iC1C0I5) 8 MSFC 594EIA331 740TS CTIPIS1P201) 	 ORB STING —20,7700
MACH NUMBER



























































13&TA SET SYMOL COWIGUIMVION WSCRIPTION	 DTJMi
(CIC012) Q W-FC 5S^(IA331 740TS (TIP1S1P2011
	 Dm STING -15.0m(CIC015)	 MSFC 5SV IA331 740TS (TIPISIP2013 	 M STING -20.000
REFUTRENCE INFUtlIlTION





zMp 4M.COM Ind. ZT
SCALE .0040
--1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 7
MACH NUMBER
FIG 14 LATERALIDIRECTIONAL RUDDER-EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 5 DEG
fF)BETA =	 .00	 WAGE 865
DATA SET SYMXL	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION mom REFERENCE INF(^; MATION 	 - --r
ICIC0123 MSFC 5941IA333 740TS ITIPISIP201) OM STING -35.0W SREF 28w'0.DMQ SO. FT
I CIGOIS . 1 MSFC 594H A331 74OTS CT1P1S11'M a [FRB 'STING -20.000 LREF 1250.0300 IN.
BREF 10.0000 IN.
XMRP 975.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .occo IN. YT


























— 1 	 0
I
1 2 3	 4
lilt
5 6 7	 --
MACH NUMBER
FIG 14 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS -FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 5 DEG
• 0G)BETA =	 2.00 PAGE 866
REFERENCE INFWHATlIAN
SREF 2650,0000 SO. FT
LREF 1230.00013 I1'1.





ZMRP 400.0M00 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SYM81:L CONFIGLRATI[9N 13ESCRIPTIEN	 DRLMR
ICIC0t23	 MSFC 594CIA331 7413TS (T1PISIP201) 	 Caa STINS -15.000
tCICOt57
	




FIG 14 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 5 DEG
































SREF 26°0.0000 50, FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1	 IJ.00M 1N.
976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP IN. YT
ZMRP 4011.0000 IN. 7T
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL COW 1"ATION DESCRIPTION	 DRUDDR
ECIC0121
	




MSFC 594(IA331 740TS ETIPISIP2011	 ORB STIN5 -20.000
DATA SET SYMB13L
	 COW I(JRATION OESCRIPTIMcamP,	 REFERENCE IWCRRATION
( 0=23	
Q	
MSFC 59r4(IA333 740TS (TIPISIP201)	 ('mod STINTS	 -15.000	 SREF 2690.00 00 SO. FT(CIC015)	 MSFC 594(IA333 740TS (TIPISIP201)
	 ORB STING	 --20.000	 LREF I290.ODOD IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.00DO IN. XT
YMRP .0= IN, YT
ZM2P 400.0000 IN. ZT -
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SYMWL	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DRLZDR REFERENCE IWCRMATION
I'CICD123 MSFC 594(IA333 740TS (TIPISIP201) ORB STING	 -15.OQ0 SREF 2690.0[700 59. FT
(CICO15)	 S MSFC 594 ( I11333 740TS tTIPISIP2013 ORB STING	 -20 .000 LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
































--1	 a	 1 2	 3	 4
MACH NUMBER
5 6 7
FIG 14 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST 5TAGEo ALPHA = 5 DEG -
CK j BETA =	 10.00 PAGE 870
OATA'SET SY1480L CONFIGURATION OCSCRIPTION	 RUDDER
CA1C010I	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISIP2(91)
	 ORB STING	 .000
(AICO13 J	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201)	 ORB STING	 15.000
CAIC016)	 MSFC 594(1A;,3) 740TS (TIPISIP201)
	 ORB STING	 20.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION





KMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT






















SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS--FIRST STAGE, ALPHA =-5 DEG
(A)MACH =	 .60	 PAGE	 871
r,
RATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDDER REFERENCE IWORMATION
CAIC0103	 Q MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (T1PISIP2017 ORB STING	 .000 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO. FT




DATA NOT AVAILABLE. -20.000 BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0300	 IN. XT
YMRP










































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RUDDER
(AICOtO ) Q MSFC 594CIA33) 74075 CTIPIS1P2Ul)
	 ORB STING
	 .000
CAIC013 )MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIP1SIP201)
	 ORB STING	 —15.000
CAICOI63	 MSFC 594f.IA33) 740TS.CTIPISIP201)
	 ORB STING	 —20.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION





























SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA =-5 DEG

















DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 RUDDER




	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISIP201)
	 ORB STING	 15.000
[AICPIG3 Q MSFC 594(IA33] 740TS CTIPISIP2011 	 ORB STING	 -20.063
REFERENCE INFORMATION





XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .9000	 IN. YT




SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
	 -
FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGEt ALPHA =--5 DEG
CD]MACH =	 1.10	 PAGE	 874
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDDER




MSFC 594(1A33) 740TS CTIPISIP2019 ORB STING
	






































SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA w-5 DEG


























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 RUDDER
(AICO1D I Q MSFC 5944 IA33) 740TS (TIP1SIP201]
	 ORB STING	 .000
[AICO13) LVI DATA NOT AVAILABLE	 -15.000
CAIC0I6)	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	 -20.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION







YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
-16	 -12	 -8	 --4	 0	 4	 6	 12	 16










DATA SET SYM96L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
11.11010) llSFC 594CIA33) 740TS ETIPISIP2011 CRB STING	 .000 SREF 2GS0..00DD SO, FT
(AIC013) WC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201) ORB. STING	 -15.000 LREF 1290.0000 IN.
CAICOIS)	 QQQ MSFC; 594CIA33) 740TS ETIPISIP2013 ORB STING
	
-20.000 BREF 1299.0000 IN.
XMRP 576.01100 IN. XT
YHRP .0000 IN. YT


















SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA ►
 DEGREES	 f	 --	 -




BATA SET SYMBOL . CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 RUDDER
[AIC010I	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201)
	
ORB STING	 .000(AIC013) Lj	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	 —55.000







XMRP	 376.000D	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400oQ000	 I.N. ZT
VALE	 .0040
SIDESK.IP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGED ALPHA =-5 DEC













DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
(AIC010)	 q MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS CYIP1S1P201) ORB STING.000 SREF 2690.0000 S0, FT
MSFC 5941IA33) 740TS CTIPISIP201) ORB STING
	
-15.000 LREF 1290.0000 IN.CAIC013)	
tC^7J{AIC016) MSFC 5941IA33) 740TS CTIPISIP201) ORB STING	 -20.0130 BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0800 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
























SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 1.5 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENES&FIRST STAGE ALPHA =-5 DEG
tI)MACH _
	 4.96	 PAGE	 879
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 RU011ER REFERENCE INFORMATION




	 MSFC 594CIA333 74GTS (T1P1S1P201)
	 ORB STING	 -15.000CAICOISI CCCJJI 	 MSFC 594CIA333 740TS CT1P1S1P2013 	 ORB STING	 -20.000
SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN,
DREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XI
YMRP	 ,0000. IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN, ZTSCALE	 .0040
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA =--5 DEG
CA3MACH =	 .60	 PAGE
	 880
yDATA SET SYMBOL CO IGURATION DESCRIPTION	 RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
11,10010 3 g MSFC S5R11IA331 740TS (T1PISIP201)
	 ORB STING	 .000
E AIC013 3 	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE	
-15.000E AIC016 3	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE	 20.000
SREF	 2690.0000 S(3. FT
LREF	 t290 .0000	 IN.
BRE~F	 1290.01300	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT






— 16	 —12	 —8	 —4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA =-5 DEG
CB]MACH	 .80	 PAGE	 881
o
17ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 055CRIPTION 	 RUDDER
CAICOLO )	 MSFC 594CIA33J 740TS CTIPISIP201) 	 ORBSTING	 .000
CAIC013 ) 8 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTWISIP201) 	 ORB STING
	
-15.000
CAIC016) Q MSFC'594(IA33) 740TS CTIPISIP2017 	 ORB STING	 -20.000
.7
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 S0. FT
LREF	 12SO.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT














—16	 —12	 - 8 	 —4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
F IG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA =--5 DEG
















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 RUDDER
CAIC010 )	 MSFC 594CIA31) 740TS .CTIPIS1 P201)	 ORS STING	 .000
CAIC013)
	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISIP2013
	 ORB STING	 -15.000
CAIC01S3
	 MSFC 594CIA33l 740TS ETIPISIP2011
	 ORB STING	 -20.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2590.0000	 50. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 I230.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .ODOO	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
	 --	 --
FIG 15 LATERAL D iRECTIDNAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE ALPHA µ-5 DEG
I Q 3 MACH -	 1 . 1©	 PAGE	 883
,I,. ,.,.,.
d	 p	 19	 1F-16	 -12
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 RUDDER
CAICOIO]	 tiSFC 594CIA33) 7401S (TIPISIP2013
	 ORB STING	 .000
CAICO133	 MSF.0 594CIA33) 740T5 (T1P1S1P201)
	 ORB STING	 -15.000
CAIC01S] 9	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIP1S1P201) 	 ORB STING	 -20.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION





YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT






0ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 R1100ER
CAICOtG) R MSFC 594CIA33) 740T5 (TIPISiP2013
	 ORB STING	 .000
(AIC013) I`^i/	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 	 -15.000
CAICOIS )	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE	 20.000
REFERENCE IN::ORMATION
SREF	 2890.0000 S4. FT
LREP	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0050	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000
	 IN. YT





SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS--FIRST STAGE, ALPHA w-5 DEG
CF)MACH	 1.4G	 PAGE	 885
eDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RUDDER
CA1C010) Q MSFC 594CIA333 740TS CTIPISIP201)
	
ORB STING	 .000
EA1C0133 u	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CT1P15IP201)	 ORB STING	 - 15.000
[All	 ] C^	 MSFC .594CIA33) 740TS CTIP1S1P201) 	 ORB STING	 -20.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2650.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XIRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT

























-18	 —12	 —8	 —4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLED BETA. DEGREES
FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA =-5 DEG






DATA SET SYMBOL, CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RUDDER
CAICOID 7	 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS CTIP1S1P2017 	 ORB STING	 .000
CAIC0I3)	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 	
-15.000





SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1 .290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1.290.0000	 III.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE
	 .0040
-16	 -12	 ^B	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RUDDER
CAICOIO]	 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS (TIPISIP201.) 	 ORB STING	 .COO









SREF	 2690.0000	 SO. FT
LREF	 [280.0000	 IN.
13REF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 10000	 IN. VT
ZtlRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
--16	 -i2	 -8	 --4
 
8
ti11^SLt ^i^ t F t 
2
r^ a .. n 1
^^^^++4	 1 	 10
FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA =-5 DEG















SIDESLIP ANGLE, SETA. DEGREES 	 -	 --
FIG 15 LATERAUDIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS--FIRST STAGE, ALPHA =-5 DEC
(A)MACH =	 .60	 PAGE	 889
F
OATH SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI©N RUDDER
(A1CO10) MSFC 594CIA333 7413TS CTIPISIP2013 . ORB STING	 .000(A1C0133 MSFC 594CIA33) ?ROTS CTIPISIP2013 ORB STING	 -15.000





































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RUDDER






RATA NOT AVAILABLE	 15,000
(AtC016:I (((^???
	
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 	 20.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 50. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000 . IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
FIG 15 LATERALIDIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA --5 DEG

















.DATA SET . SYM90L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDDER
CAtCOIOI QQ MSFC 594CIA331. 740TS (TIPI51P201) ORB STING	 .000
CAICU133 L[ MSFC 594CtA333 740TS CTlP1S1P201) ORB STING	 -15.000











SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 1N.
BREF	 1.290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0009	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
SCALE	 40p.0040	
IN. ZT
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES




















DATA SET SYMBOL CONF1GUTATION . OESCRIPTION	 RUDDER
CAICOIO ) MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS ETIPISIP201 7 	ORB STING	 .000
(AIC013)	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPIS1P201)
	 ORB STING	 -15.000
CALCQIS ) v
	
MSFC 594CIA33] 740TS CTIP1SIP201)
	 ORB STING	 -20.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 Sfl. Fr
LRE=F	 1290.0000	 1N.
GREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 1N. MT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE
	 .0040
—16	 —12	 —8	 --4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 1G
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
FIG 15 LRTERAUDIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGEg ALPHA =-5 DEG



















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIGN 	 RUDDER
IAIC0101 gMSFC 594CIA33l 740TS (TIPISEP201)
	 ORO STING
	 .000




CAIC0161	 MSFC 594CEA333 740TS (TIPISIP201)
	 ORB STING	 -20.000
REFERENCE INFCRHATtON
	
SREF	 2690.0000	 SO. FT
	















SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
	 -	 --
FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE$ ALPHA =-5 DEG
(E)MACH --
	 1.25	 PAGE	 853
DATA SET SY11130L CONFIGURATION LeSCRIPTION
	 RUDDER
tA1CD1D3 Q	 MSFC 594EIA333 740TS LTIPISIP2013
	 ORB STING	 .1100(AIC013] V DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	
-151000
tAlGD163	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	 -20.000
REFERENCE lW CRMAT101







YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT

























	 -11	 -s	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
FIG 15 LATERALI01RECTIC'NAi. RUDDER Eti FECTIVENESS--FIRST STAGE, ALPHA --5 DEC
(1" )MACW =	 1.46	 PAGE
	 894
REFERENCE INFCRMATION
SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.


















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONRUDDER




IAIC0131 Lj	 MSFC 594CIA333 740TS CTIPISIP2011 	 ORB STING	 15.000
CAICOIGI	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISIP2171)










-.35 lff.t.= 4= 1
-16	 -12	 -8	 --4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA =-5 DEG
	CO M M	 1.97	 PAGE 895
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 RUDDER
CA1C4101 0 VSFC 594CIA333 740TS (TIP1SIP20I)
	 DRS STING
	 .000
CAICG133	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	
—I5.000




SREF	 2GS0.0000 SO- FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT



















SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRS
- STAGE, ALPHA = -5 DEG
CHIMACI4 =	 2.99	 PAGE	 896
DATA SET SYNB2L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 RUDDER
CAIC:010) gMSFC $94CIA33) 740TS CTIPISW201)
	
ORB STING





	 MSFC 594CIA33) 74DTS M PISIP201)
	 ORB STING	 —20.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION


























SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 15 LATERAUDIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA =-5 DEG
C I MACH =	 4.96	 PAGE	 897
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 MOOR
CCICU13I a MSFC 594tlA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING	 -15.000
CC1C016 )	 MSFC.594CIA33) 740TS ITIPISIP201)	 ORB STING	 -20.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000	 SO. I= T
LRE:F	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 876.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. 2T
SCALE	 .0040
MACH NUMBER




























6DATA SET 5YMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ORU00R
CCIC013)
	
MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS ETIPISIP2013
	
ORB STING	 -15.000




SREF	 2690.0000 SCI. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREP	 1290.0000	 IN.
%MRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT






























FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA =-5 DEG




















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION C£SCRIPTION 	 DRUOOR
CCIC01.3)FC 594CIA333 740TS (TIPISIP201)	 ORB STING	 -15.000
(C1C:016) B	 MSMSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING	 -20.000
REFERENCE IWPURMATION
SREF	 2G90 .COOD Se. FT
LREF	 1290.CD00	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976,0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT






FIG 15 LATERAUDIRECTIQNAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA =-5 DEG
(C)BETA = -6.00
	 PAGE	 900
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 DRUDDR
CC.1C0I3 ] 8	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING	 -15.000CCIColsI	 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS (TIPISIP2Q1) 	 ORB STING	 °20.000 6fUERENCE INFORMATIONSREF	 2690.0000 SO, FTLREF	 I290.0000	 IN.OPEC	I290.0000
	 IN.XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XTYMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
SCALE	 400.0040	 IN. zT
MACE! NUMBER




BATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 DRUODR
CCICAi3 7 B MSFC 594CIA331 740TS CTIPISIP20t3
	 ORB STING	 -15.000




SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1250.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT






























FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA =-5*DED
(E)BET,% =	 2.00.	 PAGE	 902
4hTA SET SYMML CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION 0RU00R REFERENCE INFORMATIaN
CCIC0133 ^ MSFC 594CIA333 740TS CT1PISIP2013 ORB STING -- 15.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
CC1CO163 MSFC 594(1A333 740TS CTIPISIP2013 ORB STING -20.000 LREF 1290.0000 IN.
9REF 1290 .0000 IN.
%HRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YHRP .0000 IN. YT



































FIG 15 LATERAUDIRECTIOHAL RUDDER LFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA =-5 DEG































SREF	 2690.0000	 S11. FT
LREF	 1230.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT










-i	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
MACH NUMBER
FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS—FIRST STAGEo ALPHA =--5 DEG




















RATA SET SYMOUL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 DRUDDR





CCICOI63 q 	 MSFC 594CIA33 1 740TS CTIPISIP20I3	 ORB STING	 -20.000
FFEFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN,
%MRP	 976.00130	 IN. %T
YMRP	 .0000	 IN, YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0090









- 1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
MACH NUMBER
FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA =-w5 DEG
	




























DATA SET SYMBOL CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 l)RUODR
CC1C013)MSPC 594CIA333 7413TS CTIPISIP20I1
	 ORB STING	 -15.000
CC:ICOIS ) 8	 NSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIP1S1P201) 	 ORB STING	 _20.000
REFERENCE INFrRMTIGN






YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT






FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL. RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA =-5 DEG
( 1) BED',, =	 6.00
	 PAGE
	 90b
}DATA SET" SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIEN	 ORUOOR




CC1C01S3 8 MSFC 594CIA33l 740TS CTiPIS1P2011	 ORB STING	 -20.000 REFERENCE INFORMATIONSREF	 2690.0000 SO. FTLREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT



































FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA =--5 DEG
(J)BET;r =	 8.00	 PAGE
	 907
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION, DESCRIPTION 	 ARUODR
tCICa13]MSFC 594CIA33) 74OTS (TIPISIP201)	 ORB STING
	 -15.000
Ic1COl63 S	 MSFC 594CIA301 740TS CTIPISIP2013	 ORB STING	 -20.000
REFERENCE INPOrLMATION
SREF	 26SO.0 000	 SO. FT
LREF	 1250.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.00001	 IN.
XMRP	 876.00010	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT



























-^1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 G	 7
MACH NUMBER
FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS--FIRST STAGED ALPHA =--5 DEG
CK)BET, ,  = 10.00
	 PACE	 908
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ORUDOR








SREF	 2693.0000 W. FT
LREF	 1230.0000	 IN.$REF	 1290.02130	 IN.
Y.MRP	 976.OV00	 1N. XT
YMRP
	 .0000	 IW. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
MACH NUMBER
FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA =-5 DEG


































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 ORUOOR
CCIC013 ) MSFC: 594CIA331 740TS CTIP1S1P2013
	 ORB STING	 -15.000
1CICOIS ) 8 MSFC 594CIA33 1 740TS CTIPISIP201)	 ORB STING -20.000
REFERENCE IN;URMATION
SREF	 2890.0000 SO. rT
LREF	 1290.0000	 Its.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.








FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA =--5 DEG





























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ORL100R
ECICO13I 8. MSFC 594EIA333 740TS ETIPISIP201)
	
ORB STING - 15.000




SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF
	 3290 .0000	 IN.










FIG 15 LATERALtDIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE ►
 ALPHA =-5 DEG


























DATA SET SYPI9OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ORUOOR
(CIC013 )	 MSFC 594CIA33) 74075 (TIPISIP201) 	 CURB STING	 -15.000
LCLC016 )	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISIP201) 	 OR6 STING	 -20.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION









2MRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
-1	 0	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 B	 7
MACH NUMBER
FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA =-5 DEG
C D l BET',. _ -4.00
	 PACE	 912
DATA SET SYM90L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 DRUDOR	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
CCIC0133
	
I15FC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201)	 ORB STING	 - 15.000	 SREF	 29SO.00DO	 SO. FT
CCIC:DI63 8 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS [T1P1SIP2013	 ORS STING	 -20 .000	 LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
9REF	 129OX030	 IN.
XMRP	 976.008D	 IN. XT
YNRP	 .0000	 IN. YT






































FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA =--5 DEG

































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 0RUDOR
CCIC013 ) 
8




CC:1CpI5)	 MSFC 5941IA33) 740TS CTIPISIP2 0 1)	 ORB STIRS	 -2x.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION






YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
-^	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
MACH NUMBER
FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA =-5 DEG
(F)BETA =	 .00	 PAGE
	
914
OATH SET SY)'IBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 DRUAOR REFERENCE INFORMATION
(CIC013) 8 MSFC 599(IA33) 740TS (T1PIS1P201)	 ORB STING	 —15.000CCIC016 )	 MSPC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING	 —20.000. SREF	 2690.0000 Sg o FTLREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP
	 .0000	 IN. YT
































-1	 0	 1	 2-	 3	 4	 S	 6	 7
MACH NUMBER
FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA =-5 DEG
























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ORUDOR REFERENCE INFORMATIM
CCICO132 a MSFC 594CIA33 3 740TS CT1PISIP201)
	
ORB STING	 -15.000
CC1COISI	 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS LTIPIS1P201)
	 ORB STING	 -20.000
SREF	 2520.0000	 SC). FT





YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400;0000 IN, ZT
SCALE	 .0040
MACH NUMBER




DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION .	ORUDOR REFERENCE INFORMATION
CCIC013 )
	
MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201)
	
ORB STING
	 -15.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
CCiC016)
	
MSFC 594CIA33l 740TS CTIPISIP201I 	 ORB STING	 -20.000 LREF 1280.0000 IN.
BREF 1280.0003 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT	 -
































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ORUOOR
(CIC013) Q MSFC 594LIA33) 740TS (TIP1SIP201) 	 ORB STING	 -15.000
CCICOI6) a	 MS1=C 594(IA33) 740TS (T1P'ISIP201) 	 ORB STING	 -20.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 SQ. F3
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1200.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
- .0050
I	 0	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
MACH NUMBER
	 -
FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGED ALPHA =-5 DEG



























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFISURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ORUDDR
CCIC0I33 8 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS tT1PIS1P201)
	
ORB STING —15.003
tCIC(I16 )	 MSFC 594.(1A33) 740TS (T1P1S1P201) 	 ORB STING .-20.000
REFERENCE INFORMATIOM






YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
MACH NUMBER
FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA =-5 DEG












































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 DRUDOP
CC1CO131MSFC 594CIA333 740TS CTIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING	 -15.00'
CCIC0161 B MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISIP2011 	 ORB STING -20XUD
MACH NUMBER
FIG 15 LATERAUDIRECTIDNAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS -FIRST STAGE ALPHA = -5 DEG






























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ORUDOR	 REFERENCE INFORMAT ION
CCIC013I q f1SFC 594CIA331 740TS C11PIS1P20I) 	 ORB STING	 -15.000	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO. FT
CCIC016I [i
	
MSFC 594CIA33l 740TS {TIPIS1P2013
	















FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA =-5 DEG
CBIBET,% _ -8.00	 PAGE	 321
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ORUDOR
CCIC0133 q 	 MSFC 594EIA33) 740TS [T;P1S1P2013	 ORB STING	 —15.000
CCiC0163 []	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201)	 ORB STING	 —20.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION





XMRP	 976.00DO	 I N. XT
YMRP	 .tl000
	 IN. YT
ZNF;P	 400.rG00	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0140
MACH NUMBER


























































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 DRUOOR
ECIC013)	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING	 -15.000







ZMRp 	400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
MACH NUMBER
FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER 'EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA M-5 DEG





























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 13RUDOR
CCtC0I3) Q MSFC 594LIA33) 740TS (TIP1SIP201) 	 ORB STING	 -15,000
ECIC016) [^	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING	 -20.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION





	 976.01100	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0040	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
MACH NUMBER


























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 OP.UDDR
[ CICO131 8 MSFC 594(IA331 740TS . (T1P1SIP201)	 ORB STING	 --15.000(CICOIF]	 MSFC 594(IA33] 740TS {TIPISIP201) 	 ORB. STING	 -20.000 REFERENCE INFORMATIONSREF	 2690.0000 SO. FTLREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
MACH NUMBER
FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS—FIRST STAGEo ALPHA =--5 DEG
(F)BET.%.	 .00	 PAGE
	 925
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 DRUDOR
ECIC013) a MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTI P1S1P201)	 ORBSTING
	
-15.000
CCLC(1I6)	 14SFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPIS1P2011	 ORB STING	 -20.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 26SO.DODO	 SCI. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0OCO	 IN.
XMRP	 976.00013	 IN. XT






FIG 1.5 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE ALPHA =-5 DEG























































13ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 0RU00R
CCIC013 1 B MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS CTIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING	 - 15.000CCICOIS3 !J MSFC 5S4CIA333 740TS (TIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING	 -20.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION






YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP





FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA µ-5 DEG


























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OUCRIPTION 	 DRLIDDR





SREF	 2690,0000 SO. FT
I.RE;F	 1290.10000	 IN,
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 576.0000	 114. XT
YMRP





FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS--FIRST STAGE, ALPHA =-5 DEG





COMFIGl1RATION 0$SCRIPTION. 	 ORWOR REFERENCE INFORMATION
(CIC013)	 ®	 HSFC 594((A33) 740TS (T1PIS1P201) 	 ORB STING	 -15.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT. (C1C016)	 MSFC 594(IA33} 740TS ( T1PIS1P201)	 ORB STING	 -20.000 LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREW 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 - IN. YT






























--1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
MACH NUMBER
..FIG 15 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA =--S DEG































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 0RZ100R
CCIC0133MSFC 594CIA333 740TS (TIPISIP201)
	 ORB STING
	 -15.000










ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN, ZT
SCALE	 .0040
-1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
MACH NUMBER




OATH SET SMIDOL CCNFIGURATION OESCRIPTTON ELEYTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
(AIC007 ) MSFC 59etIA333 740TS (T1PI51P2013 ORB STING 1000 SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
CAI MS)
p
MSFC 554CIA331 740TS CTIPIS1P2013 ORB STING -5.000 LREF 1290.0000 IN.
Ch1C049 I MSFC 594CiA331 740TS CTIPIS1P2013 ORB STING 10.000 SREF 1290.0000 IN.
CAIC0421 MSFC 594CIA333 74UTS CTIP1S1P201) ORB STING 15.000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT






-^n	 - 3 F 	 -12	 -R	 -4	 fl	 9	 8	 12	 16
FIG 16 LONGITUDINAL ELEVON DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE
	


















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR
CAIC007) MSFC 594CIA33 1 740TS CT1PISIP201) ORB STING	 .000
C Amon j
9
DATA NOT AVAILABLE -5.000
CAIC040I DATA NOT AVAILABLE 10.000
IAIC042] DATA NOT AVAILABLE 15.000
REFERENCE INFQRMATIM
SREF	 2690.CD00 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.OD00	 'IN.
SREF	 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 10001)	 IN. YT
























r rre r^ ^irrr ri^^^^j^^:rl r,lr 1 rerr ^^.r 	 ^.^^rr ^1.e,111'11rrr^^.e rrrrf^or^rrri^r ui^^rir.^
-2.n	 -19	 -l?	 -A	 --A	 n	 4	 A	 12	 1R
4.^
f_
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR
CAIC007) MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201) ORB STING .ODD
CAICO30I	 U MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISIP2011 ORB STING -5.000
CA]C040}	 Q MSFC 594CIA33) 74CTS (TIPISIP201) ORB STING 10.000
(AlC042)	 L3 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TI P I SIP201) ORB STING 15.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690,0000 S©. FT
LREF	 1250 .0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 576.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
























ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FLEVTR
( AIC007)	 Q MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISIP2013 ORB STING	 1000( AICO38 ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE -5.000
CAIC040}	 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE 10.000
CAIC042)	 ©© OATA NOT AVAILABLE 15.044
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 S0. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. Y7




























-lb 	 -- > 2	 _8	 4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 16 LONGITUDINAL ELEVON DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE
	
(D)MACH =
	 1.05	 PAGE	 934
DATA SST SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FLEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
CA1COO7 ) MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201) ORB STIN3 .000 SREF 2650.0000 SO. FT
CAICO383 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS (TIPISIP201) ORB STING -5.000 LREF 1290.0000 IN.
CAIC040I MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS CTIPISIP201) ORB STING 10.000 SREF 1290.0000 IN .
CAIC042I MSFC 594([A33) 740 TS CTIP;SlP201) ORB STING 15.000 XMRP 976,0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
3 P 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	
-	
I	 I	 I	 i	
l ::^l	 III
	 I
- 2o	 -iG	 -12





















FIG 16 LONGITUDINAL ELEVON DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE
CE)MACH	 1.10	 PAGE	 935
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO; ELEVTR
] CAIC007 7	 Q MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPIS1i= 201) ORD STING .000
CAICO39 )	 U MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201) ORB STING -5.000
.. (AIC040 ) MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS {TIPISIP201) ORB STING [0.000














ZMRP	 404.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE:	 .0040
	
-20	 —16	 —12	 —8	 --4	 0	 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






DATA SET SYN90L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR
[AIC007 )	 Q MSFrC 594EIA33) 740TS (TIPIS1P2017 ORB STING
	 .000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE -5.000iAICO3B^
	 I 7I
LAIC040I DATA NOT AV A ILABLE 10.000






































-20	 -16	 -12	 -8	 -4 D	 4	 R	 12	 16
FIG 16 LONGITUDI°NAL ELEVON DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE
CG)MACH	 1.46	 PAGE	 937
DATA SET 5YMOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR
(AIC007 I MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP2011 ORB STING .COO
IAIG030 ) MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (T1P1SI P2011 ORB STING -5.CC0
IAIL040) H5FC 594(IA33) 74C T S (TIPISIP201) ORB STING 10.000
(AIC042I MSFC 594(1A33) 740TS (TIPISIP201) ORB STING 15.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION

































9	 12	 I s
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR
(AI0007I 
Q	
MSFC 594CIA333 740TS CTIPISIP201)
	 ORB STING	 .1001)
CAICO38]	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	
-5.000
(AIC0403	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE	 I0.000
CAIC042)	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE	 15.000
REFERENCE IMFORHATION








YMRP	 10000	 IN. YT























ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
FIG 16 LONGITUDINAL ELEVON DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE
( I )MACH =	 2.99 PAGE 939
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR
(AIC007I	 Q MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIP1S1P201) ORB STING
	 .000(A1CO381	 Lj DATA NOT AVAILABLE -5.000
CA1C:040 3	 (> DATA NOT AVAILABLE 10.000










































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 16 LONGITUDINAL ELEVON DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE
MMACH = 4.96 PAGE 940
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 ELEVTR
CAICS07 1 MSFC 594CIA33l 740TS CTIPISIP201) ORB STING .000































SREF	 2590.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR
CAIC0077	 Q MSFC 594[1A33) 740TS ITIPISIP201) CRB STING
	 .000(AICO38) DATA NOT AVAILABLE
—5.000(A1C0403 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 10.000(AIC042I DATA NOT AVAILABLE 15.000
REFERENCE MFORMATION






































-20	 --16	 -12	 -8	 --4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 Is
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, OEGREES
6 LONGITUDINAL ELEVON DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE
:14	 =	 .80 PAGE S42
DATA SET SYMBOL COMPr IGURATION DESCRIPT113N	 ELEVTR
(AIC007 ) 
L) 




CAICO403	 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS 0TtPISIP2013	 ORB STING	 10.000
CAIC042 3	 MSFC 594CIA333 740TS . (T1P1S1P201)
	
ORB S T ING	 15.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION





	 .00001	 IN. YT
SCALE





























--20	 16	 —12	 —8	 —4	 0	 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES

















DATA SET SYM80L CONFISURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
CAIC0073 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS CTIPLSIP2013 ORB STING
	




-5.000 LREP 1290.0000 IN.
CAIC040 l DATA NOT AVAILABLE ID.QoO $REF 1290.0000 IN.
CAIC042I DATA NOT AVAILABLE 15.000 XMRP 978.01300 W. XT
YMRP 10000 IN. YT





20	 --16	 -12	 _R	 -*4 ^]	 4	 E3	 1 7	 i F
^G 16 LONGITUDINAL ELEVON DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE




i-2o	 -16	 --12	 28	 -4	 0	 A	 8	 12	 16
f
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AESCRIPTION ELEVTR
tAICOQ71 MSFC 594CIA333 740T5 (T1P1S1P201) ORE STING .000
LAICO3B3	
L
MSFC: 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPIS1P201) ORB STIN3 -X5.000
E	 (ATC0401 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPIS1P201) ORB STING 10.0100(A.IC042) MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201) ORB STING 15.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2890.0000 SO. FT
L,RE;F	 I290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES




RATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION QESCRIPTION ELEVTR
CAIcow ) MSFC 594(IA333 740TS CTIPISIP20I) ORB STING .000
CA1C(338) MSFC 594(IA333 740TS CTIPISIP201) ORB STING -5.000
CAIC040 ) MSFC 594CIA331 740TS (TIPISIP201) ORB STING 10.000
CAIC042 ) MSFC 594(lA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201) ORB STING 15.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.13000	 So. FT
L'AEF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290,0000	 IN.
X"RP	 976.0000	 ltd. XT

































	 -8	 -4	 0	 4







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR
LAIC007I MSFC 594CIA331 740TS CTIPIS1P20t) ORB STING
	 .000
IAICO3B) DATA NOT AVAILABLE -5.000
CAIC040.) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 10.000
(AlC0423 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 15.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 S0. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
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FIG 16 LONGITUDINAL ELEVON DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE
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ANGLE OF ATTACK., ALPHA, DEGREES
LONGITUOINAL ELEVON OEFL.ECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE
	
1.97	 PAGE	 S48
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION EI.EVTR
tAI0007)	 Q MSFC 5941IA333 74nTS CTIPISIF20I) ORB STING .000
CAICO38 )	 U MSFC 594(IA33) 74OTS CTIPISI*-201) ORB STING -5.000
(A1C040) X MSFC 594CIA331 740TS CTIPISIP201) ORB STING I0.000(AIC042) MSFC 594CIA33} 740TS iTIPISIP201) ORB STING 15.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION






	 .0000	 IN. YT





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR REFERENC:i INFORMATION
(AICOD73 Q MSFC 594VA33) 740TS [TlPlSIP2011
	
ORD STING	 .000
CA1CD3B) U DATA NOT AVAILABLE 	 5.000
CAIC040 ) 2 DATA NOT AVAILABLE	 10.000
CAtC0423	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	 15.000
SREF	 285'0.0000	 SO. FT
LREF	 1291''.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 1N. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
J
-20	 -1G	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 s	 12	 16
i +-i
1 —^--`E-
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGORATION DESCRIPTION EI.EVTR
CAIC007I	 Q t1SFC 594CIA33l 740TS (TIPISIP201) ORB STING	 X03
CA1CO38 ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE -5.000
(AIC040) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 10.000
CAIC0.42I DATA NOT AVAILA84E 15.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1230.0000	 IN.
BREi'	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0004	 IN. YT
Zt1RP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
	
-20 	 6	 —12	 _g	 --4	 0	 4	 1 9	 1 s
FIG IG LONGITUOINAL ELEVON DEFLECTION EFFECTS--FIRST STAGE
	





ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 16 LONGITUDINAL ELEVON DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE
(A)MACH =	 . 60 PAGE 951














	 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS CTIPISIP2013







































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION


















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR
CAICOO. 2
	
DATA 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISIP2011	 ORB STING	 .000IAICO3$7
	
DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	 -5.000CA)C0407	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 	 10.000CAIC042I	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE	 15.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000	 S4. FTLREF	 1290.0000
	
IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.XMRP	 976.0000	 IN, XTYmRP
	 .0000	 IN. YTZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZTSCALE	 .0040
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG IG LONGITUDINAL ELEVON DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE
(B)MACH =
	 .80	 PAGE	 952
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR
CAIC007)	 0 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CT IPISIP201) ORB STING .000
CAICO38) MSFC 594CIA33) 7410TS (7IPISIP201) ORB STING -5.000
(AIC040)	
W
MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201) ORB STING 10.000
IAlC0423
	

























-20	 -16	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES




SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XkRP	 976.0000	 1N. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR
4	 (A1C007) MSFC 594CIA333 740TS CT1PISIP2017 ORB STING	 .003
j	 CAICO38I DATA NOT AVAILABLE -5.000
!	 {AIC0403 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 10.000
(AIC042I DATA NOT AVAILABLE 15.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2090.0000	 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BRE:F	 1280.0000	 IN.
XMRA	 97&.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRA	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0090.
f
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
CAIC0071 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS CTIPIS1P201) ORB STING .000 SR€F 2690.0000 SO. FT
CAICO38) MSFC 594(1A33) 740T5 (T1P1S1P201) ORB STING -5.000 LREF 1290.0000 IN.
CAIC040 ) MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPIS1P201) ORB STING 10.000 BREF 1250.0000 IN.
CAIC042) MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIP1S1P2013 ORB STING 15.000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP 101100 IN. YT


























ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 16 LONGITUDINAL ELEVON DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE
(E)MACH =	 1.10 PAGE 355
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR
CAIC007 3
B
MSFC S94CIA333 740TS CTIPISIP2013 ORB STING .000
CA1CO3H3 MSFC 594CIA333 740TS CTlP1S'.P2013 ORB STING 5.000
CAIC040I
(AICO42)	
!(^} MSFC 594C1A333 740TS (TIPISIP201) ORB STING 10.000MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS CTIPISIP201) ORB STING 15.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2650 .0000 SR. FT
LREF	 1280.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP	 975.0000	 IN. X-F
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 ELEVYR	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
IAICOCI7 3 qMSFC 5941IA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201)
	





CAIC040I	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	 10.000	 SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
IAICO423	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE




ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. 2T
SCALE	 .0040
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 1.6 LONGITUDINAL ELEVON DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE
C H ] MAC H
	 1.97 PAGE 958
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR
CAICOD7 )	 0 MSFC 584CIA333 74OTS (TIPISIP2(31) ORB STING .000
CAICO38) MSFC 544CIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201). ORB STING -5.000
CAIC040 ) MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISI MI) ORB STING 10.000
(A1C042 ) MSFC 594CIA333 740TS CTIP1S1P201) ORB STING 15.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION






YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT











































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 16 LONGITUDINAL ELEVON DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE
(T)MACH =	 2.99 PAGE 959
r
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DEESCRIPTION ELEVTR
CAIC007)	 Q MSFC 594EIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201) ORB STING	 .000
CAICO3BI DATA NOT AVAILABLE -5.000
CAtC040)	
ZLU
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 10.000
CAIC042 ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 15.000
REFEMENCE INFORMATION
sp? _:F	 2690.0000	 50. FT
	
LREF ' 1250.0000	 IN.
EREF	 ?x90.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 975.0000	 IN. XT





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR
t A1C007 I MSFC 594€IA331 740TS €T1PISIP2012 ORB STING	 .000( A1CO3B ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE -5.000
(AIC040) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 10.000






















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES









YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 IIELEVN




CCIC042)	 MSFC 594CIA333 740TS CTIPISIP201)
	 ORB STING
	











XMRP	 576.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
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DATA SET SYM90L. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 OELEVN
(C1C0A0 ) (]	 MSFC 59g CIA333 740TS (TI P ISIP201)	 ORB STING
	 10.000
tCIC042 ) CL71	 MSFC 594(IA33) '740TS (7IPIS1P201)
	 ORB STING	 15.000




SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
L'REF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
xt4RP	 976,0000	 IN. XT
YMRP
	 .0000	 IN. YT.
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE
	 .0040




FIG 1G LONGITUDINAL ELEVON DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE
	


























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION OELEYN




MSFC 594[IA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201) ORB STING
	 15.000
ECICO383 MSFC. 594tIA33) 740TS ET1PISIP201) ORB STINS	 -5.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2890.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290 .0000	 IN.




YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT





FIG 16 LONGITUDINAL ELEtON DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE
[ D 3 ALPHA	 -4.00	 PAGE	 964
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION AELEVN




MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201) ORB STING
	 15.000


























.4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4	 1.6
MACH NUMBER




SREF	 26SO.0400 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YHRP	 .0000	 IN. YT































RATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	
OELEVN
(C1C040)	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TiPIS1P2013	 ORB STING	 10.000
CCIC0423	 MSFC 594CIA!3^ 740TS (TIPISIP2011	 ORB STING	 15.000
CCICO39 )	 MSFC 594CIA33) 74ITS (TIPISIP201)	 ORB STING	 -5.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
.4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4	 1.6	 1.8	 2.0	 2.2
MACH NUMBER
FIG 16 LONGITUDINAL ELEVON DEFLECTION EFFECTS--FIRST STAGE



























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 OELEVN
ICIC040 ) p	 MSFC 594CIA333 740TS CTIPISIP201) 	 OaB.STING	 10.000
CCIC042I 	 MSFC 594CIA333 740TS . (TIPIS1P201)	 ORB STING	 15.000
ECICO3B . 3 	 MSFC 594CIA33 1 740TS (TIPtS1P201)	 ORB STING	 5.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690,0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1250.0000	 1N.
XMRP	 976.0000	 1N. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT





FIG 16 LONGITUD-INAL ELEVON DEFLECTION EFFECTS--FIRST STAGE
C G) ALPHA	 2.00
	
PAGE	 967
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 OELEVN
CCIC040)	 MSFC 594CIA33 1 740TS (TIPISIP2CII
	
ORB STING	 10.000
ECIC042I	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS CTIPIS1P201)	 ORB STING	 15.000






























FIG 16 LONGITUDINAL ELEVON DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE
(H)ALPHA W

















DATA SET SYMBCL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 OELEVN




ECIC042)	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS [TIPIS9P2C])
	 CRB STING	 :5.000(CICO3B )
	

















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION OELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION
CCIC040 )
	 Q MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (T1PiSIP201) ORB STING10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
CCIC0423 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201) ORB STING
	
15.000 LREF 1290.0000 IN.
CCICO39)	 V MSFC 594(IA33) 'RIOTS (T1PISIP201) ORB STING	 -5.000 SREF 1280.0000 IN.
XMRP 975.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT















DATA SET SYMBOL CONF IGURATION DESCRIPTION	 DELEVN




	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPIS1P201)
	 CURB STING
	 15.000

































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 DELEVN
(CIC040)	 MSFC 5S4(IA33) 740TS CTIPI5IP201) 	 ORB STING	 10.000
(CICO42 ) u MSFC 594(IA331 740TS CTIPISIP201)
	
ORB STING	 15.000






XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040







FIG 1G LONGITUDINAL ELEVON DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE
	
C A ) AL.PIIA = -10.00	 PAGE	 972
/ 1
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 DELEVN
(CIC040)
	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISIP201)	 ORB STING	 10.000(CIC042)	 MSFC 59411A33) 740TS (TIPISIP20I)
	 ORB STING15.000




SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.)IMRP
	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .—'lo	 IN, YT













































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 DELEVN
CClC046 )^] MSFC 594t1A33) 740TS (TIPISIP201)	 ORB STING	 10.000
ECICO42.) ^I
	
MSrC 594(IA33) 740TS CTIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING
	 15.000
(CICO383 CCU)	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (T1PIS1P201) 	 ORB STING	 =5.000
MACH NUMBER
FIG 16 LONGITUDINAL ELEVON DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION
CCIC040) MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201) ORB STING
	 10.000 SREF 269G.V000 GO. FT
CCIC042) MSFC 594CIA331 740TS (TIP1SIP201) ORB STING15.00D LREF 1230.0i3DD IN.
tCICO3B) MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201) ORB STING	 -5.000 BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP 10000 IN. YT
























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 OELEVN
ICIC114O3 g	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING	 10.000
ECIC0423	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (YIPIS1P201) 	 ORBSTING	 15.000
(CICO39)	 MSFC 594CIA333 740TS (TIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING	 -5.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION






YMRP	 .0000	 IN. VT




.FIG 16 LONGITUDINAL ELEVDN DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE
CE)ALPHA = -2.00	 PAGE	 976
DATA SET SYIIB04
	
CONFIGURATION AESCRIPT:DN AELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION
CCIC040I MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS ZTIP1SIP201) ORB STING
	 10.000 SgEr 2690.0000 S4. FT(C1C042)  IiSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TlP1S1P2Ci)
g
ORB STING
	 15.000 LREF 1290.0000 IN.CCICO39) NSFC 594(IA33) 740T5 (TIPISIP201) ORB STING
	 -5.000 BREF 1290.0000 IN.)"MRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YmRP .0000 IN. YT
ZPIRP . 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
MACH NUMBER
FIG 16 LONGITUDINAL ELEUON DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE
(F)ALPHA =	 .00	 PAGE	 977








DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 OSLEVM
1C1




	 MSFC 594CIA33) 74075 tTIPIS%P201)
	 ORB STING	 15.000




SREF	 2690.0000	 Sit. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.$REF	 12903.0000	 1N.
XMRP	 S76.0000
	 IN. XT
YMAP	 ,0000	 IN. YT



























































0 -	 -- i' T
-,E
DATA SET SYESOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICN
	 DELEYN
CCIC040 ) g	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISIP201)
	 QR9 STING
	 10.000





MSFC 594CIA331 740TS (TIPISIP2017	 ORB STING	 -5.000
REFERENCE IN509MATWN




9MRP	 978. q000	 IN. KT
Yt1RP
	 ,0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
.4	 .6	 .8	 1 .0	 1.2	 1.4	 1.6	 1.8	 2.0	 2.2
MACH NUMBER
FIG 16 LONGITUDINAL ELEVON DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE
CH)ALPi gA _	 4.00	 PAGE	 979
1.8	 2.0	 2.2
PAGE 980
..4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 L.2	 1.4	 1.6
MACH NUMBER
FIG 16 LONGITUDINAL ELEVON DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE
[ I IALPH A =	 6.00
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 13ESCRIPTION 	 OELEVN
ICIV34DI g IISFC 59411A33) 740TS (T1P1SIP20I)	 ORB STING	 10.000
[CIL7423 	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (T1P1SIP201) 	 ORB STING	 15.000
[C1C,1333 	 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS [T1P1SIP2013 	 ORB STING	 -51000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 50. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SRE;F	 1290.0=0	 IN.













































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 OELEVN














SREF 2590.0000 SQ. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.01000 IN. YT
YPSRP .0000 IN. YT
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.4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4	 1.6
MACH NUMBER
FIG 16 LONGITUDINAL ELEVON DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE
EJ3ALPIAA =	 8.00	 PAGE	 981
IDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 DELEVN
CClCD40) Q.




CCIC0423 {(j	 MSFC 594[IA333 740TS CTIP1SIP201)
	
ORB STING	 15.000



































.4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
	 1.6
MACH NUMBER
FIG IG LONGITUDINAL, ELEVCN DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE
( K) AL.PI4A =	 10.00
REFERENCE INFORMATION





XMRP	 976.0000	 ICI. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 1N. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION . 	 OELEVN
CCIC040) Q . MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TI P ISIP201)
	 ORE STING
	 10.000
CCIC042 3 VU	 MSFC 594( .IA33) 740TS (TIP1S1P201)
	 ORB STING
	 15,000(C1CO38)
	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISIP2011































FIG 16 LONGITUDINAL, ELEVON DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE
(A)ALPHA









XmRA	 978.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0003 IN. YT





FIG IG LONGITUDINAL ELEVDN DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE
CBIALPHA = -8.00 PAGE 984
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 CELEVN
(CIC040 3 	MSFC 5S4Cl /03) 740TS (T1P1SIP2011
	 ORB STING	 10,000
ECIC0421 B 	MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TSP1S1P2011
	 ORB STING	 15.000
cclon8 ) ( .a	 MSFC 594 : tA33) 740TS (TIP1S1P201 1
	ORB STING	 -5.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
$REF	 1290.0000	 IN.








































DATA SET SYMBOL COMMURATION DESCRIPTION	 DE:LEVN





MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS tTIP1S1P201)
	
ORB STING	 15.000





SREF	 2690.0000	 SO. FT
LREF	 I290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
vMRP
	 .0000	 IN. YT
































FIG 16 LONGITUDINAL ELEVON DEFLECTION EFFECTS--FIRST STAGE
C C) ALP14A = -6.00 PAGE 985
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 DELEVN
IC1C040I p MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIP1SIP2011 	 ORB STING	 10.000
(C1C042 3	 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS (TIPISIP2017	 ORB STING15.000
CCICO39)	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIP15I P2011	 ORB STING	 -5.000'
REFERENCE INFORMATION












MACH NUMBER	 - -
.FIG 16 LONGITUDINAL. ELEVON DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE



































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DELEVN
ICIC0A01 Q 11517C 594tIA33) 740TS (TIPIS1P2011 ORB STING
	
l0.Dfl0











































XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
	Y RP 	 .0000	 IN. YT
SCAL 4n0	E 	 .0040	 IN. ZT





FIG IG LONGITUDINAL EI.EVON DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE
(E)ALPHA 	 •- 2.00	 PAGE
	 987




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 0Ef_EVN
ICIC1140) g MSFC 594EIA33) 740TS ETIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING10.000
ECIC042 3	 MSFC 5941IA33) 740TS ET1P1S1P201) 	 ORB STING	 15.000
ECICO383	 MSFC 594tIA33) 740TS (TIPIS1P201) 	 ORB STING
	 -5.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000	 S0. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 I290.0000	 IN.





































EF7ALPHA =	 .00 PAGE 988
FIG IG LONGITUDINAL ELEVON DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE
^	 P




MSFC 594CIA3.1 ) 740TS (TIPISIP201)
	 ORB STING	 10.000




[CICO30)	 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS (T[PISIP201)
	 ORB STING	 -5.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 GO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .11000	 IN. YT



































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 OELEVN
(GICO407MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISIP201)
	
ORB STING	 10.000




CCICO3B) V	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIP151P201)
	 ORB STING	 -5.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 50. FT
1_RE=F	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 1N.




ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
.4	 .6	 .fi	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4	 1.6
MACH NUMBER
FIG 1G LONGITUDINAL ELEVON DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE



































DAi1'i SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION OELEVN
(CIC040)	 MSFC 594CIA32) 74CTS CTIPIS1P201) ORB STING
	
10.000
CCIC0423	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPIS1P201) ORB STING	 15.000




























SREF	 2690.0000	 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290 .0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .000D	 IN. YT











	 ELEVON DEFLECTION` EFFECTS-FIRST
   AGE






SREF	 2G30.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 975.0000 IN. XT
Y14RP	 .0000
	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 900.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE
	 .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DELEVN
ECIC0407 MSFC 594CIA33] 74OTS (T1PIS1P2013 ORB STING
	 10.000































FIG fG LONGITUDINAL ELEVGN DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE



























ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 13ESCRIPTICM OELEVN
CIC0401 MSFC 5941011331 740TS CTIPISIP201) ORB SFINS	 10.0300


















XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. !1T
YHRP	 .0000
	 1N. YT
2MRP	 400.0000	 IN. aT
SCALE	 10040
MACH NUMBER
FIG 16 LONGITUDINAL ELEVON DEFLECTION EFFECTS-FIRST STAGE
(K)ALPHA
 = 1 0.00	 PAGE	 993
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 E=LEYTR
CAICOOB3	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIP1S1P201)
	 ORBSTING	 .000CA1CO393	 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS (TIPIS1P201)
	 ORB STING
	
-5.000(AIC041) 9	 MSFC 594CIA313 740TS CTIPISIP201)	 ORB STING	 10.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0GD0	 SO. FTLREF	 12913.0000	 IN.BRE:F	 1290.0000	 IN.XMRP	 976.0000	 1N. XTYMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
SCALE	 400.0440	 IN. ZT
-16	 -12	 -8	 -4	 D	 4	 8	 12	 16
.SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 17 LATERAUDIRECTIQNAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = Q DEG


















DATA SET s ,, mn. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ELEVTR
CAIC0023	 MSFC 594CIA333 740TS CTIPISIP2013
	 ORB STING	 .000
CA1CC)38 l B DATA NOT AVAILABLE	
-5.000
C AIC041 l V 0 +TA N3T AVAILABLE	 10.000
REFERENCE INFORMIATION
SREF	 2690.0000	 SO. FT
LREF	 3290 .0000	 IN.
SREF	 1280.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YmRP	 .ROOD	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0044
-16	 -12
	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES


























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ELEVTR
CAIC008I	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS .CTIPISIP201)
	
ORB STING	 .000(AICO39) U	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS CTIPISIP201)	 ORB STING	 -5.000









XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 1N. YT




SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
FIG 17 LATERAUDIRECTIDNAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS--FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 0 DEG



















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 ELEVTR
(AICOOBl	 MSFC 594(TA33) 710TS (TIPISIP201)
	 ORB STING
	 .000
(AICO39I	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	
-5.000
(AlC041 }	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE	 10.900
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 26923.0000	 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. 1('T
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
Zh1RA	 409.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .4040
-16	 -12
	 -8	 -4	 . D	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREE'S
FIG 17 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 0 DEG

















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 ELEVTR
IAIC0087 g	 MSFC 59411A33) 740TS ( TIPISIP201)
	
ORB STING	 .000
CAICO393 	 MS>=C 594C1A33) 740TS ( TIP1SIP201)
	
ORB STING	 -5.000
CAlC041 )	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIP1SIP201)
	 ORB STING	 50.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 $9. FT
LRE:F	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 12901.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 4013.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 17 LATERAUDIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGEI ALPHA = Q DEG
(E)MACH =



































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR
(AI0009I ()	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TiP1S1PZ01)
	
ORB STING	 .000
(AICO35) L`T_#	 MSFC 594(iA33) 740TS CTW IS1P20t)
	 ORB STING
	 -5 000













YHRP	 .0000	 IN. YT




-16	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 17 LATERAUDIRECTIONAL ELEVQN EFFECTIVENESS--FIRST STAGE S ALPHA = Q DEG
CF3MAC14 =	 1.25	 PAGE	 999
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 ELEVTR









A1CD4i] 	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	 10.000
REFERENCE INFORKATION
SREF	 2590.0000	 $0. FT
LREF	 12SO.00OD	 IN.
SREF	 1293.0000	 1N.
%MRP	 976.0000	 IN. YT
YMRP	 .00130	 1N. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE
	 .0040
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 17 LATERAUDIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGES ALPHA = 0 DEG
(G)MACH  =

























DATA SE T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR




(f11CO39 }	 MSFC 594(iR33) 740TS (TlP1Sl h 2p 1)	 ORBSTING
	 -5.000
(A1C041.)	 MSFC 554(IA33) 7401S (T1P1SIP201)
	 ORB STING	 10.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 S0. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. )(T




-16	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
F IG 17 LATERAI./QIRECTIQNAL ELEVQN EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE ALPHA = 0 DEG



















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR
CAICOW I Q MSFC 594CIA33] 740TS CTIPISIP201)
	 ORB STING	 .ODD
C AICO39] CL^J DATA NOT AVA1LAPLE	 -5.000
CAIC:041 ]	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE	 10.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMEP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000 . IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
FIG I7 LATERAUDIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS--FIRST STAGES ALPHA = 0 DEG














































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR
(AIC008	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201)
	 ORB STING	 .00D
LAICO35)	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE	
-5.000
IAIC0413	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	 10.00D
REFERENCE '.NFORMATION
SREF	 2690.00W SO. FT
LREF	 1290.00LO	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
--16	 -12
	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 15
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
FIG 17 LATERAUDIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STASEP ALPHA = ® DEG
( J) MACII _	 4.96	 PAGE' 1 003
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR




(AICO39I V	 MSFC 594i1A33) 740TS [TIPIS1P201)
	 ORB STINS 	 —5.000









xMRP	 976.0000	 1N. XT




940 	 IN. siT
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 17 LATERALIDIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS--FIRST STAGE ► ALPHA = D DEG



















DATA SET SYMBOL CONrIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ELEVTR
tA1C006)	 MSFC 594(IA331 740TS CTIPIS1P201)	 ORB STING	 .000
I AICO39 )	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE	 -5.000





SREF	 2650.0000 So. FT
LREF	 1230.0000	 IN.
DREF	 1290.0000	 IN.gMRP	 576.0000	 IN. KT
YMP	 .0000	 I:N. YY






















—16	 —12	 —8	 --4	 0	 4	 6	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 17 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL. ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGEv ALPHA = 0 DEG
C83MAC14 —	 .80	 PAGE 1005
1 .1; —
1-_
DA.A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 ELEVTR
CAI MOB )
	 MSrC 5941IA33) 74OTS CTIPISIP201)
	 ORB STING
	 ,000




MSFC 594(IA33) 74075 (TIPIS1P201)
	 ORB STING	 10.000
7
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 129D.0000	 IN.
BREF	 129().0000	 IN.
KMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT


























-d	 n	 4	 R	 47	 191






















DATA SET. SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVYR
(AIC00B) Q	 flSFC 594 ( IA33) 740TS LTIPISIP201)
	
ORB STING	 .000
tAICO39)	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	 -5 .000








	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP





-10	 --12	 -S	 -4
	
8	 12	 16
FIG 17 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGES ALPHA = O DEG
( D) MACIA =	 1.05
	 PAGE 1007
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR
CAICOOBI	 MSFC 594CIA333 740TS CTIPISIP201]
	
ORB STING	 .000









SREF	 2590.4000	 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.03000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP
	 .0000	 IN. YT




















-lb	 --11	 --8	 --4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 1G
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 17 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGES ALPHA = 0 DEG
(E)MACH =




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
CAICO08)	 Q MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP291) ORB STING	 .00O SREF 2690 .0000 SO. FT
CAICO39) (u MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP2013 ORB STING	 -51000 LREF 1290.1000 IN.
CAIC041 )	 7 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISIP201) ORB STING
	 I0.000 BREF 1290.0001) IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT






















f.ei pity ..i ii y l.e	 .^ ^1„ 1e1j1^..ri	
_
- i6	 --4	 n	 n	 R	 17	 to
FIG 17 LATERAUDIRECTIONAI. ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE„ ALPHA = D DEG





















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 E:LEVTR
CAIC(308)	 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS {TIPIS1P201)	 ORB STINS	 .000
CAICO393	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE	 -5.000
CAICU41 3	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE	 10.000
REFERENCE INFORMATICN
SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000 IN.	 T-
BREF	 1280,0000	 IN.









-16	 -12	 -8	 --4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 17 LATERAL/DIREM OVAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGEv ALPHA = Q DEG
(G)MACH =
	 1.47	 PAGE 1010
FREFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 26SO.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.CD00	 IN.




ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVT'R
CAICOOBI	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP"OI) 	 ORB STING	 .000
{AICO39) L]	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPISI F 201)	 ORS STING	 —5.000
CAIC041 ) C1^
	






















-16	 -12	 -2	 -4	 0	 4	 6	 12	 19
FIG 17 LATERAUDIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE¢ ALPHA = 0 DEG






















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR
IAIC008) p M5FG 994CIA33 3
 740TS CT]PISIP20!]
	 ORB STING	 .000
CAICO39]	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE	
-5.000
(AICO41 )	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE	 10.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2890.0000	 SO. FT
LRE1`	 1280.000D	 IN.
SREF	 12SO.OD00	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT




FIG 17 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 0 DEG


















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
CAICOOSI	 Q MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIP1S1P201) ORB STING
	 .000 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO. FT
CAICO39) DATA NOT AVAILABLE
-5.000 LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.(AIC041) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 10.000 BREF	 1290.0000	 IN .








-8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12
	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
FIG 17 LATERAUDIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE ALPHA = 0 DEG
W)MACH =	 4.96	 PAGE 1013
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR
CAIf'OC1B ) 
0	
MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPIS1P201)
	 ORB STING	 .000(AICO39)	 MSFC 594CIA33) 74R75 ( T IPIS1P701)	 ORB STING	 -5.000
CAI[	 )	 MSFC 594CIA333 740TS (TIP1S1P201)	 ORB STIN3	 10.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION








ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 17 LATERAUDIRECTIDNAL ELEVDN EFFECTIVENESS--FIRST STAGED ALPHA = a DEG






















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 ELEVTR




(ATCO39I V DATA NOT AVAILABLE	
—5.400
(AIC041).	 OATA NOT AVAILABLE	 10.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION




XMRP	 975.0000	 IN. XT
YMtdP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. Z7
SCALE	 .0040
SIBESL.IP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 17 LATERAUDIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 0 DEG



















DATA SETT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ELEV7R
IAICDOBJ g	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201)
	
ORB STING	 .000
CA)CO39I	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201)
	




SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 1N.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.









	 -8	 --4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
FIG 17 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 0 DEG
















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR
(AIC0083 0 MSFC 594CIA333 740TS (TIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING	 .000CAICO39 )	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE	 -5.400IAIC041I	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE	 10.000 REFERENCE INFORMATIONSREF	 2690.0000	 SO. FTLREF	 12SO.0000	 IN.SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 971).0000	 IN. XT







SIDESLIP  ANGLE o BETA. DEGREES
FIG 17 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGED ALPHA = 0 DEG
(D)MACH =
































DATA SET S'i;BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR





M5VC 594(IA33) 740TS (T1PIS1P201)
	 ORB STING	 -5.000(AIC04	 v	 MSfG 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING	 10.000
REFRENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 1N. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
-15	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 B	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
FIG 17 LATERAUDIRECTIONAL ELEVDN EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGED ALHA w D DEG























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR




CAI CO33 ) 
	
MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISI P201)	 0RB STING	 -5.000










XMRP	 576.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT












--16 --12 -8 --4	 0 4	 8	 17	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLES BETA, DEGREES
FIG 17 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS--FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 0 DEG
CF)MACH 	 1.25	 PAGE 1019
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR




CAICO391	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	 -5.000
CAIC041I	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE	 10.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.




ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. 2T
SCALE	 .0090
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES















































DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR





HSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TiPIS1P201)
	 ORB STING	 —5.000




SREF	 2690.0000	 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.













—16 —12 —8 --4	 0 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA@ DEGREES
FIG 17 LATERAUDIRECTIONRL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 0 DEG
(H) MACH =	 1.97	 PAGE 1021
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR
CAI0009I	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISIP2013
	 ORB STING	 .000[A1CD39)	 OATA.NOT AVAILABLE
	 -5.000[A1C041)	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	 10.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION






	 976.0000	 1N. )1T
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT






















SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA * DEGREES




















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
CAICOOB]	 0 MSFC 594CIA333 740TS (TIPISIP201) TORO STING	 . 000 SREF 2690 .0000 SO. FT
CAICO39 ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE
-5.000 LREF I290.0000 IN.(A1C041 ) DATA . NOT AVAILABLE 10.000 BREF 1290 .0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 17 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGED ALPHA = 0 DEG




























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 OELEVN
LCICO391 q 	 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS (TIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING	 -5.000
ECIED41) q 	 MSFC 594CIA337 740TS CTIP1SIP2013	 ORB STING	 10.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION














FIG 17 LATERAUDIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = Q DEG


































DhTA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 OELEVN
CCICO39)	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201)
	 ORB STING-5.000
CCIC041 )	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (T1PASIP201)
	 ORB STING	 10.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION




	 976,0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE
	 .0040
.4	 .G	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4	 I.S.	 1.8	 2.0
	 2.2
MACH NUMBER




DATA SFT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 OELEVN
CCICO39)MSFC 59.4CIA337 740TS CTIPISIP2011
	
ORB STING	 -5.00D
CCIC041 ] 8	 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS ITIPISIP2013 	 ORB STING	 10.000 REFERENCE INFORMATIONSREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT'REF	 1290.0000	 IN.6REF	 1290:000G	 IN.
XMRP	 978.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT





































































DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 OEL£VN REFERENCE INFORMATION
CCICO39 1 	 q 	 M5£C 594 C IA33) 740TS CTIPISiP2017 	 ORB STING	 —5 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
CCIC041 I	 [^	 MSFC 594CiA33) 74oTS (T1P1.SiP201) 	 ORB STIN3	 10.000 LREF 1290.0000 IN,
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 975.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. 7T
SCALE .00.40
MACH NUMBER
FIG 17 LATERAL/DIRECTIO NIAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 0 DEG
































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 DELE"
CCICO397 q MSFC 5S4(EA33 1 740TS (TIPISIP201)
	
ORB STING	 —5.Q00
CCIC041 ) [^	 MSFC 594CIA33) 74075 (TIPISIP20I) 	 ORE; STING	 ED.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 12901.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290 . 0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000
	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
.4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4	 1.6	 1.8	 2.0	 2.2
MACH NUMBER




































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 OELEVN	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(CICO39) 0	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS ( T1P1S1P201)	 ORB STING	 -5.000	 SREF	 2690 .0000 • SCI. FT(CIC041 )	 MSFC 594 C IA331 740TS ( 71P1S1P201)	 ORB STING	 10 .000	 LREF	 1290 .0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE
	 .0040
.4	 .G	 .8	 1.0
	 1.2	 1.4
	
1.6	 1.8	 2.0	 2.2
MACH NUMBER
FIG 17 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGED ALPHA = 0 DEG







































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 DELEVN
CCICO39) ®MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPIS1P201)	 ORB STING	 -5.000
CCIC041)	 MSFC 594CIA333 740TS CTIPISIP20I) 	 ORB STING	 10.000
REFERENCE TNFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000	 $0. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 876 .0000	 IN. XT
YMRA	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
.4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4	 1.6	 1.8	 2:0	 2.2
MACH NUMBER
FIG 17 LATERAUDIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 0 DEG





































DATA cET 5YMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIP T I3N 	 DELEVN




ICIC041 ) a	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (T1P1S1P2O1)
	 ORB STING	 10.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION








TNRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
MACH NUMBER
FIG 17 LATERAUDIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGES ALPHA = 0 DEG




























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION OELE'vN
CCICO39? MSFC 594iIA337 740TS	 CCTIPISIIP2011 ORB STING	 -5.000
CCIr-0413	 8 MSFC 594SIA333 7401S iTIPISlP2013 ORB STING	 10.000 REFEP_NCE INPCRMATIONSRE:F	 2690 COCO	 S0. FTLREF	 1,nO.DC30	 IN.PREF	 1790.0000
	 EN.








.4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4	 1.6	 1.8	 2.0	 2z2
MACH NUMBER
FIG 17 LATERALIDIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS--FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 0 DEG
(I)BET. 	 =	 6.00
	 PAGE 1z 12
4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 DELEVN
[CICO39) 8 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS ITIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING	 -51000CCICO41 )	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TtP1SIP201)	 ORB STING	 10.00D REFERENCE I NFORMATIONSREF	 2590,0000	 SO. FTLREF	 12°0.0000	 IN.
AREF	 1290.0003
	 IN.
XMRP	 575,0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 ,0000
	 IN. YT





























FIG 17 LATERAL/D I RECT I ONAL ELEV !^N EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 0 DEG
CJ]BETn =	 8.00	 PAGE 1033
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 OELEVN
CClCt)39J	 M5FC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPISIP2013




















.4	 .6	 .6	 1.0
	 1.2	 1.4	 1.6	 1.8	 2.0
	 2.2
MACH NUMBER




OAT7k SET S ymFir.,	 CONFIGURATION . DESCRIPTION	 OELEVN
S LIC0j'f 3	 M;f= 594I IA331 74019 (TIPISI" 201) 	 OrII STING
t ciclyl I	 h	 MS FC . 5'34(IA333 %RO T S (TIP1Sl P2CP 	 ORB STING	 10.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION





xHRP	 978.0000	 IN. XT
YHRP	 .0000	 IN. YT






































.4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4	 1.6	 1.8	 2.0
	 2.2
MACH NUMBER
FIG 17 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE+ ALPHA = 0 DEG
	
C A 3 BETA, _
 -10,00	 PAGE 1035
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OCSCR1PT10N
	 OELEVN
CCICO39) 8	 MSFC ti94Cin333 74c T S [Tl P1S1PZO1]	 ORB STING	 -5.000
(C1C041 3	 MSFC 594CIA373 740TS CTiP1S1P201)	 UPS STING	 IO.003
REFERENCE iNFORMATION
SREF	 CG90.Docc	 S4. FTLREF	 1290.Cu0:^	 IN:
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.






































































DATA SET SYMBOL CGNFlrjURATION DESCRIPTION 	 CE:.EVN	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(CICO39) 8	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS CTIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING	 —5.000	 SRET7	 2990.0000	 SO. FT(CIC041 !	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISIP20I) 	 ORB STING	 10.000	 LREF1290.0000	 IN.
BRE "	 129[1.0000	 IN,
xr+RP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
N'"«-D	 .0000	 IN. YT
2MRp	 4CO.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE
	 .0040








FIG 17 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 0 DEG





























DATA SF; SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 09LEVN
CCICO39I	 MSFC 594CIA33 1 740T5 (TSP1S1P201)
	 ORB STING	 -5.000
CCIC041 1	 MSFC 594C[A331 740TS (T1P151P201)
	 ORB STING	 10.000
REFERENCE IWOR"IATION
SREF	 2690.0000	 SO. FT
LREF	 1390.0000	 1N.
13REF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRF+
	.0000	 IN. YT
ZMRI'	 400.0000	 1N. ZT
SCALE	 .01340
MACES NUMBER





scot aovd	00'z- = %'138[3)
















































	11OZdISIdi 13 Si. r4 (EEVI )PP'. 'il5W	f Ib(]aM )
coo 'S-
	
ONIIS SUG	(IOZdlS!dli) SIOb4 CELVIIKCI JT;W	(6E=t3)


































REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAT17N CESCRI PT ICN	 OELEVN
CC1CO39 1	 MSF' l4 !t4i 1 433' ''4'..' TS C T IPIS1P201)
	
ORB STING	 ^5.0'00
ICIC041 I a	 MSxC 594IlA23J 740-S (71PIS1P2013	 ORB STING	 10.000 SREF	 2690 .0000	 SD. FTLREF.	 1230.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.









FIG 17 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS—FIRST STAG
-to ALPHA = 0 OEG
(E)BET.% =	 .00	 PAGE 1040
rDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 UELEVN RFFERENC:E INFORMATION
CCICO391
L!
	MSFC 594CIA331 740TS [ TlP1SIP70[)	 (`R3 STING	 -5.1303
ECIC041)
	
MSFC 594CIA331 740TS (TIPISIP20I)
	 ORB STING	 10.000








YYI'7P	 c000	 I N. YT

































^.4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1 .2	 1.4	 1 .6	 1.8	 2.0	 2.2
MACH NUMBER
FIG 17 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA w d DEG
(G)BET-N =	 2.00	 PAGE 1041
ei.
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 QEL£VN
CCICO39)Q MSFC 594[1&33] 740TS CTIPISIP201)
	
ORB STING	 -5.000







SREF . 1290.0000	 1N.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YN,RP	 .0030	 IN. YT


























.4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4	 1.6	 :.8	 2.0	 2.2
MACH NUMBER
FIG 17 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = D DEG
(H)BET.% =





























DATA SET SYMBOL C014FIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 CELEVN
C!C:039)L?
	
M5FC 594CIA331 740TS 1TIPIS1P201)
	 ORS STING	 -5.000





















PIG 17 LATERAUDIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = D DEG
MBET,^ = 6.00
	 PAGE 1043
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION C£SCRIPTION
	
OELEVN
EC1CO39) Q	 MSFC 594CIA333 730TS [TI P ISIP201)
	 CRp STING	 -5.000
ECIC0411 q 	 MSFC 594tIA33I 740T5 ETIPISIP2013	 ORB STING
	 10.000
REFERENCE INFCRMATION





XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT







DATA SET SYMBOL CON F IGURATION OESCRIPTTON 	 OF L EVN
CCICO391 8	 NSFC 594(IA33) 740TS I T lPIS1 P20I7	 CRS STING	 -^`^.coo
CCIC041I L^MSFC 594(1n33) 740TS (TIP151P201) 	 CRB STIxC	 10.000
REFERENCE INFQRMATIrN




XmRP	 S76.0003	 IN. MT
YmRP
	.0000	 IN. YT




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 OELEVN	 REFrREN:E INFORHATION
(CICO39)MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201)
	
ORB STING	 -5.000	 SRrF	 7590.0000	 SO. FT
(CIC04I) B	 MSFC 594(IA-i31 t4*TS (TIPISIP2()I)	 ORB STING	 10.001)	 LRrF	 1290.20011	 IN.SRFF	 :290.0000	 IN.
XMR p
	976.0000	 IN. xT
YMRP	 Xcocl	 IN. YT





























FIG 17 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = D DEG




0ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 OELEVN
CCICO39]	 MSFC '394(IA33) 740TS CTIPIS1P2011 	 ORB STING	 -5.000
CCIC:041)	 MSFC 594CIA33] 740TS CTIPISIP2011 	 ORB STING	 10.008
REFERENCE INFORMATION









ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN, ZT
SCALE	 .0040
.'q	.b	 .0	 1.L!	 1.L	 1.4	 1.b	 1.b	 L.0	 L.L
MACH NUMBER
FIG 17 LATERAUDIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGEt ALPHA = a DEG
	



























OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO N
	S)ELl:VN









XMRP	 975.00€IO	 IN, XT
YMRP	 .00130	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN, ZT
SCALE	 .0040
	
.4.6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4	 1.6	 1.6	 2.0	 2.2
MACH.NUMBER




rRATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CIESCRIPTION	 OELEVN	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
[CICO393 q MSFC 594CIA33) "40TS (TIPI SIP20f)	 ORB STING	 -5.000	 SREP	 2690.0000	 SO. FT(C1C04I3 u
	
MSFC 594IIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201)
	
ORB STING
	 10.000	 LREF	 1290.0000	 Its.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 In. XT





































FIG 17 LATERAUDIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGED ALPHA 0 DEG
CO)BET.i	 -4.oa	 PAGE 1049
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 DELEVN
CCICO39)	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (T1PISIP201)	 ORB STING	 -5.000
CCIC04I )	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPIS1P2011 	 ORB STING10.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.000 q 	 SR. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.




































FIG 17 LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS--FIRST STAGE ►




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION.
	 OELEVN
CCICO39I	 1iSFC 594CIA33J 740TS CTIP1S1P201)
	 ORB STING	 -5.000
CCIC041J	 MSFC 594{IA33) 740TS CTIPIS1P201) 	 ORB STING	 I0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION













	 1.9	 2.0	 2.2
MACH NUMBER
FIG 17 LATERAUDIRECTIQNAL ELEVQN EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 0 DEG
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 QELEVN
LCICO39)[]	 MSFC' 594CIA33 1 740TS IT1P151P20I 1
	ORB STING	 -5.000(ClCOR7 ) ©	 M5FC 594CIA33 1 740TS (TIPISIP201)	 ORB STING	 10.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION






































.0035m	 . ..... ..	 lift
.4	 6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
	
1.6	 1.8	 2.0	 2.2
MACH NUMBER
FIG 17 LATERAUDIRECTIONAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS- FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 0 DEG
[G]BET.^ _	 2.00	 PAGE 1052
DATA SET SYMBOL
	
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 DELEVN	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
CCiCO39I	 'ISFC 594CIA331 740 -TS (TIPIS1P201)
	
ORB STING
	 -5.000	 SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT^.




	 LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT

































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 OELEVN
LCICO39 )	 MSFC 594CIA3:1) 740TS (TIPISIP201)	 ORB STING	 -5.000
ECIC041)	 MSFC 594{IA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201) 	 ORD STING	 10.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.00OQ. SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. %T





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION
[C1CO39] MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISIP201) ORB STING	 -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT(CIC041 . 1 MSFC 59V IA331 740TS (TIPIS1P201) ORB STING	 10.000 LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 12911.0000 IN.
XMRP 976,0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT






















.4 .6	 .8	 1.0 1.2	 1.4	 1.6
MACH! NUMBER
1.8 2.0 2.2
FIG 17 LATERAUDIRECTIANAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 0 DEG
CJ3BET,%.= 8.00 PAGE	 1055
Di%TA SET SYc19OL. CONFISURATION DESCRIPTION 	 OELEVN
LCICO39 ) [] MSFC 594CIA33) 74OTS CTIPISIP201)
	
ORB STING	 —5.000CCIC041I LJ MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS LTIPISIP20t) 	 ORB STING	 10.000
REFERENCE INFORMATiiN
SREF	 2690.0000 Std. FTLREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.01300	 iN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.000D	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040




.Wo SREF 210.0000. S0. FT
LREF 90.7000 IN.
BREF .0000 IN.
XMRP 975.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .OE100 IN. YT
40b. 0040 IN. ZT
SCALE
DATA SET SYMBUL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
tAIC307 I Q MSFC 594CIA33) TROTS (TIF.S1P30')	 ORB STING	 OD0 SREF 21V.00CD SO. FT
LREF 9D.?000 IN.
SREF .000D iN.
XMRP 976.0ODO IN. KT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCPIPTICN	 ELEV7R REFERENCE INFORMATION
CAIC307 y 0 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS CTIPISIP20I3 	 ORB STING	 .000 SREF 210.0000 SO * FT
LREF 90.7000 IN.
BREF .0000 IN.
xHRP 97610000 IN, XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
IN. ZT
SCALE 400,0000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 210.0000 5Q. FT
LREF 90.7000 IN.
BREF .0000 IN,
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT




























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR
CAIC3071 0 MSFC 5944 IA331 740TS (TIPISIP201) ORB STING	 .000
	
--20	 -16	 -12	 -8	 ^4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG W ELEVON AND BODY FLAP HINGE  MOMENTS-LONGI TUDINAL -EIRST STAGE v BETA = 0 BEG
	
(D)MACH =	 1.00	 PAGE 1060
VDATA SFT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 ELEVTR	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
CAIC3073 0 MSFC 594CIA33] 740TS (TIPISSP2011
	
ORB STING	 .000	 SREF	 210.0000	 SO. FT
LREF	 90.7000	 IN.
BREF	 .0000	 IN.
XMRP	 975.0000	 IN. XT






DATA SCT SYMBOL CONrI5UQATICN OEF;CP' P TION	 ELEVTR	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
iAIC307 ) d	 MSF.0 534i'A331 7-101 '5 (TIP)SIP2013	 ORQ STING	 .000	 SREF	 210.0000	 S11. FT
LREF	 50.7000 IN,
BR1:F	 .0000	 IN.




ZMRP	 100.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2T0.0000 SO. FT
L.REF 90.7000 IN.
SREF XOW IN.
xMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
VMRp ,OOOD IN. YT



























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 0E5CP1P" C4
	 ELEVTR






-20	 16	 -12	 -8	 --4	 0	 4	 8	 1'2	 it
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 18 ELEVON AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS-LONGITUDINAL-FIRST STAGE, BETA = Q DEG
	
CG)MACH =	 1.46	 PAGE 1063
DATA SST SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR
CA]C307) O MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (T1P131P20t.)	 ORB STING	 .000 RrrERENCE INFORMATION$REF 210.0000 SO. FT
LRE>: 9017C00 iN.
CREF X:= IN.
YIMRP 9 9.01,00 IN. XT
y M,RP X0^0 IN. YT
ZVIRP 400.0000 IN. YT
SCALE .0040
DATA $ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ELEVTR
[AIC307I Q	 MSFC 5 1?4(IA331 740TS (TIPISI
. P2013	 ORB STING	 .000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 210.0000 SO. FT
LREF 90.7000 IN.
BREF .0000 IN.
XMRP 875.0000 IN. XT






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN OESCRIP T IWN E^-rvTR
CAIC307 } C) MSFC 594CIA331 74075 IT:PISIP2031 ORB STING	 .000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2101.0000 50. FT
LREF 90.7000 IN.
$REF .0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
VMRP .000c '%. YT
ZMfiP 400.0,)00 N. ZT
SCALE .0040
iWA SET SYMBOL CON71GURA71ON CESCRIPTION
	 1=LEVTR	 REFERENCE INFORMATION





XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
VMRP	 .0000	 1N. YT





S s2C F 10.00011 SO. FT
LREF 90.7CC0 IN.
gRFF .VVP0 IN.
XMRP 5"6.000(3 IN, XT
YMRP XOCO IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
12ATA SET SYMBOL CGNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR







































-2G	 -16	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 e	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG I8 ELEVON AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS-LONGITUDINAL--FIRST STAGE, BETA = D DEG
	
UUMACH =	 .80	 PAGE 1068
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 ELEVTR
CAIC3073 O MSFC 594CIA337 740TS CTIPISIP201)	 ORB STING	 .000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 21010000 S0. FT	 .
LREF 90.7000 IN.
BREF .0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000. IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT








-20	 -16	 -12	 -8	 --4
	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA *
 DEGREES
FIG 18 I=LEVON AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS-LONGITUDINAL--FIRST STAGED BETA - 0 DEG
	
CC)MACE! =	 .91	 PAGE 1069
x
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 210.0000 SO. FT
LREF 90 .7000 IN.
BREF .0000 IN,
XMRP 97G.10000 IN. XT -
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
VIRP 400 .0040 IN. 2T
SCALE
k
CAT-+ SF SW131". 	 CONFIC URATIO: DESCRIPTION	 EI,EYTR
CA1C3071 L	 M`;FC 594tIn77) 74077 C T WISI P2011	 ORB STING	 .000
p	 - .02a
. 04
.06	 AILL "A.L A.LU.i 411-	 L L" J.^'u "J.L	 ... ... ....
	
-20	 --16	 -12	 -8	 --4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 18 ELEVON AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS-LONGITUDINAL-FIRST STAGEv BETA = 0 DEG
	
CDJMACH =	 1.05	 PAGE 1070
t	 i
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION QFSCF1PTICN
	 CLEVTR
{AIC3071	 0	 MSFG'594{lAe3) "-JOTS (TIPISIP2C1) . .	 ORB STING
	 .00!1
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 210:0000 S0. FT
LREF 90.7000 IN.
BR=F ,0000 IN.
\MRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
































-20	 -16	 --12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 is
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
W	 FIG 18 ELEVON AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS-LONGITUDINAL-FIRST STAGE, BETA 0 DEG
	
(E ) MACIA	 1 .	 PAGE 1071
REFERENCE ;NFORMAT70N
SRE r-
	2.0.0000	 S8. FTLREF	 90 ?0:10	 it,.
BREF	 .loco	 IN.
"IRP	 976,0000	 1m. XT
YMRP	 .0f,00	 IN. YT


























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION
	 %EV7P
CAIC3071 Q	 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS CTIPISIP201]
	 ORB STING	 00)
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
F IG 18 ELEVON AND BODY FLAP HI NGE MOMENTS-LONG ITUDINAL--FIRST STAGE, BETA = 0 DEG
CF)MACH =	 1.25	 PAGE 1072
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 21 0.0000 S0, FT
LREF 90.7000 1N.
$REF .0(700 IN.
XmRp g"6.CGa0 IN. XT
YMRP .CJ00 YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN, ZT
SCALE .0040
-...:•





































--20	 -16	 --12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG IS ELEVON AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS-LONGITUDINAL-FIRS' STAGES BETA = 0 DEG
	
[G)MACH	 1.45	 PAGE 1073
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 210.0000 SO. FT
LREF 90.7000 IN.
BREF .0000 IN.
XMRP 9176.0000 IN, XT
YMRP . 0000 IN. YT
































DATA SET SYM130L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR









	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 I8
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGP.£ES
FIG 18 ELEVON AND BODY FLAP FRINGE MOMENTS-LONGITUDINAL-F IRST STAGE, BETA = 0 DEG
	
(H)MACH =	 1.97	 PAGE 1074
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTICN
	 ELEVTR
I AIC307 ) O MSFC 594( IA331 74OTS IT IPISIP201 )	 ORB STING	 .000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 210.0000 SO. FT
LREF 90.7000 IN.
BREF .0000 1N.
XMRP 376.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 1N. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
z	 u	 "z	 a	 1 c	 LO
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG IS ELEVON AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS-LONGITUDINAL-FIRST STAGE, BETA = 0 DEG






























SREr 2IO.0000 SO. FT
LREF 90.7000 IN.
EREF .Q000 IN.X-Rp 976.000D IN. XT
• `yP
.0:03 ,N. YT
7MR0 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .-040
RATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 CLE1TR































	 -.12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 18 ELEVON AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS-LONGITUDINAL-FIRST STAGE, BETA = 0 DEG
	



















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 ELEVTR
(AIC4071 O MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPISIP20i3 	 ORB STING	 .000
REFERENCF INFORMATION
SR--!Z 135,0000 SO. FT
LRE F 81.0000 IN.
BREF .0000 IN.
XMIRP 975.G000 IN. XB
YYRP .110110 IN. Ye








-20	 -16	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES





SREF 135.00130 SO. FT
LREF 81.0000 IN.
BREF .0000 IN.
XMRP - 976.0000 IN. XB
YHRP .0000 IN. YB
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZB
SCALE .0040
qq 'A 5£T SVMBn[ CC'.FIGURATICN C'ESCRIPTION ELEVTR



























-20	 -16	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 18 ELEVON AND BODY FLAP BINGE MOMENTS-LONGITUDINAL-FIRST STAGE ►
 BETA = 0 DEG
	
(B)MACIA _	 .80	 PAGE 1078
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 135.0000 SO. FT
LREF 81.0000 IN.
BREF .0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XB
YMRP .0000 IN. YB
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZB
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONPISURAT mw bESCRIPTION	 ELEVTR
( AIC,407 ) C)
	



























.025 ,^ s u„ ,,,, s, ,;., < ... .... .... .... .... .... ........ ................................ ...............................
ANGLE DE ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 18 ELEVON AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS-LONGITUDINAL- FIRST STAGE, BETA = Q DEG
f C )MACI4 _	 .91
	 PAGE 1079
REFERENCE INFCRMATION
SREF :35.000C SC. FT
LREF 91.0000 IN.
SRE F .COCO IN.
"IRP 97G.0003 "N. XR
Y"!RP OOQO :N.. y1
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. 213
SCALE .co4o
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 =LEvTR









-- .025 ,L	 .... .... ....	 tz -
-20	 -16	 -12	 -8	 --4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 1G
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES


























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR





SREF 135.0000 SO. FT
LREF 91.0000 IN.
BREF .0000 IN.
xMRP 9"6.0000 IN. X8
YFiR R 2cDO IN. YB
zMRP 400.0coo IN. Z8
SCALE .0040
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 18 ELEVON AND BODY FLAP FRINGE MOMENTS-LONGITUDINAL-FIRST STAGE, BETA = O DEG
(E)MACH =	 1.10	 PAGE 1081
BATA SET SYMnOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 ELEVTR
CAIC407I . Q	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201)
	 ORB STING	 .000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 135.0000 SO. FT
LREF 81.0000 IN.
SREF .0000 114.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XB
YMRP .0000 1N. YB
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZB
SCALE .0040
	
9'-w	 •I	 - iL	 -- v 	 -x	 u	 `Y	 0	 sd	 1C1
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
































RATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 CLEVTR
CAIC4073 O	 MSFC 594CI+1331 740TS (TIPISIP2013 	 ORB STING	 .000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 135.0000 SO. FT
LREF 81.0000 IN.
BREF .0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XB
YMRP .0000 IN. YB


























-20	 -16	 -12	 -8	 --'4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG  l 8 ELEVON AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS-LONGITUDINAL-FIRST STAGE 9 BETA 0 DEG
[G]MACII =	 1.46	 PAGE 1083
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 135.0000 SO. F7
LREF 81.0000 IN.
SREF .0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. X8
YMRP .0000 IN. YB
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZB
SCAt.E .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION £LEVTR


























-20	 -16	 --12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 18'ELEVON AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS-LONGITUDINAL-FIRST STAGE, BETA = 0 DEG
	
(H)MACII = .1.97	 PAGE 1084
r.
CMTl1 SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR













YNRP	 .0300	 IN. YB


































-16	 --12	 --8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 18 ELEVON AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS-LONGITUDINAL-FIRST STAGEf BETA W D DEG
	
I)MACH	 =	 2.99	 PAGE 1085
REFERENCE INFORMAT;ON
SREF 135.0000 SO. FT
LREF 81.0000 IN.
SREF .0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XB
YMRP .0000 I11. YB























DATA SET SYMBOL CONF'IGuRATION DESCRIPTION ELEM
CAIC407 1 0 MSFC n94I!A333 740TS CTIPISIP2011 ORD STING	 .000
	
4U	 —10	 '-14	 —Q	 . — "S	 V	 ^L	 u	 SG	 1D
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
	
FIG 18 ELE VON AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS—LONGITUDINAL—FIRST STAGE o BETA	 'U
	
f J MACH =	 4.96	 PAGE l U86
r
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OrSCRIPTION
	 ELEVTR





SREF 210.0000 SO, FT
LREF °o.17000 IN.
PRE F .0000 IN.
X`1RP 976.CUOC IN. XT
VMRP .0000 IN. Y7
7MRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
-12	 P	 -4	 Q	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG IS ELEVON AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL--FIRST STAGE,ALFA=G
(A)MACH	 PAGE 1087
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 210.0000 SQ. FT
LREF 90.7000 IN.
FREF .DoGO IN.
x^th^ 976.0000 IN. YT
Y`1RP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0090.
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR
[AIC308
	 (D	 MSFC 594CIA33) 790TS (T1P1SIP201) 	 ORB STING	 Ono
sDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR
LA IC:3D9 ] 0 MSFC 594EIA33) 740TS CT1P1S1P201]
	 ORB STING	 .003
REFERENCE" INFORMATION
SREF 210.0000 SO. FT
LREF 90.7000 IN.
BREF .0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .00OD IN. YT

























—.16	 —12	 —8	 —A	 0	 4	 e	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 19 ELEVOM AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL-FIRS' STAGEPALFA=a
(C)MACH =	 .90	 PAGE 1089
REFERENCE INFORMATION


































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION. ELEVTIZ
CAIC3013I O MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPISIP2013 ORB STING	 .000
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES -
	 --
FIG 19 CLEVON AND BODY FL- AP HINGE MOMENTS-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL-FIRST STAGE, ALFA=D
(DiMACH
	 PAGE 1090
DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR
( AIC306) O . MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIP15IP201)
	 CRS STING	 .000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 210.0000 SO. FT
LREF 90.7000 IN.
SREF .0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .01300 IN. YT
ZMRP 403.0000 IN. 2T
SCALE .0040
-16
	 --12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
FIG 1`9 ELEVOM AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL-FIRST STAGEVALFA=O






















SREF 210.0000 SR. FT
LREF 90.7000 IN.
BREF .0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT



















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR








-.12	 IUL 1111 11- 111L 1I.W.LLL±:^a=1 liat 1111 lilt
-16
	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
FI G 19 ELEVON AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS--LATERAL./D.IRECTIANAL-FIRST STAGE,ALFA=O
1092(P)MACH =	 1.25	 PAGE 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR
tAIC3083 0 MSFC 594CIA33] 740TS CTIPISIP2013 ORB STING	 .000
SIDESLIP ANGLEd BETA, DEGREES
FIG 19 ELEVON AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL-FIRST STA6E,ALFA=C
CG)MACH
	 1.47	 PAGE 1093
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 210.0000 SO. FT
LREF 90.7000 IN.
BREF .0000 IN.
XMRA 976.0000 IN. XT.
YMP.P .0000 IN. YT



























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR
CAIC308) O MSFC 594EIA333 740TS (TIPIS1P201) ORB STING	 .000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 210.0000 SO. FT
LREF 90.7000 IN.
BREF .0000 IN..
XMRP 975.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 1N. YT
ZMRP 400..0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
—16	 —12	 -8	 —4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
FIG 19 ILEVON AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS-LATERALIDIRECTIONAL-FIRST STAGEPALFA-O
















































OATH SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR
IAIC308) d	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS ITIPIS1P201) 	 UPS STING	 .000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 210.0000 SO, FT
LREF 90.7000 €N.
PREP .0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZTSCALE .0040
-16	 -12	 --8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE4 BETA. DEGREES




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION EL5VTR
CAIC308 3 Q MSFC 594CIA33] 740TS (TIPISIP201) ORB STING
	 .ODD
-I6	 -I2	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES




SREF 2I0.10D0D SO. FT
LREF' 90.7000 1N.
BREF .0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT






























SREF 210.0000 SO, FT
LREF 90.7000 IN.
BREF .0000 IN',
XMrRP 376.0000 IN. XT
YNRP .0000 IN. YT

























DATA'SFT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION VESCRIPTION
	 ELEYTR
EAIC308I Q	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS ( TIP1SIP201)	 ORB STING
	 .000
--16	 -12
	 -8	 -4	 G	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 19 ELEVON AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL-FIRST STAGEvALFA=O
CA?MACH	 .60	 PAGE 1097
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 210.13000 SG. FT
LREF 90.7000 IN.
BREF .0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT

































DATA. SET SYMBOL CDWIGURATION VESCRIPTION 	 EL.EVTR
CAIC308I	 MSFC 594tlA.33] 740T5 C i lPI5IP2013	 ORB STING	 .003
— . u,c
.04
-1G	 -12	 -8	 --4	 0	 4	 $	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 19 ELEIION AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL-FIRST GTAGE,ALFA G




SREF 210.0000 SEA. FT
LREF 93.7000 IN.
PREP .0030 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR



























- .04EII ' ll [ it
-16	 -12	 -B	 -4	 D	 4	 8	 12	 16SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
FIG 19 ELEVON AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL--FIRST STAGEYALFA=Q
	 -_(C)MACH
 =	 . 90	 PACE 1099
REFERENCE INFORMTION
SREF 210.0000 SO. FT
LREF 30.70OG IN.
BREF .0000 IN.
XMP.P 976.000O IN. KT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE: .0090
OATH SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR
(AIC308) Q. MSFC 594.EIA33) 740TS ETIPISIP201) ORES STING	 .000
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 19 ELEVON AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS-LATERAL./DIRECTIONAL-FIRST STAGEPALFA=Q
D3MACH =	 1.0	 PAGE 1100
DATA SET SYMBOL CC1NF'IGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ELEVTR
CAIC308) O MSFC 594tlA33) 74OTS CTIPISIP201)	 ORB STING	 .000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 210.0000 SO. FT
LREF 99.7000 IN.
BREF 10000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
-16	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 19 ELEVON AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL-FIRST STAGE ► ALFA=B































SRE r' 210.0000 SCI. FT
LREF 90.7000 IN.
BREF .0000 IN.
XMRP 9176.0Ef00 IN. YT
YMRP .000D IN. YT
ZMRP 400.00100 1%. ZT
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR

























—16	 —12	 --8	 —4	 0	 4	 B	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 19 ELEVON AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL-FIRST STAGEPALFA=O






























DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR





SREF 210.0000 'SO. `FT
LREF 90.70110 1N.
3REF .QCzSO P.N.
XMnP 976.0000 1N. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.00130 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
-16	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 15
SIDESLIP ANGLE, SETA, DEGREES




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFfGuRATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR
CA1C3083 C) MSFC 534CIA333 740 T S CTIPISIP201) ORB STING	 .000
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
FIG 19 ELEVON AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL-FIRST STAGE,ALFA=O
( H) MACH =	 1.97	 PAGE 1104
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 210.0000 50. FT
LREF 90.7000 IN.
BREF .0000 IPA.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT





























































DATA SET SYMBOL.	CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 ELEVTR	 REFERENCE INFORKATION
CAIC308)	 Q	 MSFC 594CIA33) 74W5 CTIPISI .P201)	 ORB STING	 .000	 SREF 210.0000 50. FT
LREF 90.7000 IN.
SREF .0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 900.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 19 ELEVON AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS-LATERAL/DIREGTIDNAL-FIRST STAGE,ALFA-D
ti7MACH	 2.99
	 PAGE 1105
DATA SET SYMBOL CZ)NFTGURATION QESCRIPTICN ELEYTR
CAIC3083 0 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP20I) OR$ STING	 .000
-16	 -12	 -8	 --4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 19 ELEVON AND BODY FLAB' HINGE MOMENTS-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL-FIRST STAGE,ALFA=O
MMACH	 4.96	 . PAGE 1106
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 210.0000 SO. FT
LREF 90.7000 IN.
BREF .00CO IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
























	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
EkIC9083	 0	 IiSFC 594EIA333 740TS CTIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING	 .000	 SREF 135,0000 SD. FT
LREF 8T.0000 IN.
@REF .0000 IN,
VIRP 978.0000 IN. %B
YMRP .0000 IN. YB






























-16	 -12	 -8	 --4	 0	 4	 S	 12	 15
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 19 ELEVDN AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS--LATERAL/DIRECT IONAL-FIRST STADEPALFA O
C A 1 MACH =	 .60	 PAGE 1107
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR
CAIMS 3 0 MSrC 594CIA333 740TS CTIPISIP2013 ORD STING
	 .00D
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
.FIG 19. CLEVON AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL-FIRST STAGE,ALFA=®
CRZMA('la	 =	 .RO	 n%rr-	 I Irno
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF I35.000D SO. FT
LREF 81.0000 IN.
BREF 10000 IN..
XMRP S76.0000 IN. XB
YMRP .0000 IN. YB


























5REF 135.0000 50. FT
LREF 9I.00O0 IN.
BREa= .£3000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XR
YMRP .0000 IN. YB





















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR
CAIC40B) C)
	
MSFC 594[IA33) 740TS (TIPISIP2013 	 ORB STING	 .000
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
FIG 19 ELEVON AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS-LATERAL/DI.RECTIONAL—FIRST STAGBsALFA,G
(C)MACK
 —	 .90	 PAGE 1109
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 135.0000 SO. FT
LREF 81.0000 IN.
BREF .0000 IN.
xMRP 976.0000 IN. xB
YMRP 10000 IN. YB
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZB
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OE5CRIPT[ON ELEVTR





























-18	 -12	 -6	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 19 CLEVON AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS-LATERAUDIRECTIONAL-FIRST STAGEPALFA=O






















I I T 1 3E)dd	0I ' 1	= FOVW 31
0=VJlV' 30VlS IS8I 3--IVN0I 133 I O/IV831V1-S1N3WOW 39N I W dV J 408 ONb NOA313 61 91J..











C10ZdISIdiI) SIOPI (ECVI)KS 335W 0 C 8043IV3
bIA333
	
N011480530 N0I1Vt1f1 ANO3 10SWA5 135 VIVO
t
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 135.0000 SQ. FT
LREF 81.0000 IN.
BREF .0000 IN.
XMRP . 976.0000 IN. XB
YMRP .0000 IN. YB

























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR
tA1C4081 Q MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS CTIPIS1P201? OR13 STING
	 .000
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
.FIG 19 ELEVON AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL-FIRST STAGEtALFA=O
(F)MACH =
	 1..25	 PAGE 1112
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 135.0000 SO. FT
LREF 61.0000 IN.
BREF .0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XB




























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION EL£VTR
CALMS) 0 MSFC S941IA33) 740TS (TIPIS1P701) ORB STING
	 .000
-1E	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
FIG 19_ELEVON AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL-FIRST STAGE,ALFA=D





















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR




SREF 135.0000 SO. FT
LREF 91.0000 IN.
EREF .0000 IN.
%MRP 976.0U00 IN. XB
YMRP .0000 IN. Y9
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZB
SCALE .0340
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
	 --
























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 ELEVTR




SREE= 135.0000 SO. FT
LREF 8!.0000 IN.
BREF .0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XB




-lb	 --12	 _g	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 15
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 19 ELEVON AND BODY FLAP HINGE MOMENTS-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL—FIRST STAGEsALFA=O
(I)MACH 	 PAGE 1 115
REFERENCE 1NFCRMATION
SREF 135.0000 SO. FT
LREF 81.0000 I.N.
BRE C .0020 FN.
YCHRF .976.0000 IN. X@
YMRP .0000 1N. Y8

























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OFSCRIPTION ELEVTR
tAIC408 ) d MSFC 59441A33) 740T5 ET1P151P.2011 ORB STING	 .000
-I6	 -12	 -a	 -4	 0	 4	 s	 12	 i6
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES




DATA-SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPT€ON
CVICO25 ] 8 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS CT1P1S2P2017	 ORB STINGCVIC007I (J	 MSFC 534(IA33) 740TS [T€P1SIP2011	 ORB STING SREF	 2690.0000	 SO. FTLREF	 1290.0000	 1N.
BREF	 1290.0000	 1N.
XMRP	 976.0000	 1N. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 1N. YT




















-16	 -11	 -S	 -4	 Q	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(VICO25)	 MSFC 594 ( IA33) 740TS ( T1PIS2P201)	 ORB STING









XMRp	 976.0000	 IN. xT



























	 -11	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 20.SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDI NAL
 AFRO
(B)MACH -	 .80	 PAGE: 1118
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(V1CO25) 8	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (T1P1S2 P201) 	 ORB STINGEVIC007)	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740rS (TIPISIP201) 	 OR3 SING
REFERENCE INFORMATION

































— lei	 —12	 —8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL:AERO
CC7MACIA _	 .90	 PAGE 1119
1_^_
1 i_
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(VICO25) a	 MSFC 594CIA33 3 740TS ( TIPIS2P201)	 ORB STING







XMRP	 976.0090	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT





















-16	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL AFRO
[D)MACIA =	 1:10	 PAGE 1120
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
Cd1CO251MSFC 594CIA331 740TS CTIPIS2P2011 	 ORB STING
CVlCO07 ) 8	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIP1SIP201)	 OR8 STING SREF	 2690.0000	 SU, FTLREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 2290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT





















	 -8	 -4	 u	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK., ALPHA, DEGREES
F IG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL AFRO












SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. KT
YMRP	 .0000	 1N. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040







-16	 -]2	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL AERO
(F)MACH =	 1.46	 FACE 1122
EVIC007).Lj	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740T5 (Tl F';-S1P201)
	 ORB STING LREF	 1290.DDDD	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0ECIO	 IN.
XMRP	 976,0000	 1N. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
TMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL
	 CONFIGURATION DESCPIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION
tVICO25I C)	 MSF'C 594(IA:^3) 74C T S (TIP IS2P201)	 ORB STING SRE P
	2690.0000	 SO, FT
FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLAPE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LON5ITUDINAL AERO
(G)MACH




DATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 REFERENCE INFORMATIZN
CVICO25I	 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS (TIPIS2P201)
	
CR9 STING	 SREF	 2690.00OO	 $0. FT
CVIC007 3	 MSFC 594 ( IA33) 740TS ( TIPISIP701)
	




XMRP	 976.0000	 IN, XT





-d	 —4	 U	 4	 $	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 2Q SOLID RocrET BGD TER FLARE EFFECT-FI^^T 0 1i E-LDS'IGITUDINAL AERIE
(H)isA_i+ —	 2.raj	 PAGE
	 1124
I+_




MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPIS2P201)
	 ORB STING
	 SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FTCVI0007 ?
	 MSFC 5S4(IA33) 740TS ETIPISIP2011
	 ORB STING	 LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. %T
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.11000	 IN. 2T
SCALE	 .0040
44--
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES -
	 --
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT--FIRST STAGE--LONGITUDINAL HERO
(I)MAC14 =	 4.96	 PAGE 1125
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUP rION DESCRIPTION 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(V1CO25J q 	 MSFC 594CIA32 7 740TS (TIPIS2P201)	 ORB STING	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO. FT







































-4	 G	 4	 a	 12	 1E
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET E07^TE? FLARE EFFEGT--FIRST STAGE-LON'51TUOINAL AERO
(A)MACH -	 .,ff	 PAGE	 1126
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.00010	 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BEEF	 1290.0000	 IN.

































-.20	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
-^ . 25
-16	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTEP, PLAPE EFFECT--FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL AFRO
	
8)MADi	 .80	 PA5F :127
LL y
C)AT P. SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURA T ION DESCRIPTION
CVICO25) a	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPIS2T'70I)	 ORB STIN5CVaC007)	 MSFC 594C1A33) 740TS CTIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(VICO25]MSFC 594(IA331 740TS (TIP1S2P201)
	
ORB STING
(VICC073 S MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (T1P1SIP201)	 ORB STING SREF	 2690.0000 50. FTLREF	 1250.00110	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP
	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP
	 .0000	 IN. YT






























ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
F;G 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT -FIRST STAGE -LONGITUDINAL AFRO
f	 '
DATA SET S,YK110L	 CONFIGURAIICN C SCRIPT[CN
IVICO25 l	 MSFC 594CIA33l 740TS CTIPIS2P2041
	 ORB STING






XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. %T
YmRP	 .0000.	 IN. YT





























ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAo DEGREES
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET R?C TFN FL^RK AFFECT--FMT STAGE-LONGITUDINAL HERO
(( )Ml r'I^	 =	 1 , 1	 PAGE
	 1129
1 l	 CVICO25I Q	 MSFC 594CbA33) 740TS CTIPIS2;"'i])	 ORB STING
CVIC007 l ©	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISIP, '.)
	 ORB STING
SREF	 :690.0000	 SD. FT
LREF	 1:90.0.000	 IN,
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
KMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0030	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SALE	 .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE TNFORMATION
IVICO25I Q MSFC 594CIA33) 74OTS CTIPIS2P20t) .	ORB STING
IVIC007 ? U	 MSFL 594CIA331 740TS (T1PISIP701)	 OR13 STING
r
SREF	 2690.0000	 S0. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN,
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.










DATA. 'SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAT10N DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION
r--
()ATA SET SYrtM.	 CMF'}GURAT I ON OESCR'I PT I . ON REFERENCE INFORM T I ON
^v;CO'.5 }
	
MOM 594(( A337 74CTS (TIPIS2P201)	 ORB STING SREF	 2690.00CC	 SO. FT
(VI-CO07 a	 MSFC 594( 1A33) 740TS ITIPISIP2011	 ORB STING LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BRcF	 1290.0:`00	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .000{1	 IN. YT





























ANGLE OF ATTACKo ALPHA. DEGREES
	 -
FIG 20 SOL ID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL AERO
(G)MACH























--10 -12 -8 -4	 0	 A	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK.	 ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG :20 SOL I D ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGI TUD INAL AFRO
(H)MACH =	 2.03 PAGE	 1133
^ alfu.+.rch+.^¢,	 43a.,^,A;	 '.	 ^'SI h"l^ayy'3.	 S..	 Fu^gr^i:*	 :il&	 5	 :.
	 -,',	 ^	 k	 :..
.n«e.i.s63.uG...=;.._'...v..ex.....^.rct.: u.a..,	 .....	 _r ......r.	 ...:,	 ..	 ,..	 .,	 ..	 ..	 ..	 .,	 ....
r
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION





MSFC 594'CIA33) 740TS (TIPI'SIP201)	 ORB STING







ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA, SET SYMBOL CONF I GURATION DESCRIPTION

























SREF	 2590.0000	 SO. FT	 _
LREF	 190.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.






-1'6	 - 12	 _P	 -4	 G	 4	 l	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGPEES
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL AER0
C l' )MACIA	 =	 4 .	 PAGE	 1 134
__..: ... —.^.w ^^....e. rx
	 „y"x'.zPV
	
...na_Lr^1t RM w.AX T?i. i°<SVt, {422 _ 
	 c.n ..	 ^SAa
u	 I
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIP T ION	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
CVICO25') 
Q	
MSFC 594(I',33) 74C"S (T1 p i5?P.L':)	 ORB STING	 SREF	 2643.0000	 SO. FT
CVIC007I	 MSFC 594'CIA33) 740TS CT1PI`.il P .0 1.)	 ORB S T ING	 LREF	 129:1.0*300	 IN.
SRE:F 1 "90.0000 IN.
%MRP 976.0000 I'N.	 XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT

























dDATA SET 'SYMB01: CONFIGVRAT ION DESCRIPTION
{ VICO25 ! q PMFC 5941 IA331 740TS CTIPIS-IP201!	 ORB STING
CVIr-007 ! U MSFO 594!IA337 740!TS CTIPiS1P2013
	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFDRtIATION



















	ZS	 W4	 U	 Ai	 t3	 1 L	 ib
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGPEES
r FlG 20 SOLID. : ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINALRERO	 ^--
t63MACH	 .8G	 PAGE 1136
OAYA.SET SYMBOL COWlaURATION DESCRIPTION
(VtCO25 )MSFC 594(IA331 746TS CTIP MI)
	 ORB STING(VIC007 I 8	 1SMSFC 5941IA33) 740TS (TIP1SIP201) 	ORB STING REFERENCE INFORMATIONSREF	 2690.3000 SQ. FTLR€F	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREf	 1290.0000	 1%.
X"RP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YKRP	 .0000	 IN. YT




DATA SE' SY"130L CONFIGURA7I0N DESCR:I'PTION REFERENCE TWOF IATION
tvICO25f.	 Q MSFC 594CIA33.S '740TS C TIPISZP201 1 	 ORS STING SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
tVI-CO07T	 Lj MSFC 594(IA33) 74aTS (TIP]SIP201') 	 ORB STING LREE	 1290.4000 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000 IN,	 %T
" VMRP	 .0000 IN. YT
































— I6 -12 —8	 -4	 0 4 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK,	 ALPHA. DEGREES
k FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL AERO
a




.....,._.. .. ir•^'+e"Feyiz,Y'°t`^F`!!e'a.:ft%;''^.^`^3"#Sn`;^°trtP'L.:.^?'o.. s.
0ATJ1 SE7 SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(VICO25 7	 MSFC 594 ( IA33) 740TS flIPIS2P2011
	
ORB STING	 SREF
	 2690,0000 SO. FT
i9I:C007I Lj MSFC 594 ( IA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201)




























SREF	 2690:0000 SO. FT
LREF	 3390:0000	 IN,
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976,0000	 IN. %T
YmRp	 .0000
	 IN. YT



















ANC'''_ OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES	 --	 --
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKE T BOOS TE R FLARE EFFECT--FIRST STAG-LONGITUDINAL AERO
EF)MACH =	 1.46
	 PAGE 1140
DATA SET SYMBOL COW WURATION DESCRIPTION
(VICU25 )MSFC 594tIA33) 740TS (TIPIS2P201)
	 ORB STING






YMfiP	 .0000	 IN. YT
























SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 I290.0000	 I%.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
2MRP	 400.0000	 IN. IT
SCALE	 .0040
DATA SET SYMB0L CONFIGURATION 0ESCRIPTI0N
[VICO25)YiSFC 594CIA331 740T S tTIPIS2P201)	 ORB STING
(V100073 U	 MSrC 5941IA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201) 	 ORES STING
—16	 - i2	 —3	 --4	 Pi	 4	 S	 12	 16
ANGLE D,= ATTACK.  ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLAPS EFFECT-FIRST STAGE--LONGITUDINAL AFRO
(H)MACH	 2.99	 PAGE 1142
0 'L
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF.IGURATI0% OES"RIPTION
EVICO251MSFC 594(IA733) 740TS (TIPIS?P"31) 	 ORB STING
CVIC007.1 8 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTW151 92013	 ORE STING REFERENCE lknMMATION9AEF	 2690.0300 SO. FTLREF	 1290.000	 IN.
EREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 975.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 I-N. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
1143
DATA SET ST11ML CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION
t V1Cd25 l
8
MSFC 'S94C1A33] 740TS ITIPIS2P`011
	 ORB STING SREF	 2690.0000 50. Ft
t VICO07 1 MSFC 594[ IA337 740TS [TIPISIP201 3
	 ORB STING LREF	 2790.0000 IN.
BREF	 tz9o.0000 M.

































FOREBODY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT.	 CLMF
F16 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE -LONGI TUDINAL
 
AERO
cAIMACCl . 50 PAGE
	 1144










	 xM,rs..a	 ,^.,	 a	 -
..^.^-..ter	
.-	 .«
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIf.IARATMN DESCRIPTION
(VIC075)
	 M5FC 594C1A333 740TS CTIPISMOI)
































.3	 .2	 .1	 0	 .1	 .2	 .3. 4	 .5
FOREBODY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLMF









ORS STING	 LRCF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 1N.




ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE 	 .0040
OATH SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 0ESCRfiPTION	 REFERENCE 04FORMATIt7N'.






1VI0007 )	 MSFC 5941IA33) 740TS [TIP)SIP201)
	 ORB STING	 LREF 	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN:
)(MRP	 976.000[3	 IN. XT




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
tvIG025) 
8 





tVIC007I	 MSFC 594[IA33) 740TS ( TIPISIP201)







YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT







E	 [Vl"CO259	 Q	 MSFC 594f1A331 740TS {T°lP1S272017




























FOREBODY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLMF -
	 -
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL AERO
CE 3MAC IA	 I .25	 PAGE 1148
REFERENCE INFORMATION







YMFP	 .0000	 IN. YT



































FOREBODY PITCHING.MOMENT COEFFICIENT• CL.MF
.5
DUA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION
(VICO25 1	 Q	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS ETIPIS2P2011 	 ORB STUNG SREF 2690.0000
	
SO. FT
CVIC007)	 [.J	 MSFC 594 :11A331 740TS [TIPISIF201) 	 ORB STING LREF 1290 .0000	 IN.
6REF .1290.0000	 IN.
` X"RP 975.0000	 IN. XT








FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAG€-LONGITUDINAL AERO
C F j.MACH	 -	 1.46	 PAGE 11 49
e:	 PRTA SET SYMBOL CONEI-SURATION DESCRIPTION
( 4ICO25 ' 1	 MSFC 594CIA337 740TS CTIPMP201)







































YerBti.04Y^	 ^"^^M.v%i'IaN:%Jlt4aiYl.AtW^_Sr'21n^l:Y.of.san...^2iLnY.:^tatide^at'welu.. rJ^w ^. r..u, .^y.
	 ^I r.n. um .a ^r^-hw^ .a ^	 1	 1 i	 a
REFERENCE INFORMATION
ORB S T ING,	 SREF	 2690.0000 S0. F4
ORB STING
	 LREF	 1290:0000	 IN.
BREF 1290,0004 M.
XMRP	 976.0ow IN, $T





0000 SET.SYM9OL	 COMFIGURCTION DESCRIPTION
s VI0025.)MSFC `544(IA333 740T5
(VICOD? : .)	 U	 m5rc 5^4(IA33) 74035
(TIP152P2013.(TIP'1SIP2011 OR11i STINGOR0 STING
REFERENCE iNFORrleE71ON
SREF	 2690.0000' 	 S0: FT
tl^EF :.	 1290.000A	 IN.
GREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
xrRP	 976.0000	 IN. l(T
Y..4P	 .0000	 IN. YT




























D	 . 1	 .2	 .3	 ..4	 .5
FORE20DY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLMF
F IG 20 SOLID ROCKET :GAGSTER FLARE EFFECT- F IRST SWAGE-LONGITUDINAL AER




6iffi'^^YG`i'^ -:-'."""eaaVN;'L	 .1^	 4a'+— .. wxz^LS
qDATA SET S'If►M	 COW. 16 RRTICIN DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION
tVACO2S')	 OMFG : 594(tA33 1 740TS CTIRMP701)	 ORB, STING SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
t VI0007)	 MSFC 594CIA337 740TS (T1P'1'SiP20j) 	 0" STIWY LREF	 1790.01300 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000 1%.
XMRP	 976.0000 IN. XT
Y"RP
	 .c000 1N. YT	 ^--
1P	
4005 i1.E	 .00 1N. 2T
FOREBODY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLMF
FIG . 20 00D ROCKET- BOWER FLARE EFFECT--FIRST SWAGE-LONGITUDINAL AERO
I A 7MACf	 : 6C	 PAGE 1153
RREFERENCE INFORMATION
ORB STING
	 SREF 	 2690.0000 SO. FTORB STING









	 400.01100	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
y
DATA SETSYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION
CO2 KSFC 594( IA33) 'r,4OTS (TIPIS2P20.1)	 OR9.:STING SREF 2690.0000 5C. FTLVICO077 MSFC'594(IA33) 740TS CTIPIS1P2013 	 ORB STING LREF 1290..000Q 1N.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
Zr1RP 400.0000 1N, Z1
SCALE .0044
REFERENCE INFORMATION..











ZMRP	 40C.0000	 IN. YT
SCALE
	 .0040
OATH SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION OESCR-IPTIVU




















.2	 -.1	 0	 ,1	 .2	 .3	 .4	 .5
FOREBODY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLMF





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(VICO25 )	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPIS2P2013
	 ORB STING










	 .0000	 IN. YT
:MRP	 400.0000	 N. 2T
SCALE	 .0040"
DATA SET 'SYMBOL	 CONrIGURATION DCSCRIPTLON	 REFERENCE .INFORMATION
CV1CO25)	 MSFC 59.4.1IA33 1 740TS ITIPIS 2P21^11	 ORS STING	 SREF 2690 .0000 SO. FT
tVIC007 )	 MSFC 594tIA33) 740TS ITIPISVP20 )	 ORB STING	 LREF 12904000 IN
3	 BREF 1290.0000 IN.
X14RP 976.0000 IN. XT
Y"wP .0000 IN. YT



















—.3	 —.2	 —	 0	 .}	 .2	 .3	 .4	 .5
FGREBODY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLMF










DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTI ON 	REFERENCE INFORMAT ION .
Iv1COR5)	 11SFC 554(TA23) 740 1 5 (T1^P1S,-P2Cl? 	 ORB S"ING	 SREF	 2890.0000	 50. F7
[VIC007)	 MSFC 594( ! A33) 740TS (UPISIP2011 	 ORB STING	 LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BRIEF	 1290.13000	 IN.








FOP,EBODY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLMF
FI G 20 SOLID ROCKET ROOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUD INAL AFRO
CC)MACIA
	 1.96	 PAGE 1159
f.
i
DATA SET 'SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CVICO25']	 MSFC 594(IA331 740TS 01 PIS2P201)	 ORB STING
tVIC007 ? 8' MSFC 594EIA331 740TS ETIPISIP2011	 ORB STING SREF	 2690.00013	 SO. FTLREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT














CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTON REFERENCE INFORMATION
(V1CO25,)	 (]	 tlSFC 59.V IA33) 740TS tT1PIS2P201)	 ORB STING SREF 2690..0000 SO. FT(YIC007.5	 U	 MSFC 594i1A33) 746TS (TIPISIP201)
	 ORB STING LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.10000 IN.
WRP 976:0000 IN. XT
VMRP .0000 IN. YT
RMRP 400.0003 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
FOREBODY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLMF
...F,16:.'20 'SOLD ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL ArtRa
113MACIA =	 4.96	 PAGE 1161
REFEft110E INFORMAT10N
SREF 2690.0000 SD. FT -
LREF 129D:.DOOD IN.
OREF 1290 ODDD IM.XMRP 978.0060 1N. XT
YMRP .000D IN. YT
IMRP 400.0000 IN. 2T
SCALE .0040.
'-Mom iii1mm
DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION
CE1= I	 MSFC 594IIA37J 740TS




	 ORB STING	 SREF	 2690x.0000	 SO. F7
CTIPT5.2P204)
	 ORB STING	 LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
B.REF	 1290.0040	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN'. XT
YMRP	 .0000
	 1H, YT
































	 _12 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FAG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL HERO




	 2690:0000 SR. FT
On STING
	 LREF	 1280.0000 IN.
BREF	 1290:.0000	 IN.
















	 976.0000 1N. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 1N. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 1N. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
G
CATA :SET SYMM	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION































DATA SEt':SYMBOL	 00NFIGURAT'ION DESCRIPTION
CEIC007 ):. []	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS ( T-VPISIP203)









































YMRP	 .01000	 IN. YT






i	 -16	 -12	 -8	 -40	 4	 8	 12	 16
F
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL AFRO
1	 C E l ACH =
	 1.25	 PAGE 1 166
DATA SET:SYMM. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTLON REFERENCE INFORMATION
LEIC007.7 q NJ-FC 594CIA333 740TS CTtiPIS1P20IJ ORB STING 5REF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
tEICO251 . © MSFC 594(IA333 740TS CTIPISV2013 ORB STING LREF	 1290.0000 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000 IN.
%ttRP
	 998.0000. IN. %T
YMRP
	 .Q040 114.	 If


























-16 --8-12 —4	 0
$
	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE--LONGITUDINAL AFRO




	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN,
OREEF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. 1'T









ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE -LONGITUDINAL AFRO
(G)MACH =
	 1.95	 WAGE 1.168
.tea
^.
3DATA SET SYMBOL. C0NF3GURATION DESCRIPTION
MC0073 ..q MSFC 594(l.A33} 740TS tTIPISIP201)	 OR9 STING
EElCO25} U MSFC 594(IA333 740TS (TIPIS2P201)
	 ORB STING
SREF 2690,0000 SO. PTLREF 1290.0m IN.




















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTfON
tEm007 1 8 MSFC 594 iA331 740TS ITIPISI^2011	 ORB STING
CEICO25 1	 MSFC 599 IA331 740TS CTIP152P2011	 ORB STING
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 20 SOLID; ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL AERO
['I)MACH =	 4.96	 PAGE 1170
Q	 cl
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(EIC007) q MSFC 594CIA331 740TS (TIPISI .P201) 	 ORB STING	 SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT(£ICO25 ) LJJ I'1SFC 594C1A33) 740TS (TIP1'S2P20I) 	 ORB STING	 LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
RREF	 1290.0040	 IN.
SCARP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT





	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION MSCRIPTION
[E1C6O7 )PiSFC 594EIA33) 740TS r TIPISIP2011	 ORB STING
CEICO251 [] .MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPIS2P201) 	 ORB STING SRE`	 2690.0000	 SO. FTLREF	 1296.900.0	 IN.
BREF	 1296.0006	 !N.
XMFP	 976..0000	 IN. %T.
YMRp 	.0000	 IN. YT






























lANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 20 SOLID 'ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT--FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL AERO
(C MACIS -	 . 9u	 PAGE I I T3
ORB STING
ORB STING
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(EIC0071	 MSFC 594(IA333 740TS (TIPISIP201)
CEICO253 U MSFC 594(IA331 740TS CTIPIS2P20.11
REFERENCE INFORMATION
































































DATA SET SYMBOL cmFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(EIC007) Q MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIP1S1P201)
	 ORB STING
(EICO23) U MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPIS2P201)
	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2890.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT--FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL HERO
(D)MACN =	 1.10	 PAGE 1174
r	 ^
3
DATA.SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION

































REFERENCE [NFORN M ON
SRSF 2690.0000 SO. PT
LREF 1290.0000 [N.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
SNRP $76.[10[10 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
C,EY0007I	 KSFC 594CIA31 1 740TS CTIPISIP2013	 ORB STING

























ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 20 SOLID . ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL AERO
f F )MACii =	 1.46
	 PAGE 1 176
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(EIC007 I B	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS ITIPISVP201) 	 ORB STliNGSREF	 2690.0000	 SO. FT




XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
	
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
	Z RP 	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
	S LE
	 .0040
-16	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHiA. DEGREES
FIG 20 50LID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL AERO























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFtGVRo k TION DESCRIPTION	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
IEI0007 )
	
MSFC 594(IA:331 740TS CTIPISIP20 11
	 ORB STLNG	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO. FT
CEICO25 I	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS CTIPi'S2P201)	 ORB STING	 LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290:0000	 IiN.





ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
-16	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL HERO




SR£F 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 975.0000 1N. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN.	 ZT
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CEIC0071 Q	 MSFC 594(IA33) 74GTS ITIP'ISI'P201)	 ORB STING
























-1 6 	-12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 I s
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STRGC-LONGITUDINAL AERO

























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI-GURATUON DESCRIPTION
fEt :C0071 Q MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (T1PISIP201)	 ORB STING
fELCO251 [] MSFC 594(IA331 740TS 1TIiPIS2P201)
	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION















-16	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL AFRO











XMRP	 9-78:0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 COOD	 1N. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CEIC007 ) 8	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201)





























1 V	 14	 V	 '1	 V	 Z	 U	 LW
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT--FIRST SAGE-LONGITUDINAL fir
(B) MACH -
	 .80	 PAGE 1181	 r^
R'
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTIiON
CE6COO7 1 8 MSFC 594i(IA33) 740TS LTIPISIP2013 	 ORB STING
LEtCO25 3	 MSFC 594'CIA33) 740TS LTIPIS2P2013 	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
6REF	 1290.0000	 IN.









DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAllCN DESCRPPTION
CEI I0007 ) 8	 MSFC 594CIA 131 740TS LTW ISIP20I)	 ORB ST INGCE1'CO25)	 MSFC 594C1A-Q) 740TS (TI-P152P201)	 ORB STING SREF 2690.00011 $0. FTLREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 97E.0000 IN. RT
YMP.P . 0000 IN. YT
































-16	 -11	 -8	 -4	 G	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL AERO
(D)MACK	 1.10	 PAGE 1183
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI`GURATION DESCRPPTION
CEIC007 1Q	 M5FC 594CIA331 740TS ETIPISl I P2011 	 ORB STING
CE4CO25 1 B	 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS (TI . PiS2P201)	 ORB STING REFERENCE INFORMATIONSREF	 2690.0000 SO. FTLREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
oREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 975.0000	 i,. N. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT






























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES































.	 : ..	 •^rixt-rM.aESltfiiitll`r: Ali^'Mk,'^.Jr^}Y'.
DATA SET SYMBOL, CONFIGURATION OESCRLPTEON 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
LEIC007) B MSFC 594(1A33) 740TS (TUP1S110201)
	
ORB STING
	 SREF	 2690.0000 SG. FT	 — –
(EVCO25 )	 MSFC 594 r(1A33) 740TS (T1P1S2P201)











ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL AFRO
CF )MACH =	 1.46	 PAGE 1185
DATA SET SYraOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
[EICO07) 0 MSFC 594(IA331 740TS tT1PI'SW201) 	 OR8 STING
CEICO25) q MSFC 5SV IA33) 740TS CT1Pl'S2P201)	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FTLREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
6REF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT































-8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL HERO
M )MACH =	 1.96
	 PAGE 1 166
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATI0N OESCRTPTION
IEI0007 3	 MSFC 594(1A33) 740TS (TIPISIP20I)	 me STING,
ECICO25 ) B MSFC 594[1-A33) 740T5 (TIPIS2P20-1 1 	0RS STING SREF 2590,0000 S0. FTLREF 1290.0000 ?N.
BREF 1290.0000 Ill.
XMRP 975.0000 1'N.. XT

































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL AERO
CHI MACK{ =	 2.99	 PAGE 1187
k'
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFLGURATION DESCRIPTION
IEIC007 ) Q MSFC 594CIA331 7401S (TIM SIP204)	 ORB ST1:NG
CEICD25 7 U MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS ITIPIS2P2013	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2630.0000 SO. FT
LRErF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.








-12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL HERO






























DATA SET SYMBOL WNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(VICO25 ) 8 "VC 594(IA33) 740TS (T1P152P2013	 ORB STINGtvI0007)	 MSFC 594tIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201)	 ORB STING REFERENCE tWOWA:T IONSPEF 2690.0000 SC. FTLREF 1290_0000 IN.BR£F 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 578.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT























DATA SET SYMBOL CONI'VOURAT ( ON DESCR IPTION
[VI-CO75] 8 MSFC 594(IA33] 740TS (T1P1S2P2011
	 ORB STING









XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YnRP	 .0000	 IN. TT

































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(VICO25) B MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS CTIPIS2P20I)	 ORB STING(VICDO7)	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS CTI'PIS1P201)	 ORB STING SREF 2690.0000 SO. PTLREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMr2P 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT





























SREF	 2590.0000 SCI. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290,0000	 I'N.
XMRP	 576.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(VICO23 )® MSFC 594CIA331 740TS CTIPISZP2011


































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
{ VIC0Z3 I(^ MSFC 594CIA33) 74OTS (TIPIS2P20I) 	 OPS STING
(VIC007 3 	l_..^	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740.TS CTIPISIP20.11	 ORB STING
SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290 .0000 IN.
BREF 1290.00W IN.
XMRP 976 .0000 IN. XT
VMRP ,OODO IN. VT





























































OA•TA SET SYMBOL CONF IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(VI.0O23) Q MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPIS2P201) 	 ORB STING
EVJC007I LI "SFC 594tIA331 740TS (TIPISIP20.1)	 ORB STING
REFERENCE iWWMATION
SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.00D0 IN.
XI4RP 976.0000 IN. XT
YHRP .0000 IN. YT
Z"RP 400.0000 IN. IT
SCALE .0040
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL AERO

















DATA SET SYMBOL COW liGURATJON DESCRIPTION
	
REFERENCE INFORMATION




SREF	 2690.0000 SO,. FT
C VK007 ) Lj MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPISAP201)
	
ORO STING	 IREF	 1290.0000	 IN:.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN
XMRP	 976.6666	 IN: wr
YmRp
	.0000	 :N. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN.. ZY
SCALE	 .0040
MACH NUMBER
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL AER0
(G)ALPHA	 2.00	 PAGE 1195
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGCFRATI :ON DESCRIPTBON
IVICO25 ) B MSFC 5946A333 740TS (TIP1S 2P201)	 ORB STINGfV1C1007 ) E^	 MSFC 594.(IA33) 740TS CTIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING
REFERENCE tWORMATION
SREF	 269.0.0000	 $0. FT
LREF	 1290.17000	 1N.
SREF	 1290.10000	 IN.
XmRP	 976.0000	 IN: XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT



























FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STA.GE- LONGITUDINAL HERO





















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATI-ON DE5CRIPTICN 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(v4CO25)Q l4SFC 594CIA33) 740TS CT1P1SV20-1)
	 OR9 STING	 $REF	 2690 .0000 SO. FT
(vICOW, ) !8 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPIS1P201)
	 ORB STING	 LREF	 1290.0000	 TN.





	 .0000	 1N. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 1N. 2T
SCALE	 .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTPON
tVICO231MSFC 594CIA33J 740TS (TIPIS2P2011 	 ORB STINGCVIC007 7 U: M5FC 594CIA33) 740TS LTIPTSIP2011 	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION








































FIG 20 SOLID ROCK'-- 'r KOSTER FLAIRE EFFECT--FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL HERO
(J ) ALPIiA =	 8.00
	 PAGE 1 198
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
( V ICO25 ) 8MSFC 594(14A33) 74C+TS t T tP'1 S2P2OiI )
	 ORB ST 1 NS( VIM?
	 MSFC 594(1A13) 740TS CTIPISSP21361)
	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SR€F	 2690.0000 SO. CT
LREF	 1290.000D	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000
	 IN. YT



























DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION OESCRLPTION(V1CO25 ) MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS ITWISMeOl )	 ON STING
(VIC007 )
®	







































SREF	 2690.0000	 SO. FT
LNEF	 1290.00M,	 IN.
SREP	 1290.0000	 1'N.
XMR?	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 I .H. YT




FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT--FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL AERO
( A )11LPNA = -10.00
	 PAGE 1200
q:
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATDON DESCRIPTION
( Y1CO2S)
	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (T}'PIS2P201) 	 ORB STING






















































YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(VICO251 8 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (T1PIS2P2011
	
ORB STING





















YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT

























cn	 -1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
MACH NUMBER
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FL ARE EFFECT -FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL HERO
(C)ALPHA = -6.00
	 PAGE 1202
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION





































rn -1 0 1	 .. 2
SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YM7P .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 1N. ZT
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SVMWL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(VI£0253 Q MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS ( T1P1SZP20-1)	 ORB STING(V1




































SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF.	1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290 .00110	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .GOOD	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
MACH NUMBER
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL HERO
CE)ALPMA = -2.00	 PAGE I204
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION










































-1 d 1 2N
SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 1N.
XMRP 975.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.000D IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICK DESCRIPTION
CVICO25I	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS ITIPIS2P20I3



































SREF 2690.00013 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XmRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
-1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
MACH NUMBER
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE--LONGITUDINAL AERO
(G)ALPHA =	 2.00	 PAGE 1206
REFERENCE TNFORMATION
SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XmRP 976.00'00 IN, XT
YMRP . 0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 4013.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
( V'ICO25 ) Q MSFC 5941 I•A33) 740TS CTIPMP20 1 )	 ORS STING








































FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL AFRO
CH)ALPHA = 4.00
	 PAGE 1207	 ^^
REFERENCE INFORMATION








YV.RP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 490.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CYICO243 ]	 Q	 MSFC 594CSA331 740TS CTI IP1S2P2017 ORB STING
CYI000'7 ]




































FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL AERO
M ALPHA = 6.00
	 PAGE 1208
REFERENCE INFORMATION,
SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0001) IN.
XmRp 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP XWO, IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTliON



































-1 0 1 2
MACH NUMBER







{ V1 ,CO25 3MSFC 594'(IA33) 740TS tTI , P1S2P2OI )	 ORB STING
































—1	 0	 1	 2un
REFERENCE INFORMATION





XHRP	 976,0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT




FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL HERO















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRbPTION
	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
IVICG25 ) Q MSFC 59411A33) 740TS M PISV20I1
	 ORB STING	 SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
IV)C007 ) © MSFC 594CIA33J 740TS CTIPIS1Pa101) 	 ORB STING
	 LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.	 1-
BREF	 1 .290.0000	 IN.
XKRP	 976.0000	 1%. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. VT























SREF 2690.0 OM SO. FTLREF 1290.000D IN.BREF 1290.0000 1N.XMRP 976.0000 1N.	 XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	
yllco 51 B MSFC 594f)A33) 740TS (TPP1S2P201)	 ORB STING( Y10007 3 0	 MSFC 594LIA33) 740TS ET1PISIP201) 	 ORB STING
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT—FIRST STAGE—LONGITUDINAL HERO





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
( V 1 CO25 ) 8	 1"'SFC 594 1 f I A33) 740TS C T I'P 1, S2P20:1)	 ORB STING(Y^LC0O73 ^J	 MSFC 594LIA33) 740TS CTIP1'SIP204)	 ORB STDNG SREF 2590.ODDI) S0. FTLREF 17".0000 IN.
BREF 12%C.00'3 IN.
xMRP 976.00., r IN. XT
V"RP .000L, IN. YT
ZMRP 400.00M 1N..	 ZT
SCALE .0040




























--1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 13ESCRIPTIjON
(VICO25 7 8 MSFC 594tIA33) 740TS ITIPISV204)
	
ORB STING
( V'ICOO7 )	 MSFC 5941 I A33) 740TS ( T PP 1 S E P201)	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT










































YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI-GWRATI'ON DESCRIPTION































-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
MACH NUMBER
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL HERO
C E) ALPIAA = -2.00	 PAGE 1215
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(VLCO25)Q KsFC 5941 A33) 740TS cTIP1S2P2013
	 ORB STING(VI0007 J © MSFC 594 ( 1A33) 740;S (TIFISVP201)	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF
	






YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
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 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 R	 7
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOCTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL AERO
(F)ALPH-A =	 .00	 PAGE 1216
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI"ATION DESCRIPTION
L V1L025 7 q W-,FC 594,0 IA33) 740TS CTIMSMOI ) 	 ORB STING
IVICO07 I LI	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CT1 1P1S1P201)	 ORB STING











YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT






























-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRLPTI'0N
EVICO25)	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPIS2P201) 	 ORB STING
tVI00073	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS ETIPISIP201)
	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION






YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT





















I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I I
	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I 1 . 1 .... LLJ^j
-1
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0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT--FIRST STAGE--LONGITUDINAL HERO
[HIALPIAA =	 4.00	 PAGE 1218
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREP 1290.0000 1N.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
%MRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YFIRP .0000 IN. VT

































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI-GURATION DESCRIPTION
tV-1CO2'5) S MSFC S94tIA331 740TS ( TIPIS2P2011	 ORB STING(VIC007 ) L.l	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPISIP204) 	 ORB STING
MACH NUMBER
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE--LONGITUDINAL AFRO
(I) ALPHA =	 6 .00
	 PAGE 1219




SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 1N.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 1'N.	 YT
IMRP 400.0000 IN. 2T
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFDGURATION DESCRIPTION
CVIC075 ) ® MSFC 594CIA333 740TS (TIP1S2P2011
	
ORB SUNG,




















FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE--LONGITUDINAL AFRO
CJ]ALP14A =	 8.00	 PAGE 1220
REFERENCE INFO"ATION
SREF 2690.0000 SO. PT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 129D.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT




















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFiSURATION DESCRDPTION
1VICO25 l 8 MSFC 594d1A33) 740TS (TIP152P201) 	 ORB STING















-1 a 1 2 3 4 5 s 7
MACH NUMBER
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL HERO
(K)ALPHA = 10.00
	 PAGE 1221
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(VICO25 I	 MSFC 594t1A33) 740TS tTIP MP201) 	 ORB STING
CYI0000 3 8 MSFC 594 '(IA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.


































FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE- LONGITUDINAL AFRO
































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI.GURATI I CN OF.SCR'4PTION	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
CVICO23 ) Q MSFC 594CIA33) 74075 (TIP'1S2P201)
	 ORB S T ING	 SREF	 2690.0000	 50. FTtV1C007 ) u MSFC "4"A331 740T3 CTIPISIP201)
	 ORB STING	 LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000 M. XT





FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT--FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL HERO
(B)ALPHA	 -8.00	 PAGE 1223
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CVICO257 0 MSFC 5SV IA33) 740TS M FIS2P20 .1)	 ORB STING(VIC007I	 MSFC 594t1A33) 740TS (TIPISIP201)	 ORB STING REFERENCE INFORMATIONSREF	 2690.0000 SC. FTLREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 12.90.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 975.0000	 I.N. XT
YMRP	 .0000
	 IN. YT






























FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL AERO
(C)ALPIAA = -5.00
	 PAGE 1224
DATA SET SYMBOL C0NFI'SURATh0N DESCRIPTION
CVICO23I q MSFC 59k(IA33) 740TS (TliPlS2P201)
	 ORB STING
CVI-0007) L1	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (T1 , P1S1, P2011	 ORB STING SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FTLREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT





























FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL HERO
(D) ALP14A = -4.00
	 PAGE 1225
MACH NUMBER
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFPGLRATION DESCRL•PTIl0N
EV'LCO25 )	 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS (TLPIS2P2013 	 ORB STING





YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT




































.rrreaLLx.^,..ata^«+vtta.».. _,.u..,.._^^sw_ .... ^-., ....,..,., ,^__
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(VICO25 )Q MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPIS2P20'1)
	 ORB STING
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(VICO25) Q MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIP1S2P201) 	 ORB STING
(VIC007) U MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISIP2013 	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CVICO25I 8MSFC 594CIA33 1 740TS CTIPIS2P201)	 ORB STING
CVIC007 )	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISIP201)
	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION




	 976..0000	 IN. XT













C i 1A1.PHA =	 6.00	 RAGE 1230
MACH NUMBER



























..-r....,,.. ,.,=`rx^!mr	 -'•.	 ,^	 .:r",,.,ry t	 :".	 r	 ^.w5.c*;w.`.^..^'.r^r+kr^»w+?;gd.^rrtDrJM^c^W' R^C?:'^'^.--Ya^S^!?v. +.ro^'rS'n.^',"s.'M?rr4.i'... ,.
—	
''F'.
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION
C.VICO25 I MSFC 594EIA33? 740TS (TIPIS2P201) 	 ORB STING SREF 2690.0000	 SO. FT
L.VIC007 3 EJ MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS ETIPISIP2013





YMRP 10000	 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
.45
LL .40 J I I i Ll' I 1_1 I -Li: I L! I
E J I ALPIAA =	 8.00	 PAGE 1231
MACH NUMBER
FIG 20 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LONGITUDINAL AFRO
OATH SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION




XMRP	 976:0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT






































- ,._	 ..:	 v1Awl^dlCtr-.cs4n`7"S?s.^,..v ^;-a^^3'utar:v. snw. ,	 -.^Ei'r xs^y-m..P^2- ,r. r,..s^ 	 _.->'3*.0 r r w " .+	 e.x.^s e .« saX^C, " `s^ar.,^p	 +r ^3+n	 t Jy-ia
r
-	 DATA .SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATLON DESCRIPTION
	 REFERENCE INFORMATION




XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT	 -
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT









































k:	 DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONI:	 LAIC208) 0 MSFC 594LIA33) 740TS ITIPISIP20I) 	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 101.1500 SO. FT
LREF 73.2000 1N.
BREF .0000 1N.
XMRP 976.0000 1N. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRp IN. 2T
SCALE 400.0040
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
FIG 21 RUDDER HINGE MOMENT-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL-FIRST STAGEv ALPHA = 0 DEG
CB)MACH =
	 .80	 PAGE 1234
4^
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CAIC208) 0 tWC 594CIA33I 740TS CTIP1S1P201]	 OR9 STING SREF 10I.L300 SO. FT
LREF 73.2000 IN.
6REF .0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
























SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
FIG 21 RUDDER HINGE MOMENT-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL-FIRST STAGE ALPHA = 0 DEG



















DATA SET SYM906 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CAIC208) O MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS CTIPISIP20l) 	 ORB STING REFERENCE INFORMATIONSREF IO1.1500 SO. FT
LREF 73,2000 IN.
SREF .0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
--16	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 D	 12	 1 6
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
FIG 21 RUDDER HINGE FOMENT-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = D DEG
[ D);MACH =
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5ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
C='C208 1 0 MSFC 594CIA333 740TS CTIPIS1P2011	 ORB STING	 SREF	 101.1500	 SO. FT
LREF	 73.2000	 IN.
BREF	 .0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
2MRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGIIRAT'ION DESCRIPTION
CAIC208 . 1 Q MSFC 5940A331 740TS CTIP1SIP2013	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 101.1500 S4. FT
LREF 73.2000 IN.
BREF .0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN.. %T
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
2MRP 400.0000 IN. 2T
SCALE .0040
SRE'F 101.1500 SG. FT
LREF 73.3000 IN.
BREF 10000 IN.
XMRP 978.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRp IN. ZT
SCALE A00.0040
(AIC208) V MSFC 594IIA331 740TS (TIRISIP21311	 ORB STING
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
	 -	 --	 --
FIG 21 RUDDER HINGE MOMENT-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL-FIRST STAGE ALPHA = 0 DEG

























SREF	 10I.I500 SO. FT
GREF	 73.2000 IN.
SREF	 .94G0 IN. ^_r
XMRP	 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP	 ODDD IN. YT























DATA SET SYMBOL C13NFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CAIC209 ] Q MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS iTIPISIP20I) 	 ORB STING
DATA SET SYM M CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CAIC209) Q MSFC 534(IA33) 740TS iTIP1S1P2011
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 101.1500 SO. FT
LREF 73.2000 IN.
SREF .0000 IN.
xMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT




























SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES







SREF 101.1500 SO. FT
LREF 73.2000 IN.
BREF .0000 IN.
XmRp 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
























SIDESLIP ANGLE. SETA, DEGREES
FIG 21 RUDDER HINGE MOMENT-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 0 DEG




























CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 RUDDER	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
CAIC2093	 Q	 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS LTIPISIP20II 	 ORB STING	 .00.0	 SREF 101.1500 SO. FT
LREF 73.2000 IN.
SREF .0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. IT
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 RUDDER




SREF 101. 1500 $0. FT
LREF 73.2000 IN.
BREF .0000 IN.
XMRP 97G.DCOO IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
f
FIG'22 RUDDER HINGE MGMENT 1-ATERAE/DIRECTIONAL--FIRST STAGE. ALPHA = 5 DEG
	 ----
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DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
CAIC2091	 Q	 MSFC 594CIA333 740TS CTIPISIP2013
	 ORB STING	 :000 SREF 101.1500 SO. FT
LREF 73.2000 IN.
BREF .0000 IN.
XMRP 976 .0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RUDDER
CAIC209 I Q MSFC 594iLA33) 7401-S LTIP.ISIP2011 	 ORB STING	 .000
-16	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
FIG 22 RUDDER HINGE MOMENT-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL--FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = S DEG
(D)MACw =	 1.10	 PAGE 1246
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 101.1500 SO. FT
LREF 73.2000 ltd. —°^
BREF .0000 14.
XMRP 976.0000 Iii. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT

















































DATA SET SYMM CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 RUDDER	 REFERENCE INFIMPTION
CAIC209) 0 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIP1SIP201)	 ORD STING	 .000	 SREF	 141.1500	 SO. FT
LREF	 73.2000	 IN.
SREF	 .00011	 IN.
XMRP	 976.ODOD	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT




SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 22 RUDDER HINGE MOMENT—LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL-FIRST STAGEo ALPHA = 5 DEG
CE )MACH W	 1.25	 PAGE 1247	 --
_	 DATA. SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 RUDDER
LAI'C209) Q MSFC 591IIA33.7 740TS (TIPISIP20I)
	 ORB STING	 .000
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF Mi . 1500 SO. FT
SREF 73.80000 IN.
%MRP 97640000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT


















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RUDDER	 REFERENCE WOWATION
IAIC2093 O MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS ETIPIS'IP201)









ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
REFERENCE INF'MATION
SREF 101.1500 SO. FT
LREF 73.2000 IN.
SREF .0000 ITV.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 1N. ZT
SCALE .0040
DATA SET.SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDDER
[ AIC209 7 Q MSFC 394[ IA33:I 7413TS CT IPIS1P2012 ORB STING	 .1100
-16	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
FIG 22 RUDDER HINGE MOMENT-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL-FIRST STAGE, ALPHA = 5 DEG
(H)MACH
	 2.99	 PAGE 1250
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 RUDDER
(A1C2093 Q MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (Ti. P1S1P201)	 ORB STING	 ,DOD REFERENCE INFORMATIONSREF 101.1500 SG, FT
SREF 73,0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT






	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 RUDDER	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
LAIC2tO )	 ()	 MSFC 394E1A350 740TS ITIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING	 .000	 SREF :01.1500 SO. FT
"	 LREF 73.2000 IN.
BREF .0000 IN.
XmRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .4000 IN. YT









I'R`IS.	 _..: `:ir1°'	 M	 ff':}.-.M^'.'.0!N rf3` .	•5+:. -..., s%-e ^^^
.DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
CAIC210 )	 Q	 MSFr 594CIA33) 740TS {TIPISIP20I) 	 ORB STING	 .000 SREF 101.1500 SO. FT
LRCF 73.2000 IN.
6REF .0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. xT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.00DO IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
Q „^. 1
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
FIG 23 RUDDER HINGE MOMENT-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL-FIRST STAGES ALPHA =- 5 DEG

















sDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDDER
(AIC:210) Q MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISIP201) ORB STING	 .000
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES





SREF 101.1500 SO. FT
LREF 73.2000 IN.
BREF .0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT




























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RUDDER
( AIMO) 0 MSFC 594( IA33) 740TS ITIPISIP201 )	 ORB STING	 .000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 101.i'00 SC. FT

























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESC-IPTION	 RUDDER
( AICVO1 Q MSFC 594[ IA33) 740TS [TIPISIP201)	 ORB STING	 .000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 101.1500 S0. FT
LREF 73.2000 IN.SREF .0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRp .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
FIG 23 RUDDER HINGE MOMENT-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL-FIRST STAGE ALPHA =-5 DEG
























DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 RUDDER
	
REFERENCE INFORMATION
1,AIC2103	 p	 "SFC 594IIA333.740TS ITIPISIP2013 	 ORB STING	 .000	 SREF 101.15DO SO. FTLREF 73.2000 IN.
BREF .0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XTYMRP .0000 IN. YT










XMRP	 975.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE
	 .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION :
 DESCRIPTION
tAIC210 J O MSFC 5941IA33? 740TS CT1'PISIP20IJ
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RUDDER



















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 RUDDER
CAIC2I0] Q	 MSFC 594CIA33) 74075 (TI'PISIP20. I)	 ORB STING	 .000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 101.1500 SO. FTLREF 73.2000 IN.
BREF .0000 IN.
XMRP 975.0000 IN. KT
YMRp .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IAICOO9) 8 MSFC 594(I:A33) 740TS (TIPISIP20I)	 ORB STINGCAICO26)	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS ITI'P1S2P201)	 ORB STING REFERENCE INFORMATIONSREF 2690.0000 SO. FTLREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.




















SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES	 T	 --
F'IG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE--LATERAUDIRECTIONAL AERO
(A)MACH _
	 ..60	 PAGE 1261	 —
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION



































SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL AERO
(B)MACH =
	 80	 PAGE 1262
li
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
EAICO09) Q MSFC 394(IA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING
EAICO26) IJJ MSFC 594.(1A33) 74OTS [TIPIS2P203) 	 ORB STING,
REFERENCE INFORMATION










YmRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZHRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
fY.17  
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SIDESLIP ANGLE BETA. DEGREES
FIG 24 SOL-.ID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LATERAUDIRECTIONAL AERO
(c)MACH =	 .90
	 PAGE 1263
r	 ;..-	 ,.	 -:. ..	 -.....-. :. ,,
	 ...'.... ,v	 .. is	 -	 s. 	^ :	 sw	 v'i.	 ♦. k^:»	 )	 k
DATA .SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CAICOOBI q MSFC 594CIA331 740TS CTIPIS.IP2011
	 ORB STING
CAICO26 ) B DATA NOT AVAILABLE REFERENCE INFORMATIONSREF	 2690.0000	 SO. FTLREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 129D.ODO0	 IN.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	
(A:.ICOOS )MSFC 594IIA333 740TS (TIPISIP201 )
	 ORB STING
	









XMRP	 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP
	 .0000	 IN. YT
















-16	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL AERO
	 `^
(E)MACH =	 1.10	 PAGE 1265
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IAtCOGS 1 8 MSFC 5941IA33) 740TS CTIP1SiP20I) 	 ORB STING(AICO26 )	 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS (TiP1S2P201) 	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION

























-T6	 -t2	 -8	 -4	 4	 e	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT=-FIRST STAGE-LATERAUDIRECTIONAL HERO
CFIMACH =	 1.25	 PAGE 1266
#	 k^
Aw
DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGURNTION DESCRIPTION
(AICO08 I Q MSFC 534(IA33) 740TS CTIPI5tP20t)	 ORB STING
tAICO263 U DATA.NOT AVAILABLE
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN,
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
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r	 DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(AICOOS ]MSFC S94CIA33) 740TS (TIPIS1P201)	 ORB STING(AICO26 ) B MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS CTIPI52P2013 	 ORB.STING
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LATERAUDIRECTIONAL AFRO












































MSFC 594CIA333 740TS ETIPISIP20.11
	 ORB STING
	 SREF	 2590..9000	 SO. FT




%MRP	 976.0000	 IN. xT
YMRP	 0000	 IN. YT























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CAICOOB) 8 MSFC 594C1A337 740TS CTIPISIP201i
	 nR8 STING








XMR?	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000
	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT--FIRST STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL AERO
W)MACH = 4.96	 PAGE 1270
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REFERENCE INFORMATION















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CAIC008 7 8 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISIP24Il	 OR9 STING
CAICO26 l
	




















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CAI0006)
	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPISIP20I)
	 ORB STING











YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
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SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE -LATERAUDIRECTIONAL AFRO
(B)MACH









XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
SCALE



















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OES[RIPTION
	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(AIC008IMSFC 594tiA33) 740TS (TIP1S1P201)
	
ORB STING	 SREF	 2690.0000
	
S4. FT
LA1CO26] 8 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 	 LREF	 1290.00DD	 IN.SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.




2MRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(AICOCS )	 *ISFC 594'(IA33) 740TS (T1P1S1P201)
	
ORB STING( AI.CO26 7 e MSFC 594CIA33) 740T5 (TIP152P201)
	 ORB STING









































-16	 --12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
CTr hR rr4C to nrarvrT nnrrrrrn 
`- LAKE EFrECT -rlN3l STAVE-LATERAL/UML11UNAL AERU
PAGE 1276
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIUURATION.OESCRIPTION
(AIC0063MSFC 594EIA333 740TS CTIPISIP20I3 	 ORO STING
EAICO26 3 8 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS CT1P MP2013	 ORB STING REFERENCE INFORMATIONSREF	 2690.10000	 SO. FTLREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT

































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CAIEODS3
	
MSFC 594CIA331 740TS CTIPISIP20i1
CAICO261	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE





XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT










































DATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CAIC0081.	 MSFC 594CIA333 740TS CTIPISIP2011	 ORB STING
CA1CO26 1 8 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS CTIPIS2P2011	 ORB STING' REFERENCE INFORMATIONSREF	 2690.0000 50. FTLREF	 I290.0000	 1N..
SREF	 1290.0000	 1N..
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 1N. YT




SIDESLIP  ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT--FIRST STAGE-LATERAUDIRECTIONAL AFRO

























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 REFERENCE 1WMMATION
EA1C0O9 )8 MSEC 594(I.A33) 740TS tT1PIS!P201)
	 ORB STING	 SREF	 2690.000D
	
SO. FT















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CAIC00B} q MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPIS1P20I) 	 ORB STING








XmRP	 976.0000	 IN. %T
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT





















SIDESLIP TINGLE. BETA. DEGREES





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
( AICOOB)^ , MSFC 594dIA33) 740TS (T1'P1SIP201)
(AK026 }	 MSFC 594(I.A33) 740TS (TIP132P201)
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN:.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.





























FIG 24 SOLID ROCKED` BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL HERO
f A I MACIA _	 .60	 PAGE 1281
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CA&COOS )	 MSFC 594't1A33) 740TS 1TIPISIP2017 	 ORB STING
(A. ICC26 ) 8 DATA NOT AVAILABLE REFERENCE INFORMATIONSREF	 2690.0000	 SO. FTLR£F	 12917.0000	 IN,B4EF	 1290.0000	 IN.


























SIDEILIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER CLARE EFFE%i-FIRST STAGE-LATERAUDIRECTIONAL AFRO
CB]MACH =
	 .80	 PAGE 1282
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CAICOOS)MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPIS1P201)	 ORB STING
(AICO26) a MSFC 594fiA33) 740TS (TIPIS2P201 3
	ORB STING









	 .00130	 IN. YT
























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CAIC008) j MSFC 594CIA331 740TS CTIP1SIP201) 	 ORB STINGCAICO26 )	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000	 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 1N.























SIDESLIP TINGLE, BETA, DEGREES




SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
EAICOOBI q MSFC 594CIA33? 740TS ITIPISIP201)	 ORB STING




































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFtGURATION OESCRIPTION
(AICOO9)MSFC 594(IA333 740TS CTIPISIP2017
	 ORB STING




XMRP	 976.0000	 1N. %T
YMRP	 10000	 IN. YT



















SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LATERAUDIRECTIONAL HERO


















DATA 'SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(AICOOBI a MSFC 594'CIA33 :) 740TS (TIPISIP2012	 ORB STING
	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO. FT













DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A.1C0087
	
MSFC 5944 IA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201)






























SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER 'FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL AERO




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION




XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT



















DICTA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CAIC008 )FC 594IIA333 740TS CTIPISIP2013 	 ORB STING
CAICO26I ® Wp MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPIS2P2013 	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 SO. Ft
LREF	 1790.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. KT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
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SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LATERAUDIRECTIONAL HERO
M MACIA =	 4.96	 PAGE 1290
kDATA SET SYM90L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CAICOOBI Q	 MSFC 394(1!1331 740TS (TIPISIP201)	 ORB STING
LAICO25l U	 MSFC 594i1A331 740TS (TIPIS2P201)
	
ORO STING





KMRP	 976.0000	 IN. %T
YMRP	 .0000
	 IN. YT





















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CAICOCR I Q MSFC 594C1A33I 740TS CTIPISIP2(71)
	 ORB STING
CAICO26 1 © DATA NOT AVAILABLE







XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT






























C83MACH -	 .80	 PAGE 1292










DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION
LAICOOB)	 MSFC 594(1A33) 740TS (TI-PISIP2011 	 ORB STING SREF 2590.0000	 SO. FT
CAICO26)	 8	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIP1S2P201) 	 ORB STING LREF 1290.0000	 IN.BREF 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP 976.0000	 IN. XT










































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 05SCRIPT'ION









XMRP	 976.0000	 1N. XT
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YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT.CYN
FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LATERALIDIRECTIORAL AERO
(D)MACH =
	 1.05	 PAGE 1294




MSFC 394LIA33) 740TS CTIP15IP201 1
	ORB STING
	 SREF	 2690 .0000 SO. FT(AtCO263 8 MSFC 594C1A33) 740TS CTIPIS2P201)
	 ORB STING	 LREF	 1290 .0000 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 I.N. YT




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAtION DESCR IPTION
(AtCO08 )MSFC 594CIA33^) 740TS (TiPl5IP2O1)
	
ORB STINS
C A1COS ) ^ MSFC 594( IA33) 740TS tTIP 'IS2P201 )	 ORB STING
REFERENCE LNFORMATION





XmRP	 976.0000	 IN. %T
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
Tl1RP























-.4	 -.3	 .1	 .2	 .3	 .^




DATA SET SYMBOL„ CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTInN
(AICOO8)	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS CTIPIS1P201)	 ORB STING
C AICO26 ) U DATA NOT AVAILABLE
s
SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1230.0000 IN.
BREf 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
VARP .0000 IN. XT
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YAWING MOMENT COEFFICiENT,CYN
FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT--FIRST STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL AFRO
CG)MACII	 1.47	 PAGE 1297
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(AI0008 )MSFC 5114(IA33) 740TS CP1SIP201)	 ORB STING
4 A1.0O26 ) 8	
TI
 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS ETIPIS2P201)	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION








YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT




















-.4	 -.3	 -.2	 -.1 -	 0	 .1	 .2	 .3	 .4
YAWING MOMENT COEPFICIENT.CYN
FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LATERAUDIRECTIONAL AERO
(H)MACH =	 1.97	 PAGE 1298
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAT40N DESCRIPTION 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
IAl COOS ) 8 MSFC 594IIA33) 740TS ITIPIS1P20I) 	 ORB STING	 SREF	 2690 ,0000	 SQ. FTLA1CO26I ^] DATA NOT AVAILABLE 	 LREF	 1290.00D0	 IN.


























- .4	 - .3	 - .2	 - 1
	
U	 1	 .2	 .3	 .4
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT.CYN
FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LATERALIDIRECTIONAL AERO
CITMACH =	 2.99	 PAGE 1299
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CAI00081 Q MSFC 594(1 'A33) 740TS CTIPI'SIP20I)
	 ORB STING
CAICO26) LJ MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPI,S2P201)	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
RMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT




















	 -.2	 -.1	 0	 .1	 .2	 .3	 .4
YAWING MOMENT COEFF ICIENT,-CYN
FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LATERAUDIRECTIONAL AERO




DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION
(v1C008 ) MSFC 594(4A33) 740TS (TIP1SIP201)
	
ORB STING SREF 2690.0000 SO, FT
EVICO263 MSFC 5B4(IA33) 740TS (TIPlS2P201)
	 ORB STING LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1230.0000 IN.































-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
MACH NUMBER
FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LATERAUDIRECTIONAL AERO
(A)BET,% _ --10.00
	 PAGE 1301
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTI'ON
LVICCOS 1	 MSFC 5941IA33) 740TS CTIPISIP2013 	 ORB STING
UCVICO26J	 MSFC 594(IA333 740TS CTIPlUP201)	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 876.0000	 IN. XT




































FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT--FIRST STAGE-EATERAUDIRECTIONAL AERO
(B]BET,t = —8.00
	 PAGE 1302
DATA SET SYMM CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CVICOOS ) Q MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP201)
	
ORD STING
tVICO26) U MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPIS2P201)	 ORB STING
SREF	 26",0000 SO. FT
UREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT


























1	 0 2 2 5 9 7
MACH NUMBER
FIG 24 SOLIO ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LATERAUDIRECTIONAL AERO
(C)BET-i	 -60.00	 PAGE 1303
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(VIC008)
	
MSFC 594('IA33) 740TS (TI:PISIP201)
	 ORB STING(VICO26 ) B MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (T1PIS2P201)	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000	 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
9REF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT








FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LATERAUDIRECTIONAL AFRO
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
EVICOOBIMSFC 594EIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP20t)
	 ORB STING(VIL026) g MSI: C 594EIA331 740TS (TIPIS2P2011	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION

































-i	 a	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
MACH NUMBER
FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE--LATERAUDIRECTIONAL HERO
CE)BET., - -2.00	 PAGE 1305
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	
CVSC009 ) Q MSFC 554CIA33I 740TS CTIPISIP2011
	 ORB STING
	
VICO25 I . LJ MSFC 594tlA331 740TS (TIP152P201) 	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 3290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 978.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
























-1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
MACH NUMBER
FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LATERAUDIRECTIONAL AERO
(F)B.ET.% =	 .00.	 PAGE 1306
,
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
tVICOOB3 8 MSFC 594t1A331 740TS CTIPlSIP2013 	 ORB STING	 SREF	 2690.0000 $0. FTtVICO26)	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS tTIP1S2P2011	 ORB STING	 LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT


























































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	
REFERENCE INFORMATION
(VICDOB ) q MSFC; 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISIP201)	 ORB STING	 SREF	 2690.0000 SQ. FT
(VICO26 ) © MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPIS2P201)	 ORB STING	 LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
MACH NUMBER
FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL AFRO
CWBET,^ —	 4.00	 PAGE 1348
a
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGl7RATION DESCRIPTION
(V10009)MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPiS1P20Q) 	 ORB STING





SREF	 1290 .0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT



































DATA SET SYMBOL CONF1 , GURATION DESCRIPTION
[ VICOOB} R	 MSFC 594 [ IA331 74OTS (T1PISIP201)
	
ORB STING





BREF	 1290 .00017	 1N.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 ,!1000	 IN. YT






























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
1V1CO08 I 
U 
MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS [T] ,PISIP201I	 ORB STING	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO. FT(VICO26I LJ MSFC 5944 IA33] 740TS CTLP'MP20 U
	 ORB STING	 tREF
	 1290.0000	 IN.
BRFF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT























-1	 0	 1	 2	 4	 S





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(VIC00B) 0 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISIP201)
	
ORB STING




SREF	 2690.0000	 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.01000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
























FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL AERO
C A ]iBET,, = -10.00
	 PAGE 1312
t -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION.OESCRIPTION
(V1C009) Q	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS ITIPISIP2017
	 ORB STING(V1CO26) U	 MSf= C 59441A331 74.0?S (TIP152P201)
	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION







	 .0000	 IN. YT






















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(YI'COOS ) QMSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPISIP204)	 ORB STING
CYICO26)	 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS (TIPIS2P201) 	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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MACH NUMBER
(C)BET .^ = -6.00
	 PAGE 1314
FIG 24 SCLIO ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE--LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL AERO
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000	 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 12SO.0000	 IN.
XYRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 ..0000	 IN. YT




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(VI:C0093 q 	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS IT!P1SIP201)
	



















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(VI.0008)
	
M5FC 594[IA33I 740TS (T1PiS1P201)
	
ORB STING
(V.ljCO26 ) a MSFC 594(1~33) 740TS (TIP MP201) 	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION



































-1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 fi	 7
MACH NUMBER
(E)BET,^ = -2.00	 PAGE 1316
ti
FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL AFRO
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(VIC009	 Q	 MSFC 594(IA33) 74*TS (TIPISIP201)
	
ORB STING	 SREF	 269A.0000
	
SO. FT
(V(CO26) u	 M5FC 594CIA33) 74075 ( T I P IS2P201)	 ORB STING	 LREF	 f290.Gn00	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT














































u	 i	 b	 Y
MACH NUMBER
FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LATERAUDIRECTIONAL AERG
CF )DET , -	 .00	 PAGE 1 317
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(V1COO8 ) MSFC 594CIA331 740TS CTIPSIP2011 	 ORB STING
(VICO26) 8	 MSFC 594rIA33) 740TS CTIPIS2P201)	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000	 SO. FT
LRE:	 129.0.0000	 IN.
BREF	1290.0000	 IN.
xMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT






















1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 C	 7
MACH NUMBER
FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE--LATERAUDIRECTIONAL. AERO
(G)BET.% =





















DATA SET SYMBOL, CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(VIC008 )MSFC 594(TA33) 740TS (TIPISIP20I)
	
ORB STING
(VICO26 J U MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPIS2P701) 	 ORB STING






	 976.0000	 IN. %T
YmRP
	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION







XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YTIRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
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PEACH NUMBER
FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL AERO




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION



































-1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
MACH NUMBER
FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET ROOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LATERAUDIRECTIONAL HERO




















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION












KMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP
	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040i
-1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
MACH NUMBER
FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE--LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL AFRO
CK)BET,, - 10.00
	 PAGE 1322
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCR'IPTION
[VICOOB ) e
	
MSFC 594(TA331 740TS (TI I PISIP201)
	 ORR STING[VICO26)
	 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS (TiPIS2P201)
	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATICN
SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT


























FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT--FIRST STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL AFRO
(.A ).BET,,	
_ 7. 1 G.•QG	 PAGE	 1323
REFERENCE INFORMATION





XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
C VIC008 1 0	 MSFC 594rlA33) 740TS CTIPISIP201)	 ORB STING
(VICO26 3
	 q 	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIP:'-.?P201) 	 ORB STING
E:
	 _ ... .. ,
	 ...._ ^, -.	 .^.:....	 .....: .aw.,:^.^ci°.'^^"Yw'Ti.'ll^°!?"^`•+7Tf'.• nR-=
'Ae v'?i".•`pew^rs- ^ _.. _ v-. r,+uA"^^r..x:anaet^r:_,ra nvar^.rsa^.^"rse^^^wowrm.^swc+^^.w
3
i wti
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(VIC008) 
Q	





MSFC 594' ( IA33) 74075 CTIP1S2P201)
	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION





XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .00DO	 IN. VT

































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CV IGODB) MSFC 594C1A33] 740TS CTIPISIP201) 	 ORB STING
CVICO29 ) 8 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS CT n MP201)	 ORS STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000	 $0. FT
LRE;'	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1280.0000	 IN.
xmr p	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 1N. YT





—1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 6	 7
MACH NUMBER
FI G 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT--FIRST STAGE--LATERAUDIRECTIONAL AERO
	








DATA SET SYMBOL. CON 160RATION DESCRIPTION
(VIC00B)M	 1.".SFC 594(3 31 740TS (T1P1SIP201)
	
ORB STING




































1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
MACK NUMBER	 F
FIG 24 c.OLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL AFRO
(E)BET,%	 -2.00	 PAGE 1327
rDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
CVIC00$ ] MSFC 594CIA331 740TS CTIPISIP20 . 13	 OR13 STING
CVICO28 l g
	
MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS ( T1PIS2P2011
	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATICN
SREF	 2690.0000	 So. FT
L.REF	 1290.0000	 C N .
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT









-.30.^—	- --	 -- -	 -
.35
-1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 b	 7
MACH NUMBER
FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL HERO
(F)BETn =	 00	 PAGE. 1328
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CVIC008)
	 MSFC 594(IA333 740TS (TIPISIP20I)
	 ORB STING(VICO26) U	 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS CT1P1S2P2013
	 ORB STING SREF	 2690.0000	 SO. FTLREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000
	 IN. YT












































DATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
CVIC008) Q	 MSFC 594tIA33) 740TS ( TIPISIP201)	 ORS STING	 SREF
	
2690.0000	 SO. FT
CVICO26) L} MSFC 5941TA33) 740TS (TIPIS2P201)
	 ORB STING	 LREF	 1290.COQA	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976,.0000	 IN. %T
YMRP	 .10000	 IN. YT





FIG 24 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FLARE EFFECT-FIRST STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL AFRO
(H)BET., =	 4 .00	 PAGE 1330
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREV	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 I290.0000	 1N.	 --
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
KMRP
	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP
	 .0000	 IN. YT	 i
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(VICOOB)	 MSFC 594CIA333 740TS ( TIPISIP201)	 ORBSTING
















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Y10008I Q MSFC 594CIA333 740TS (T1P1'SIP201)
	
ORB STING




SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LRE:F	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN, XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
























DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(YICON ) Q KSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPISI:P.20L)
(VICO263 fJ MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPIS2P20I1
REFERENCE INFORMATION
LLREF FTT255.0000 IN.BREF 1290.0000 IN.XMRP
Y"RP GT6.00DO IN. YY
Z"" 400.0000 1N, ZT
SCALE .0040
DATA GET GYMGOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
[ .COW3 Q MFC 594t1A33) 74CYS LT1P101)	 ON STING
pr
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
CVI.0005} 0 MSFC 594CIA333 740TS CTIP1013	 ORB STING	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 1N. XT




r, 111litullaujillitIlLAA .. 	 i I I I t  I t IJ is 
til
L




















-16	 -12	 -8	 -4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(VICO05) 0	 MScC 594(IA33) 740TS CTIPI:01)
REFERENCE INFORMATION
ORB STING	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO, FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.COCO	 IN,
XMRP	 S76.CO00	 IN. XT
ylllRP
	 .0000	 IN. VT
ZM.RP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BETA = 0 DEG
(C)MACH
	 1.10	 SAGE 1336
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(VIC005) 0
	




SP.EF	 28£0.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 )2E0.0000	 IN.
13R£F	 129U.0000	 IN,
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT





















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE -SECOND STAGE- -LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BETA = 0 DEG
b,.A,.1+	 _,L.'.25 . v
	
PAGE 1337
OA:TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CV#C005) Q MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS 'CTIP101)	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION	 Y
SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.	 j.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. %T
	
i
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT






























-16	 --12	 -8	 -4	 Q	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BETA = Q DEG
(E)MACH =	 1.96	 PAGE 1338
OATH SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION. DESCRIPTION	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
CY1C005? Q MSFC 534CIA333 740TS (TIPIOI)
	 ORB STING
	
SREF	 2690.0000 SR. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 32:90.0000	 IN.XM.RP	 976.0300	 IN. XTYMRP	 .0000
	
IN. YT































YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.00CD	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION






































XKRP	 976.0000	 1N. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 1N. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CVIC0053 Q MSFC 594CIA33? 740TS CT1P1013
	
ORB STING
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 25 LAUNCH'VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS BETA = Q DEG
( A) M'ACIA	 .60	 PAGE 1341
- 
_ _-^„^,.—..^.^.....••n.^vu.rwvaswnfirtaiH.ovyY acy
_y .^.:. A:	 ' Eti ^r	 ..
r aim-^k a^
	rw.: ({:^4^kM^(3]¢.
^i.1ia:: ,w 	 ',^	 .—	 --'...e. ,:_.W M -
	 ':.n: rx..,...::l::e:«.	 ::.:'.o.:^.c...: ^nuaLa.uaiwn.ri:^v..
	 -	 ^	 ..l























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	
REFERENCE INFORMATION
LVIC0051 0. MSFC 594LIA33) 74OTS CTIP101) 	 ORB STING
	
SREF	 2690..0000	 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
9REF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 975.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 :0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE.	 .0040
ANGLE OF ATTACK- ALPHA. DEGREES























OATH SET SYMBOL: CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
IYIC005) 0 MSFC 594(IA33) 740T.S (TIPIO1)	 ORB STING	 SREF	 265040000	 50. FT
LR£F	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.




ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. Z'T
SCALE	 .0040
--16	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OP ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECGNO STAGE-LONGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS. BETA = 0 DEG
(C)MACH =
	 1.10	 PAGE 1343	 —
DATA SET SYMBCIL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION





























SREF	 2690.0000	 SO. FT
LREF	 1290 .CDOD	 IN.
BREF	 . 1290.4000	 IN.
XYRP	 976.0000	 IN. %T
YMRP	 . 0000	 IN. YT







ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND'STAGE-LONGITUDINAL.CHARACTERISTICSP BETA = 0 DEG
(D)MACH =	 1.25	 PAGE 1344
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION




	 976.0000	 IN. KT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT




























-12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES





_^[.ui:4rti+.^.ca..sv:@:ee^c.,, ..^..^._... _.... .. .. 	 ..
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION







	 .0000	 IN. YT




























ANGLE OF.ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BETA = 0 DEG

























XMRP 976.0000 IN. %T
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCARE .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 REFERENCE INFERMATION













ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-.LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. BETA = 0 DEG














	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 TN. IT
SCALE	 .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONK IGURATION [DESCRIPTION
CYIC005) 0 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIP101) 	 ORB STING
LL
LEI












-16 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 25`LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS9 BETA = 0 DEG







.,...s ..! a. tim7YY!^

























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
















-16	 --12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ' BETA = 0 DEG






DATA sET symem	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION




















ORS STING	 SM:Ir	 2690.0000	 SO. VY
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(V100053 Q	 MSFC 59V I'A333 740TS (TIP1-01)
REFERENCE INFORMATION




XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE- SECOND





XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
... ....	 .... lom






















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(VI0005) 0 MSFC 594[1A33) 740TS ITIPID11 	 ORB STING	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO. FT
-16	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BETA = 0 DEG





























CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 REFERENCE INFORMATION















ANGLE OF ATTACK. .ALPHA. DEGREES
(G)MACH  =	 4.96
	 PAGE 1354
FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE--LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BETA = 0 DEG
.3	 .2	 .1	 0	 .1	 .2	 .3	 .4	 .5
FOREGODY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLMF
FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BETA = D DEG
(A)MACH	 .60	 PAGE 1355














ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE
	 .0040











































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION








XHRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
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FOREBOOY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLMF
FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BETA = 0 DEG
(B)MACH =	 .90	 PAGE 1356
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
TMRP	 400.0000	 IN. IT
SCALE	 .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
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FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BETA = Q DEG









































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OE3CRIPTION
CVI0005 ) Q MSFC 594CIA333 740TS (TI . P10.13	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 1N. KT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT





W OREBODY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLMF
FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BETA = O DEG
C D I MACH =	 1.25	 PAGE 1358
rDATA SST SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION







































SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YM2P .4000 IN. YT
Z"RP 400.0000 IN. IT
SCALE .0040
ORB STING
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGMATION DESCRIPTION
CVIC0051 0 MtSFC 394CIAM) 740TS ET1PM) REFERENCE INFOR"ATIONSREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT




FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE--LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSM BETA = 0 DEG
(F)MACIA =	 2.99	 PAGE 1360
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FOREBODY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLMF
FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BETA = 0 DEG
(G)MACH	 4.96	 PAGE 1351
.. 9.49RA —P
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCR .IPTION	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
LY1'C005) .0. MSFC 594CIA331 740TS ITIP10'11
	 ORB STING	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO. FT
LREF	1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. KT
YMRP	 .Ot)OD
	 IN. YT




































SREF	 90.000 S0. FT12	 tLREF	 1290.00000	 IN.9REF	 1290.0000	 IN.XMRP
	 976.0000	 IN. %TYMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
SCALE	
#00.000400 	 IN. IT 4
3
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
( VICb03 ) Q MS:=C 594i]A33) 740TS (TIPIOIJ	 ORB STING
i
FOREBODY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLMF




















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION


















SREF 26900000 SO. FT
LREF :12900000  IN.
13REF 1 M .0000 IN.




ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
I
... .... ..	 .






















DATA W? SYPVM CONFIGURATIONN DESCRIPTION
t V1C005) 0 MSFC $94IIA333 740TS CTIPJ0t3
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 1N.
9REF 1290.0000 1N.
YM P 975.0000 IN. YT
ZNRP 400.00011 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
ORB STING
FOREBODY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLMF
FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND.STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS BETA = 0 BEG
CC MACH =	 1.10	 PAGE 1364
ALIA
DATA SET SYMBOL 	 LONFIUURATION OESCRIP7ION REFERENCE INFORMATION
CYIC0053	 C	 MSFC 594( .IA33) 740TS CTIPI 'OJ)	 OR3 STING SREF 269D.00DO S0. FT'
LREF I290.ODO0 IN.
BREF I29D.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT



















FOREBODY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLMF
FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BETA = O DEG
(D)MACH =	 1.25	 PAGE 1365
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION






BREF	 1290.0000	 '_E. .
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FOREBODY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLMF
FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BETA = 0 DEG
[ E 7MACII =	 1.96	 PAGE 1366
•r
FOREBOOY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CI_MF
FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BETA = 0 DEG













DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
[VIC0D53. 0 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS (TIP101) REFERENCE INFORMATIONSREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.SREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZTSCALE .0040
ORB STING
FOREBOOY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLMF
FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. BETA = 0 DEG
(G)MACIA =	 4.96	 PAGE 1368
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION






	 976.00D0	 IN. XT
YMRP
	 .0000	 IN. YT




















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI -ON	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(VIC005) Q MSFC 594CIA331 740TS ( TIPI.0 1 )	 CR8 STING
	 SREF	 2690 .0000 SO'. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1390.0000 1N.---
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IVICOM ) (D MSFC S94{IA33) 74CTS CTIPIOII	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION


































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION


















































XMRP 376.p000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YT	 j



















BATA SET SYMBOL COW MURATION DESCRIPTION































CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION
e
iVIC0051	 Q	 MSFC 594 ( . IA331 740TS U IP10i)
	 ORB STING SREF 2690.0000 S4. FT
LREF 1290 .0000 1N.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
KMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
Y11RP .0000 1N. YT
Zm7P 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 425 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARAITERISTICS, BETA = 0 DEG

































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 REFERENC E INFORMATION
(vIC005 ) Q MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIP10I)	 ORB STING	 SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMP.P	 976.0000	 1N. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
-16	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 25 LAUNCH-VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS BETA = 0 DEG
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 REFERENCE CNFORMATION















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BETA = 0 DEG
(A)MAC14 =	 .60
	 PAGE 1376
CDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(VIC603 l Q 115FC 594CIA331 74075 [TIP101 1
	ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION








MRP	 .0000	 IN. YT

































DATA SET SYMBOL C0NEIaUQATI0 r1 DESCRIPTION
(YIC005 ) Q MSFC 594CIA333 74OT5 LTFPIOI) ORS STING REFERENCE INFORMATIONSREF	 2690.00010 50. FT
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSt BETA = 0 DEG
C C )MACH -


























































CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION !)ESCRIPIPIN 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
CVIC= I () MSFC; 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPIOI)
	 ORB STING	 SREF	 28$0.0000 59. FT
REF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000•	 IN.




ZMRP	 400.0000	 €N. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(VIC0053 0 riSFC 594CIA33) 740TS ET1P1013	 OR$ STING SPZF	 2630:OODO SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0400	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMR?	 976.0000	 IN. %T
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSt BETA = 0 DEG
'(E)MACH  w	 1 .*36	 PAGE 1380
DATA SET SYMBOL COWW ilRfTION DESCRIPTION
CV IC003 T 0 MSFC 394(IA33) 740TS CT1P101)
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2690.O0OD SQ. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
SREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT






























ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS9 BETA = 0 DEG
CF)MACH	 2.99	 PAGE 2381
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CVICGOS 3 (D MSFC 594CIA331 740TS CT1P1013
	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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ANGLE OF ^TTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE--SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BETA = 0 DEG
(G)MACH =	 4.96	 PAGE 1382
qREFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 25917.4000 SO. Ft
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 978.0000 IN. XT
YMRP ..0000 IN. YT ^-
SGALE 400.0040
IN. ZT
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(VIC005


















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CVIC0051 Q MSFC 594CIA333 740TS (TIPIOI)
REFERENCE INFORMATION
ORS STING




	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400:.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040





FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BETA = Q DEG
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a
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 REFERENCE INFOAMAfiION
tVICQO!i 3 0 MSFC 59411A333 740TS LT1P10I]	 ORB STING	 SREE	 2690.000  ISO. FT
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976 .0000 IN. XT
YHRP .0000 IN. YT

























FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND ST AGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERIGTIM BETA = D DEG
„
.•.,:r : .	 i” ^l. P» h —	 — 6 OJ	 PAGE	 1385
ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2696.0000 S0. FT
LREF	 1290.10000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN,
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN.. XT
Yh€RP
	 .0000	 IN. YT




DATA SET SYMBOL cow ',tGURATION DESCRIPTION
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DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 	 i
CVICOO5 3 	 C)
	
MSFC 594.CIA33] 74OTS (T1P1O1)	 ORB STING SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0.000 IN.
GREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976 .0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. Y7




F IG 25 LAUNCH IIEHI^, E-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS9 BETA = 0 DEG
J,E	 PAGE 1387
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF I290.0000 Ida.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YmRP .0000 I.N. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(VIC0053 Q MSFC 59411A33) 740TS M PICT)	 ORB STING
- .02

























FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BETA = 0 DEG




























DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION
tVIC4D5 3	 0	 MSFC 594CIA33) 7413TS LTIP101'I	 OR9 STING SREF 2690.0000 SC. FT
LREF 1290.4000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. TT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
MACH NUMBER
FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BETA = 0 DEG
(G)ALPHA	 2 CO	 PAGE 1389
..",,,rmv.,n:-a x;.wrAsn 


























BATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
i YICOOS ) 0- MSFC 5944 IA331 740TS (TIPIOII	 ORB STING REFERENCE INFORMATIONSREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT





FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS BETA = 0 DEG
( H) ALP11A =	 4.00	 PAGE 1390
si
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 REFERENCE INFOR"ATION
CVI0005 ) 0 M5FC 594CIA33.) 740TS CTIPIOI) 	 ORB STING	 SREF	 2590.0000 SO. FT
LREF I29 MO  IN.
BREF	 1290.0300	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000 IN. KT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION




FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BETA = 0 DEG
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(VICODS ) Q MSFC 594(IA333 740TS (T1PICI)
	 ORB STING




BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.	 -
	










FIG' 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE -LONGI TUD INAL CHARACTERI ST I CS , BE TA = 0 DEG
(K)ALPHA = 10,00
	 PACE 1393
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	
REFERENCE INFORMATION
tY]C005 ) Q MSFC 594CIA333 740TS LT1P10I) 	 ORB STING	 SREF	 2690 .013130	 SQ. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRY	 975.0000	 IN. XT
YMR?	 .0000	 IN. YT
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FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BETA = D DEG




YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT





































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
CVICC)O5 ) Q MSFC S94CIA33) 740TS CTIPIOI) 	 ORB STING	 SREF	 2590.0000 So. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
9REF	 1290.0000	 IN.
%F MRP	 976 0000	 IN XT
-1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
MACH NUMBER









































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CVIC0031 0	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPIOI1
REFERENCE INFORMATION






YMRP	 .0000	 IN. Y7
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE
	 .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION

























































IDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION








































SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN:
BREF	 1290.0000	 1N.
XMRP	 876.0000	 IN. XT




FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BETA = 0 DEG
(C)ALPHA  = -2.00
	 PAGE 1398
0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION







































SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. %T
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT










































DATA SET SYMM CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 REFERENCE INFORMATION






XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
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FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BETA = 0 DEG
(G)ALPHA =	 2.00	 PAGE 1400
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. %T
YMRP	 .0000	 [N. YT






































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 REFERENCE [WOR"ATION






































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CVIC0053 Q MSFC 594CIA331 740TS CTIPIOI)
	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION







XmRP	 976.0000	 IN. %T
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
MACH NUMBER
FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BETA = 0 DEG





















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 REFERENCE 1NFO"ATION





xRr%	 576.0000	 IN. XT





















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CVIC605) 0 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPIO11
REFERENCE INFORMATION















FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BETA = D DEG





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(VIC005 ) Q MSFC 594CIA33]. 740TS (TIP10I)
	 ORB STING





XMRP	 975 .0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 FN. YT
















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFtOURATION DESCRIPTION
VI0005) 0 : MSFC 5941IA331 740TS CTIP101)
REFERENCE INFORMATION
ORB STING
	 SREF	 2GS0.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.




ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
MACH NUMBER
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 RIrP ftKE INROflMATYON
EVICOOS) Q MSFC 5 434CIA333 740TS (T1P101)	 ORB STING






XMRF%	476.00[; '	 IN. XT
lrMRP	 ,000[	 IN. VT
ZMRP	 400.00[10	 IN. ZT
SCALE
	 .17040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF16UOATION DESCRIPTION 	 REFERENCE INFORMATI3N
[VIC005? 0 MSFC 524CIA333 740TS LTIP101]	 ORB STING	 SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XHRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT











































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION





XKRP	 976.0000	 IN, XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT




FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE—SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSo BETA = 0 DEG
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION














YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
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FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BETA = 0 DEG








































BATA SET SYMBOL.. .CONFIGURATLON DESCRIPTION
C VICB05 ) 0 MSFC 594C IA33') 740TS CTIPIOI ) 	 ORS STING
7+--f


































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIWRATI.ON DESCRIPTION
(V10003 ) O MSFC 39V IA33) 740TS tT1P101) REFERENCE INFORMATIONSREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 iN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .00DO IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. YT
ORB STING
DATA SET.SYMBCL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CVIC003) Q MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPIOI) 	 ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORtiATION
SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 Ilk.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT




























FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BETA = D DEG

































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
CVIC00S ) C) MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CT1P101)
	 ORB STINTS	 SREF	 2840.0000	 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1240.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT













DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CVIC005 3 O MSFC 594[IA33) 740TS (TIP101)
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
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FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BETA = 0 DEG





CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFEKNCE IW	 MATION
CYICOCI5 )	 0	 MSFC 594C1A33) 740TS {TTPTOT) 	 ORB STING SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
9REF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YmRp .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP .070.0000 1N. ZT
SCALE .0040
-1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
MACH NUMBER
FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BETA = 0 DEG
tB)ALPHA = -8.00






































DATA SET SYMB0L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(YIC005) 0 MSFC 594(IA33) 740T5 CT1PIO11 	 ORB STING
MACH NUMBER
FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BETA = 0 DEG


























































CONVIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMAT ION
CVICOO53	 C	 WC 5941IA333 740TS CTIPIOII	 ORB STING SREF	 2690.0000	 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.00013	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT

























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION









XMRP 976.0000 IN. %T
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. YT
SCALE .0050
MACH NUMBER





DICTA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I VICOOS ) Q MSFC '394EIA33) 740TS (TIPIOI) ORB STING
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290,)WO IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
xtlRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IH.	 YT





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION:DESCRIPTION
tVIC0051 0 MSFC 594t1A333 740TS tT1P1013	 ORB STING SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FTLREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
SREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT



























MACH NUMBER	 i -
FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BETA = 0 DEG














































DATA SET SYRM CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION










-1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
MACH NUMBER'
r. FIG 25 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS! BETA w 0 DEG
CHIALP14A =	 4.00	 PAGF 1473
REFERENCE INFORMATION




	 976,0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 4110.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTICIN
CV1C0033 Q MSFC $94CIA331 740TS CTIP101 )
MACH NUMBER






























OATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION









XMRP	 976.0000	 !N. %T
YMRP
	 ,0000	 IN. YT




























`	 DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI"ON


































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA REFERENCE INFOR"ATION
CEIC006I MSFC 5SW A333 740TS CTIPI0I3 ORB STING	 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
CEICO233 MSFC %NIIA33) 740TS CT1PI01J ORB STING	 5.000 LREF 1290.0000 IN.
CEICO243	 000 ?4SfC 594(IA33) 740TS CTIP.1013 ORB STING	 -5.000 SREF 1290,,000 IN.XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT











DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
LEICOOS 3MSFC 59V IA33) 740TS CT1P10I)
(E1CO23) u MSFC 594CIA331 740TS CTIP1:0 U
E	 ('c'ICO24) Q	 MSFC 594CI'A33) 740TS (TIP101)
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.

























j"i-4	 n	 8	 12	 16
-	 -	 SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
F IG 26 LAUNCH VEHICLE--SECOND STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS




DATA SET SYMBOL	 COWIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION
I,
I
CE1CO06I Q	 MSFC 594[IA33) 740TS (TIPIOI) ORB STING
	
.000 SREF 2GS0.0000 SO. FT
CEICO23) MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIP1013 ORB STING
	
5:000 LPEF 1290.000 1N.
tE CO24 ) MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIP101) ORB STING
	 -5.00D 9REF 1290 .001 IN.
XMRP 976.00 1 IN. XT
YMRP .00 3 IN. TT
















tv	 -tc	 -o	 -z	 v	 -z	 v	 iL	 v
SIDESLIP  ANGLE, BETA ^ DEGREES
F=IG 26 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LATERAUDIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHA
IEIC006] g MSFC 5941IA333740TS CTIPIOII.	 ORB STING	 .000
CEICO233	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPIOI) 	 ORB STING	 5.000
CEICO24 )	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS [TIPIO1) 	 ORB STING	 -5.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION






YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT



















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
fE1C0061 Q MSFC 594(IA33) 741CTS fT1P1.011
C EICO23 )ECJ^	 MSFC 594( I'A332 740TS CTIPIOI )







SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
REFERENCE INFORMATION















FIG 26 LAUNCH VEHICLE -SECOND
 
STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
(E)MACla =	 1.96	 PACE	 1431
'	 KN'YrtViYRW9-+'-1+,.	 3Y +^	 L	 ... I	 -_^' w	 .-^.>.^	 ..,....	 ....	 t. ..	 _	 _ ..
	
..	 ,.	 ,.	 ...	 ,.	 , .... ^	 ^	 ... ,.	 <.. !•..	 - . ._	 ^ ^.4 r ,. ^	 ra«"%
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.Q040 IN. Z7
SCALE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ALPHA
f E1000G )MSFC 594IIA33) 740TS (T1PI01)
	 ORB STING	 .000





recil ' ii	 llJd 9s-L
	 [ t1 11111
	
LJt 6L
	 nlr' r a31J 111""' e
-16	 --12	 -R	 --4	 ^]	 4	 17	 1
FIG 26 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS




















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 4ESCRIPTION ALPHA
CEIG006) q MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPIOI) ORB STING
	 .000
MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPICI I ORB STING
	 5.000(ElCO23)	 EL,^!






SREF 2690.0000	 SO. FT
LREF 1290-GOOD	 IN.
BREIF 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP .0000	 1t.". YT




	 -12	 -9	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
FIG 2£ LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE--LATERAL/01RECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
(G)MACII =	 4.96	 PAGE 1433
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAT ION DESCRIPTION
fE1 coos )MSFC 534CIA33) 740TS (TIPIOI)
CE1CO23)	 1	 MSFC 594CIA331 740TS CTiP1!01)






SREF	 2590.0000 SO. FT
LR£F	 1290.0000	 IN.
6REF	 1290.0000	 1N.




2MRP	 400.0000	 IN. 2T
SCALE	 .0040
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 26 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
























"SFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIPI : 01)	 ORB STING	 .000	 SREF	 2690.0= SO. FT
C : Eil CO23 )
	
MSFC 594(1433) 740TS (TIPI-01)	 ORB STING	 5.000	 LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
CEICO24 )	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIP101)	 ORB STING	 -5.000	 8REF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XKRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT




OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONALPHA
LEIC006] g	 MSFC 5941111331 74OTS (T:IPI9I)
	 ORB STING	 .000












	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP
	 .00013	 IN. YT
ZMRP
	 400.0000	 IN. 2T
SCALE	 .0040
-16
	 -12	 -8	 -4	 0	 4	 8	 12	 16
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
FIG 26 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS


































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION. ALPHA REFERENCE INFORHATCON
(EIC .O.D6) MSFC 594 :CIA33') 740TS ( TIP101) ORB STING .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
CCICC23) MSFC 594CIA333 740TS CTIP10 :11 . ORB STING 5,r'D LREF !290.0000 IN.
CE1CO24) MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIP101 ) . ORB STING 5.000 BREF 1290.0000 IN,
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT












FIG 26 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
{D1MACH =
	




DATA SET SYM90L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
{ EIGOOS ).	 MSFC 394CIA333 740TS CT;IPIOI)
CEICO23I	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740T.S CTIP101)














YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT




SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 26 LAUNCH VEH ICLE-SECOND STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI"AT10N DESCRIPTION	 ALPHA	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
IEICDQ63 @ MSFC 594IIA331 740T5 (TIP1011	 OF* STING	 :000	 5REF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LEICO231 OU DATA NOT AVAILABLE	 5.000	 LREF	 1290.0000 IN.(E1CO24)	 QATA NOT AVAILABLE	 -5.000	 BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 975.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
i	 ZMRP	 400.OD00	 IN. ZTSCALE	 .0040
REFERENCE INFORMATION








DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHA
[EICOG'	 QQ MSFC 594CIA331 740TS [TIP1013 	 ORB STING	 .000(EICO231 L1 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIP101) 	 ORB STING	 5.000(E1'CO24) OO MSFC 594[IA.33) 740TS (T1PI01) 	 ORB STING	 -5.000
AMIN
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(EICOOGI Q MSFC 594tIA33.7 740TS (TIPTOI)
(EICO233 ICJ ttSFC 594CIA33) 740TS LTIP101)
.(EICO24 )	 MSFC 594tiA331 740TS (TIP101)
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
SREF 1290.0000 IN.
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YKRP .0003 IN. YT












.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO. FTORB STING
	
5.000 LREF 1290.0000 IN.
ORB STING
	 -5:000
XMRP 1976.4000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZmRP 400.0000 IN. 2T
SCALE .0040
k
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRI.PTIOW
(EIC0061	 "SFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIP101I
CEICO23)	 NSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIP1013



















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA REFERENCE INFO"ATION
IEICOOS) MSFC 594L.IA333 740TS (T1PIOI) ORB STINE	 .000 SREF 2650.0000 SO. FT(E1CO23I	 g MSFC 594t .1A331 740TS MP1013 ORB STING
	
5.000 LREF. 1290.0000 IN.
tEICO24) MSFC :.94(IA33) 740TS . CTIPI01) ORB STING
	 -5.400 BREF 1290.0000. IN.
xMRP 976.0000 IN. xT
YMIZP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
REFERENCE INFORRATION
SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0010 IN. XT






















13ATA SET SVMBOL MFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
EEICOOSI Q MSFC 59 1M A33) 740TS (TIPI01)
tE1CO23I Lj MSFC S94(1A33) 740TS ETIP101)
tE1CO24I <>
	





SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
FIG 26 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
[D]MAC}A =





















DATA SET SYM M CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPRA REFERENCE INFQRSVION
CEI COOS I
	 Q MSFC '594(IA33) 740TS CT1P101)
	 ORBSTING .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
CE1CO231 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS ( TIP101)	 ORB STING 5.000 LREF 1290.0000 IN .(EIC.024 l MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CT1P1013
	 ORB STING -5.000 BREF 1290.0000 IN.
%MAP 975.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
FIG 26 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
(E)MACH	 1.96	 PAGE 1445
^.RAFRKiIYHKeVt '	 -	 ..	
.^c+.SS^.r^. 'u w^4«v.
	 2„^,. -. r6:k - .- x ^	 'i	 .r	 : .y'	 r..r.+t: -n.,..	 r[.	 .,.1, ynt^...-.+..
	 ^^.... .. .M!-	 ....c	 ♦. -. ^. ..	 ._-. .	 ^	 ...	 ..^.x.,	 r .,...	 -r .,,v,	 ^..	 .. ... o ,.	 ,:	 M	 ..n. n...+ .,	 n.w« r-	 ...^., -.
-.oFm^ai
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(EICOOS) ^] MSFC 594EIA33) 740TS ET1P10I)
LEICO23 )IV„^I DATA NOT AYAILASLE























SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
FiG 26 LAUNLCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LATERAUDIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
CF 7MAC;A =	 2.99
	 PAGE 1446
^4'
SIDESLIP ANGLE ► BETA, DEGREES
FIG 26 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE -LATERAL /DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS







.DATA SET STMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
C EICt)QB )
	
nFC 594(1A33J 740TS (70101)
IEICO23I	 MSFC 594C1A33.) 740TS (TIP101)
(EICO24 1	 MSFC 594CIA33.) 740TS (TIP101)
REFERENCE INFORMATION




























DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHA
EE1.0006)	 MSFC 594CIA333 740TS (TIP1011
	 ORB STING
	 .000
EEICO233	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS tTIP101)
	 ORB STING	 5.000
CEICO24I	 MSFC 594(1A331 740T'S (TIP101) 	 ORB.STING	 -5.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION








YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT





FIG 26 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE.-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
(A)MACH =	 .60
	 PAGE 1448
DATA 'SET fi1fM80L	 CONFIGURATION ©ESCRIPTIpN ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION
E
f	 '
IEICOOG ) (	 MSFC 394(IA33) 740TS CTIP101)	 ORB STING :000 SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
CEICO23) MSFC 594(IA33)' 740TS (Ti.P101) 	 ORB STING 5.000 LREF 1290.0000 IN.
(EICO24 ) MSFC 594(1A33) 740TS CTIPIM )	 ORB STING -5.000 BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT

















FIG 26 LAUNCH VEHICLE--SECOND STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
CBIMACIA _	 . 90	 PAGE 1449
I+-
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ALPHA
(EIC006)MSFC 594CIR33) 740TS (TIP101)
	 ORB STING	 00(EICO23) a	 .0MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPIC1) 	 ORB STING	 5.000(EICO24 ) p	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPICI)
	 ORB STING	 -5.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION

































	 0	 .1	 .2	 .3	 .4
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT.CYN
FIG 26 LAUNCH VEHICLI-SECOND STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS




DATA 'SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION
IEI COOS I MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS ( TIP101) ORB STING	 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
(FICO23) IV1 MSFC 594C1A33) 7413TS ( TIP1,01) ORB STING	 5.000 LREF
	 . 1290.0M IN.
CEICO24) MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIP101) ORB STING	 -5.000 BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976 .0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT






















-.4	 -.3	 -.2	 -.1
	
0	 .1	 .2	 .3	 .4
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT+CYN
FIG 26 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS--,
( D) MACIA =	 1.25	 PAGE 1451
ir' 	 .......,t, .-^..:IH'i-L-.arsMr:W...[+.q,
	 ..._d:.:s. ..	 .-..`.-,'..il+3,_.^ +mow:.. K•s-' . ,. k;:'t
is	 ...	 ...



















DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHA
CE1C006) Q MSFC 594CIA333 740TS CTI.P101)	 ORB STING	 .000
CEICO23) V MSFC 594(IA333 740TS CTIP101)	 ORB STING	 5.000












XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. VT





FIG 26 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE--LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
(E)MACH =	 1.96	 PAGE 1452
E'
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(E10006) Q MSFC 594C1A33) 740TS M PIOI)
(El
	 ) tV^! DATA NOT AVAILABLE









































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFTGLRATION DESCRIPTION	 ALPHA
[EIC006)	 MSFG 594CIA33 1 740TS (T1P101)	 ORB STING
	 .000
(E1CO23) V MSFC 594C IA33) 740TS (TIP1012	 ORB STING5.000
CEICO24 ]	 MSFC 594LIA331 740TS CT1P101)	 ORB STING
	 -5.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION






	 976.0000	 IN. %T
YMRP	 .0000
	 IN. YT






.1	 U	 .1	 .2	 .3	 .4
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT.CYN
FIG 26 LAUNCH VEHICLE -SECOND STAGE-LITERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
[G]MACH =	 4.96	 PAGE 1454
r
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
RP 976.00000 YTV IN.








DATA SET EI ►MM CONFIGURATION! DESCRIPTION
L E10006 )T+$FC 594( I'A331 740T5 ( T I P I01)
CEICO22 ) g MSFC 594CIA331 740TS (TIPI01)






















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1EIC006)MSFC 594'CIA33) 740TS (T1P101)
CEICO233 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (T1P10I)











	 976.0000	 IN, XT





















--1 0 1 .2 3 4 5 6 7
MACH NUMBER
FIG 26 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE--LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
(B)BET,% = -8.00
	 PAGE 1456
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ALPHA
[EICGOfi ) :g MSFC 594CIA33) 740 TS (T1P101)	 ORB STING
	 .000



























XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. %1
YMRP	 . .0000	 IN. Y1







































tE1COCS ) Q	 MSFC 594CIA33) 743TS (TIP`IOI)
C£1CO23) CJJ MSFC 594( A333 740TS (TIP1011










SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
2MRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
MACH NUMBER




EDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHA
(E1C006 )
	
MSFC SWIM) 740TS (T1P101)	 ORB STING	 .000
(ETCO23)
	
MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (T1P101) 	 ORB STING
	
5.000
(EICON )	 "SFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIP1'011	 ORB STING	
—5=0
REFERENCE INFORMATION



























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 	 ION	 ALPHA
C:E1000B3 g MSFC 594CIA333 740TS (TIP101)
	 ORB STING .000(EtCO233	 MSFC 53411A33) 740TS (TIP101) 	 ORB STING	 5.000
CEICO24 )	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS M P101)	 ORB STING	 -5.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 1N.
BftEF 1250.0000 1N.
.XtIRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZmRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
MACH NUMBER
FIG 26 LAUNCH VEHICLE--SECOND STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

















DATA SET SYMBOL C(INFI"AT1ON DESCRIPTION ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION





























-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
DATA SET SYMIM CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ALPHA
CE1COOS I Q MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIP1011
	 ORB STING	 .000
CEICO23I CLL
??





tEICO24 )	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (T1P101) 	 ORB STING
	 -5.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT	 -^'-
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.	 i











FI6.26 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CRARACTERISTICS















-1 © 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
k:
DATA SET SYl4H01. CONFtOURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA REFERENCE INFO"ATION
(E1Cws) I1SFC 594[IA33) 740T5 (TIP101) ORB STING	 .ODD SREF 2690.0000 54. Ft
CE1CO23) MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIP101) ORB STING	 5.000 LREF 1290.0000 IN.
IEICO247 MSFC 594(IA33) 711 OTS CT1P141) ORB STING
	 -5.000 BREF 1290.0000 IN.


































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CEIC006)MSFC 594CIA331 740TS (T1P101)
CEICO23) MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIP101)



































—1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
MACH NUMBER
FIG 26 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS




SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF :290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. %T
VMRP .0000 IN, VT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
:4
DATA SET SYIBM CONFIMIRATION DESCRIPTION	 ALPHA
CEI.COOG) g MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS CTIP101l
	 ORB STING
	 .000.CEICO23I 	 MSFC 594CIR33) 740TS (?IP1011
	 ORB STING
	 5.000
CEICO24 I	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIP1011








	 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SC. FT
ORB STING	 5.000 LFEF 1290.0000 IN.
ORB STING
	 -5.000 DREF 1290.0000 IN..
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .9000 IN. YT




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAT-ION DESCRIPTION
(EIG006 )14SFC 594 .i1A33) 740TS CTIPIOI)
tEICO23I 8 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIP10'1)
CEICO24I p	 MSFC 594tIA331 740TS (TIP101)
MACH NUMBER
























DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IEIC006) g MSFC 59111,1333 740TS (TIP101)
(E1.".023 )	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIP101)


























ORB STING	 .000 SREF 2690.0040 SO. FT	 }
ORB STING	 5.000 LREF 1290.0000 IN.
ORB STING	 -5.000 SREF 1290.0000 IN.	 t --
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT






DATA ^^.T SYMBOL„ CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION 	 ALPHA
CE1C00Lry )Q MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS UIP101)
	 ORB 'STING	 .I)C10
CElCO23 ? !CJ> RSFC 594tlA33) 740TS LTIPIOi3
	
ORB STING	 5.000



































	 MSFC 594tIA13) 740TS (TIP101)
	 ORB STING









ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000
	
IN.$REF	 1290 . 0000	 IN.
XMRP	 97$.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT

























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHA
CEICOUS 3
	 MSFC 594(IA333 740TS (TIP101)
	 ORB STINGQoo
(EICO23I p MSFC 594.(IA33) 740TS (T1P101)
	 OR9 STING
	 5.000(E1CO24 3 QQQ MSFC 594[1X33] 740TS ( TIPI01)	 ORB STING
	 -5.000
MACH NUMBER
FIG 26 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS


























DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA
It
REFERENCE INFORMATION
IEIC006I	 Q MSFC 59411A33) 740TS (T1P101) ORB STING .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT(EICO23) MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (T1PIOi) ORB STING 5.000 LR€F 1290.0000 IN.(E1CO24 )	 {LEI MSFC 594CIA33:) 740TS (T1P101) ORB STING -5.000 SREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN, XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT



















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHA
(E1.Cd06)Q MSFC 594(IA331 740TS (TIPI01)
	 ORB STING
	 .000
CEICO23 I GL^J MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS ( TI?101)	 ORB STING	 5.000(E1CO24)	 MSFC 594 ( IA33) 740TS ( TIP101)	 ORB STING
	 •5.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION

















FIG 26 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE- LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
(G)BET,N =	 2.00	 PACE 1472
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
[E1C0{16)	 1KSFC 594[IA33) 740TS (TIPIOI)













	 976.0000	 IN. %T
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT


















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHA
IEI0006 )MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIP1011	 ORB STING	 .000(E1:0023 )	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPIQI)	 ORB STING	 5.000
CEI•CO24 )	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIP101. )	 ORB STING	 -5.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION




XMRP	 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .0040
MACH NUMBER
FIG 26 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS









DATA SET SYMS1?L. CONFIGI)RATION (DESCRIPTION
CE1C006 )	 M5Fc 594(IA33) 74075 CTIPIOI)
CE1CO23 )	 HSFC 394CIA333 740TS (TW1013
CEICO24 )	 HSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIP1013
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2690.0000 $0. fT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290:0000 IN
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE iOD40
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHA
CEICOD6I	 MSFC 594;CIA33') 740TS CT.1P10I7	 ORB STING	 .000
EEICO23I	 MSFL 5944IA33} 740TS CTIPIO1l 	 ORB STING	 5,000


















FIG 26 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
















DATA SET SYMBOL COWl"ATION DESCRIPTION
(EICOOSI Q MSFC 394(1A33) 740TS (TIPIOS)(EICO233 10J	 MSFC 594 i(I : A33I 740TS CTIF1017













XMRP	 978.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP
	 .0000	 IN. YT







-'I	 0	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 5	 7
MACH NUMBER

















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIWRATION OESCRIPTION
	 ALPHA
IEI000S ) g MSFC 594 E IA331 740TS fT1P1131) 	 ORB STING	 .000
(E1CO23I	 MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (T1PIO1)	 ORB STING	 5.000
CEICO24 )	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPIOI)	 ORB STING	 -5.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF	 2590.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 L290.0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP	 976 . 0000	 IN. XT





FIG 26 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE--LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
CB)BET,^ -- -8.00	 PAGE 1478
look
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
tE1COOS I g MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (TIP101)
CEICO23) 	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPICI)






SREF 2690=00 SO. FT
LREF	 1290:0000	 IN.
BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.
"MRP	 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT








-1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
MACH NUMBER
FIG 26 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS



















SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT























DATA SET SYM90L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ALPHA
1E'IC016 I © MSFC 59411A33) 740TS CT1P1011 	 ORB STING
	 .000
CEICO23I	 SFC 594CIA33) 740TS CTIPIOL)	 ORB STING	 5.DD0(E1CO24) Q PSFC 594CIA33) 740TS (T1P101) 	 ORB STING
	 -5.000
MACH NUMBER
FIG 26 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS











DATA SET SYM9Ok CONFI"ATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA REFERENCE INFO"ATIaN(EICOOG)	 q HSFC 594(IA33) 740TS CT1P101) ORB STING	 .000 SREF 2690.0000 50. FTMSFC 594(IA333 740TS ETIP101) ORB STING	 5.000 LREF 1290.0000 IN.CEICO23)	 Lo!CEICO24 ) MlSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (T1P1131) OR13 STING
	 -5.000 9RfF 1290.0000 IN.
xMRP 976.0000 IN. KTYMIRP .0000 IN. YT5 ALE 400;00 0 IN. Zt
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlaURATION OESCRIPTTON
(EIC006 ) Q MSFC 599(IA33) 740TS (T1P10t)(EICQ23) L91	 MSFC 594(TA33) 740TS (TI:P1OI)









SREF	 2690.0000 SO. FT
LREF	 1290.0000	 IN.$REF	 1290.0000
	
IN.
XMRP	 976.0000	 111. XT
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YT
SORE	 400.0040 IN. ZT
MACH NUMBER
FIG 26 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECONO STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS




























DATA SST SYM90L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA REFEMNCE INFORMATION
(EIC006) Q MSFC 59V IA33) 74OTS (TIPIOI) ORB STING	 .000 SREF 2690.0000	 SO. FT
MSFC 594CIA331 740TS CTIPIOU ORB STING	 5.000 LREF 1,290.0000	 IN.(EICO233	 Lv1
CCICO24 ) MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS CTIPIOI) ORB STING	 -5.000 SREF 1290.0000	 IN.
XMRP 976.0000	 IN. XT
YMRP .0000	 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
6ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHA
(EICOOG )	 MSFC 594(IA33) 740TS (TIPIOI) 	 ORB STING	 .000(EICO23 ) B MSFC 594(IA339 740TS (TIPIOI)	 ORB STING	 5.000


















ZMCRP	 ,00.00!0 IN. ZT
MACH NUMBER
FIG 26 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
(H)BELA =


































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA REFERENCE IWORMATION




MSFC 594[IA33) 740TS (T1P1OI) ORB STING	 5.000 LREF	 1290.0000
	
IN.[E1CO?4 ) MSFC 594CIA33) 740TS [TIPIOI) ORB STING	 -5.000 BREF	 1290.0000	 IN.




ZMRP	 400.0000	 IN. ZT
SCALE	 .10040
MACH NUMBER
FIG 26 LAUNCH VEHICLE--SECOND STAGE--LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
CIIBET.% =	 6.00	 PAGE 1485
ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMAT ION
ORB STING
	 .000 $REF 2590.0000 SO. FT
ORB STING
	
5.000 LREF 1290.0000 IN.
0R9 STING	 -5.000
XmRP '976.0DOD IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE .0040
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCR1P71ON
CEIC008 ) q MSFC 594(IA33) 74C^TS ETIPIC13
(EICO23) LpJ MSFC 594TIA33) 740TS [TIP1011
CEICO24)	 MSFC 594CIA33) 7407:: CTIPIOI)
MACH NUMBER
FIG 26 LAUNCH VEHICLE-SECOND STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS












DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIMATION DESCRIPTION
(E10006) q MSFC 594CIA331 740TS CTI'P1013(EICO23 )f(J7 	MSFC 59^4CIA333 740TS (TIP1011








SREF 2690.ODDD SO. FT
LREF 1290.0000 IN.
BREF 1290.0000 IN.
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT
YMRP .0000 IN. YT




FIG 26 LAUNCH VEHICLE -SECOND STAGE-LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
(K)BET.^ = 10.00	 PAGE 1487
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